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The inflammatory procceses of pancreatic gland can be acute and chronic. Acute 
pancreatitis constitutes the majority of cases requiring hospital admission in 

gastroenterology. We are yet to discover many things about its pathophysiology, which 
is a certain drawback for the progress in its treatment. Prediction of severity is necessary 
for the management plan. However, our progress in the field was significant in the recent 

decade and a leap forward is expected in this cumbersome condition which has many 
unmet needs. Chronic pancreatitis is a progressive inflammatory disease characterized 

by debilitating pain and pancreatic insufficiency. Although medical treatment and 
endoscopic interventions are primarily offered to patients with chronic pancreatitis, 

approximately around 50% will ultimately require palliative surgery.
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Preface

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a frequent and potentially life-threatening disease, with a wide spec‐
trum of severity. The reported incidence of acute pancreatitis differs depending on geographic
location and ranges from 14.7/100000 person-years in the Netherlands to 45.1/100000 person-years
in Japan. However, most studies show an incidence between 30 and 45/100000 person-years.

Many studies report an increase in incidence over the last few decades, however, it is a matter of
debate whether this represents a real increase in incidence due to increasing biliary AP in an in‐
creasingly obese population or whether this rise in incidence is due to improved diagnostic capa‐
bilities, a higher level of suspicion of this disease, or an overestimation of retrospective studies
using administrative diagnostic codes.

The severity of AP can be subclinical, mild without organ dysfunction, or severe. Patients with
mild disease often improve spontaneously and heal within a few days. However, patients with
severe disease may develop life-threatening local and/or systemic complications. According to the
revised Atlanta classification system, AP can be classified as mild, moderate, or severe. However,
it is important to remember that AP is a rapidly evolving, dynamic condition in which the severi‐
ty may change rapidly during the course of the disease. Severe AP often takes a clinical course
with two phases, an early and a late one, which should both be considered separately.

The pathophysiology of AP with multi organ failure (MOF) associated is poorly understood. The
main reason for the lack of successful treatment in AP is that many aspects of this condition re‐
garding the physiopathology not only in severe cases are still unknown. AP has a severe course in
approximately 20% of cases and may be associated with high morbidity and the global mortality
is placed around 5% of cases.

Pancreatic autodigestion by the local liberation of own enzymes induces autolysis which triggers
several inflammatory events followed by continuous damage to the pancreas and/or non-pancre‐
atic tissues.

There is no role for prophylactic antibiotics in the management of the early phase of AP. Enteral
nutrition can reduce mortality, systemic infections, and multiorgan dysfunction, compared to pa‐
renteral nutrition. Immediate ERCP is indicated only in patients with biliary pancreatitis with
common bile duct obstruction and cholangitis. These developments have contributed to an im‐
proved outcome for patients with acute pancreatitis, but further studies are still required to tackle
the high mortality in this disease.

Considering the high morbidity and mortality rates of operative necrosectomy, minimally inva‐
sive strategies are being explored by gastrointestinal surgeons, radiologists, and gastroenterolo‐
gists. Since 1999, several other minimally invasive surgical, endoscopic, and radiologic
approaches to drain and debride pancreatic necrosis have been described. In patients who do not
improve after technically adequate drainage, necrosectomy should be performed. When minimal
invasive management is unsuccessful or necrosis has spread to locations not accessible by endos‐
copy, open abdominal surgery is recommended. It is important to consider the need of a multidis‐
ciplinary management, evaluating the clinical situation and the comorbidity of the patient, as well
as the surgeons' experience.



Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive inflammatory disease with irreversibly functional and
morphological changes caused by various etiological factors. On histology, the defining triad of
the disease is acinar loss, mononuclear cell infiltration, and interstitial fibrosis. The main symp‐
toms of chronic pancreatitis are usually recurrent upper abdominal pain or constant and disa‐
bling pain and/or pancreatic exocrine and endocrine insufficiency. Pancreatic parenchymal
calcifications, dilations of pancreatic ducts, stones and pseudocyst can also be observed.

The prevalence of CP was 42/100000 in the USA, 26/100000 in France, 22/100000 in Japan, and
114-200/100000 in India (the highest), respectively. In China, an investigation on 2008 patients
with CP, from 22 hospitals from 1994 to 2004, showed that the incidence was 13/100000 and an
increasing trend was seen in the latest years.

The disease results from a complex interaction of environmental and genetic factors. Alcohol has
been regarded as one of the leading causes of CP. Excess alcohol was the predominant factor in
over 60% of cases of CP in Western countries and about 35% in China. The other causes include
hyperlipidaemia, hypercalcaemia, congenital pancreatic abnormality, pancreatic trauma or sur‐
gery, autoimmune disease, genetic mutations or defects and so on. Around 20–30% of patients are
labeled as idiopathic pancreatitis, without any definite causes.

Patients have tenderness at the epigastrium and have signs of peritoneal irritation when acute
attack occurs. An epigastric swelling suggests a pseudocyst, inflammatory mass, or cancer. The
patients with poor digestion and absorption will lose weight and develop other signs. In the ab‐
dominal plain X-ray radiography calcified loci or stones in pancreas can be seen. The transabdo‐
minal ultrasound is the method that can be used as a screening tool.

The morphological changes of the pancreas and pancreatic ducts can be observed with low sensi‐
tivity. The CT, MRI or the MRCP are useful for diagnosis. CT provides images of pancreatic calci‐
fication, pseudocyst, and irregular dilations of the pancreatic ducts, irregular borderline or shape
of pancreas and so on. Generally, the diagnostic value of MRCP is similar to that of CT, but CT
can detect stones and calcifications better. MRCP demonstrates the extent of dilated pancreatic
ducts and the exact site of pancreatic stones as well as a cause for CP.

The EUS is superior to the abdominal ultrasound with a higher sensitivity of 80%. The commoner
manifestations to be found include the stenosis or irregular dilations of the main pancreatic duct,
the dilations of side-branches, pancreatic stones, pseudocyst, the increased intensity of ultrasound
in pancreatic parenchyma.

The treatments of CP are multi-disciplinary and comprehensive involving internal medicine,
nutriology, anesthesiology, endoscopy, surgery, etc. Endoscopic interventions are considered to
be the first choice with the advantages of minimal invasion and good repetition. It is a chronic
progressive disease. The conditions of some cases may remain unchanged in a certain period.
Other progressive cases may develop pancreatic endocrine or exocrine insufficiency, or pancreatic
cancer, etc. For these patients, regular follow-ups are recommended.

Prof. Luis Rodrigo
Emeritus Full Professor of Medicine

University of Oviedo
Spain
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Chapter 1

Etiology of Pancreatitis and Risk Factors

Eugenia  Lauret, María Rodríguez-Peláez and
Luis Rodrigo Sáez

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/58941

1. Introduction

1.1. Etiology of pancreatitis and risk factors

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is one of the most common gastrointestinal diseases requiring
hospitalization worldwide, with a rising incidence ranging from 13 to 45 per 100,000 persons/
year. The burden of this disease on patients and society is expected to increase even more.
Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a progressive fibro-inflammatory disorder which eventually
culminates in permanent impairment of the exocrine and/or endocrine pancreatic function.
Although the incidence and prevalence of CP is lower than the reported for AP, this disease
significantly reduces patients’ quality of life. The annual incidence of CP in industrialized
countries has been estimated at 5-12 per 100,000, with a prevalence of about 50 per 100,000
persons [1].

Many conditions are known to potentially cause pancreatitis with varying degrees of certainty,
and although some variations have been described between countries, most of cases are
attributed to biliary stones or sludge, followed by alcohol abuse. Advances in imaging,
molecular biology and genetics have broadened the list of possible etiologies, and the number
of presumed idiopathic cases (10-15%) will decrease as our understanding of the disease
improves [1,2].

The etiology of pancreatitis should be determined on admission or in the early course of the
disease, as this allows the clinician to choose the most appropriate management strategies and
therapy in acute phase, and prevent recurrence. A detailed personal history (including data
such as previous acute pancreatitis or gallstone disease, alcohol abuse, drug intake, metabolic
syndromes, trauma or recent invasive procedures, concomitant autoimmune diseases) and
family history of pancreatic disorders can provide guidance for a first etiological approach.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Physical examination, biochemical tests (liver enzymes, calcium, triglycerides) and the
appropriate performance of imaging studies will help to make a differential diagnosis among
biliary, alcoholic and other causes of pancreatitis.

In this chapter, the aim will be to conduct a comprehensive and updated review of the possible
causes of pancreatitis (Table 1) and associated risk factors.

2. Risk factors of pancreatitis

2.1. Age and sex

Although the incidence of AP do not differ according to sex, CP is more common among men.
The risk of AP increases with age, whereas CP mainly affects middle-age individuals. Besides,
age and sex distribution is different by etiology. Usually, alcohol-related pancreatitis is more
common in middle-aged men. By contrast, pancreatitis in women is more frequent related to
gallstones, instrumental procedures, autoimmune diseases or to be idiopathic. Geographic
variations observed in age and sex distribution can be partly explained by differences in
etiology [1,3].

2.2. Race

The risk of pancreatitis is 2 to 3-fold higher among the black population than the whites. Little
is known about the possible reasons of this racial disparity and further studies are needed to
determine whether these observed differences may be related to dietary, genetic or other
factors [1,4].

2.3. Lifestyle factors

2.3.1. Diet

The role of dietary factors in the etiology of pancreatitis is unclear. The consumption of high
glycemic foods has been associated with an increased risk of non-gallstone-related acute
pancreatitis. By contrast, it has been suggested that vegetables and fruit consumption are
associated with reduced risk for pancreatic diseases [5,6].

It also should be noted that celiac disease increases the risk of pancreatitis by approximately
3-fold. Diffuse inflammation of the duodenum and papillary stenosis may be the mechanisms
involved [7].

Dietary pattern is an area for future research, with other new issues to analyze as the role of
the microbiota in pancreatic diseases [8].

2.3.2. Obesity

It has been found that abdominal adiposity increases the risk and severity of AP. The over‐
weight has similar effect for gallstone and non-gallstone-related inflammation [5,9].

Acute and Chronic Pancreatitis4
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2.3.3. Diabetes

Some studies found that type 2 diabetes mellitus increases the risk of AP by 1.5 to 3-fold,
particularly in younger diabetic patients [10]. This risk may be attributed to diabetes itself, but
also to other associated factors with this metabolic disorder (gallstones, hypertriglyceridemia)
or the use of antidiabetic drugs such as dipeptidyl peptidase 4 inhibitors (sitagliptin) or
glucagon-like peptide 1 agonist (exenatide) [11].

3. Etiology of pancreatitis

3.1. Obstructive disorders

Mechanical ampullary obstruction can be induced mainly by gallstone, but also for a wide
variety of other disorders [1,2].

3.1.1. Gallstones

Gallstones (including microlithiasis) are the most common etiology of AP, accounting for at
least 35-45% of cases. However, only 3 to 7% of patients with gallstones develop pancreatitis.
The risk increases with the age, female gender and small gallstones. The rising incidence of
obesity is likely to contribute to AP by promoting gallstone formation.

Proposed mechanisms in the pathogenesis of this disorder include reflux of bile into the
pancreatic duct due to transient ampullary obstruction and/or secondary to edema resulting
from the passage of stones. Both events may lead to increase pressure in the pancreatic duct,
resulting in injury of the gland with release of pancreatic enzymes causing autodigestion and
triggering AP [12].

Biliary sludge is a viscous suspension in gallbladder bile that may contain small (< 5mm) stones
(i.e., microlithiasis). Its formation has been associated with mechanical or functional conditions
that promote bile stasis, such as distal bile duct obstruction, prolonged fasting, total parenteral
nutrition or use of ceftriaxone [13]. It is commonly found up to 20-40% of patients initially
diagnosed with idiopathic pancreatitis, and in the absence of any other etiology this could be
considered as probable cause of the disease.

Gallstones are not recognized as etiology of CP. However, prolonged ductal obstruction may
lead to development of CP.

3.1.2. Pancreatic/ampullary obstruction

Pancreatic  and  periampullary  tumors  can  cause  pancreatitis.  The  intraductal  papillary
mucinous neoplasm is  the most commonly involved,  due to obstruction of  main and/or
side  branches  of  pancreatic  duct  by  the  tumor  itself  and/or  by  mucus  secretion  [14].
Pancreatic  adenocarcinoma  can  also  present  as  pancreatitis,  and  the  acute  attacks  may

Etiology of Pancreatitis and Risk Factors
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precede the diagnosis of overt malignancy in the gland by several months [15]. It has been
estimated that  approximately  5-14% of  patients  with benign or  malignant  pancreatobili‐
ary tumors are initially diagnosed as idiopathic AP [16]. Unexplained recurrent pancreati‐
tis from the middle age should raise the suspicion of underlying tumor, especially in patients
with worrisome associated symptoms (weight loss, new-onset diabetes).

OBSTRUCTIVE

• Gallstones, microlithiasis, “biliary sludge”

• Benign and malignant strictures, ampullary or pancreatic tumors, mucin (intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms)

• Anatomic variants: Pancreas divisum, annular pancreas, choledochal cyst, choledochocele, duodenal duplication,

duodenal diverticula

• Sphincter of Oddi dysfunction

• Parasites (Ascaris, Anisakis)

TOXICS

• Alcohol, Tobacco

• Organophosphorous insecticides

• Venoms (Scorpion, spider)

• Estricnine

• Heroin, cocaine

• Drugs: Pentamidine, Thiazide, Furosemide, Azathioprine, 6-Mercaptopurine, Sulindac, Salicylates, L-asparaginase,

Valproic acid, Calcium, Estrogen, Tamoxifen, Sulfonamide, Tetracycline.

METABOLIC. Hypertriglyceridemia, Hypercalcemia

HEREDITARY / GENETIC

• Hereditary pancreatitis

• Cystic fibrosis

TRAUMA/IATROGENIC

• Post-endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography

• Transparietohepatic cholangiography

• Pancreas biopsy / Fine-needle aspiration

• Transcatheter arterial embolization for hepatocellular carcinoma

• Posoperative

INFECTIONS

• Viruses: Mumps, Coxsackievirus, Cytomegalovirus, Varicella-zoster, Herpes simplex, EpsteinBarr, Human

immunodeficiency virus, Hepatitis A, B and C

• Bacteria: Mycoplasma, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Leptospira, Legionella, Salmonella Typhi

• Fungi: Aspergillus

• Parasites: Toxoplasma, Cryptosporidium, Clonorchis sinensis

Acute and Chronic Pancreatitis6
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VASCULAR DISEASE

• Hypotension/Ischemia

• Vasculitis

• Atheromatosis, emboli to pancreatic vessels

• Hypothermia

• Haemolysis

AUTOIMMUNE

MISCELLANEOUS. Celiac disease, Crohn´s disease, Severe Burns, Tropical pancreatitis, Posterior Penetrating Duodenal

Ulcer

IDIOPHATIC

Table 1. Etiological factors associated with acute pancreatitis.

3.1.3. Anatomic/Functional abnormalities

Other conditions that have been associated with obstructive pancreatitis include anatomic
variants and physiologic anomalies of the pancreatic drainage that occur in 10-15 % of the
population, including pancreas divisum and sphincter of Oddi dysfunction (SOD).

3.1.4. Pancreas divisum

It is the most common congenital malformation of the pancreas. It is due to the fusion failure
between the dorsal and ventral pancreas, resulting in separate pancreatic ductal systems. It is
found in approximately 7% of autopsy series. The implication of this anatomic variant as a
potential cause of AP remains controversial. The proposed pathogenic mechanism is the
relative obstruction to pancreatic juice flow through the minor papilla, leading to increased
intraductal pressure. However, since the rate of AP in patients with pancreas divisum is similar
to the general population, it has been suggested that the involvement of other factors is
required to the development of the disease. In this regard, the prevalence of this malformation
in patients with mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)
was found to be higher than in patients with idiopathic or alcohol-related AP, or control
subjects [13,17].

3.1.5. Sphinter of Oddi dysfunction

SOD is also a controversial cause of AP (Table 2). The involved mechanism is associated with
spasm or stenosis of the sphincter muscle controlling the bile and pancreatic flow into the
duodenum. Pancreatic-type SOD ranges from patients with pancreatic-type pain, raised serum
amylase or lipase and pancreatic duct dilatation (Type I), to those with pancreatic-type pain
and no other abnormalities (Type III). The importance of this condition as cause of recurrent
AP is not clearly established, although it has been considered to cause up to one third of all
cases of idiopathic pancreatitis [16].
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Biliary type Pancreatic type

Type I

• Biliary-type pain

• And all of the following:

- Abnormal aminotransferases or alkaline phosphatase (>2

times normal on at least 2 ocassions)

- Dilated bile duct (>8 mm)

Type I

• Pancreatic-type pain

• And all of the following:

- Amylase/lipase (>1.5 times normal)

- Pancreatic duct >6 mm in head or >5mm in body

- Delayed drainage of contrast after ERCP

(>9 minutes)

Type II

• Biliary-type pain

• And one of the following:

- Abnormal aminotransferases or alkaline phosphatase (>2

times normal on at least 2 ocassions)

- Dilated bile duct (>8 mm)

Type II

• Pancreatic-type pain

• And one or two of the following:

- Amylase/lipase (>1.5 times normal)

- Pancreatic duct >6 mm in head or >5mm in body

- Delayed drainage of contrast after ERCP

(>9 minutes)

Type III

Biliary-type pain only

Type III

Pancreatic-type pain only

Table 2. Sphincter of Oddi dysfunction. Revised Classification Milwaukee. The Rome III Consensus Statement.

3.2. Toxics

3.2.1. Alcohol

The prevalence of AP is approximately 4-fold higher among subjects who are alcohol con‐
sumers compared to nondrinkers. However, the absolute risk of developing alcohol-related
pancreatitis is lower than that for chronic alcohol liver diseases and ranges from 5% to 10% for
large consumers [18,19]. Alcohol intake is the single most common cause of CP, and the second
after gallstones for AP being responsible for about 30-35% of cases of acute attacks.

The risk of acute alcohol-induced pancreatitis increases in a dose-dependent manner, with a
threshold for CP of approximately 4-5 drinks/day. Chronic alcoholic patients eventually
develop CP after 10 to 20 years of continuous alcohol abuse. The contribution of the beverage
type to this risk requires further studies [19,20].

Although the exact mechanism of pancreatic injury remains unclear, alcohol may act directly
on the acinar cells as a toxic by promoting the synthesis of enzymes, activation of pancreatic
proteases, changes in cellular lipid metabolism, induction of oxidative stress, activation of
stellate cells and/or by increasing the sensitivity of the gland to other genetic and environ‐
mental factors.

Two pathogenic theories have been described. In one, alcohol-related injury is the result of
perturbations in exocrine function leading to an increase of the lithogenicity of pancreatic
juice and the formation of  protein plugs and stones.  Atrophy and fibrosis  develop as  a
result  of  the  obstructive  process.  The  other  theory  proposed  a  stepwise  progression  to
fibrosis after recurrent attacks of AP. Inflammation and necrosis from the initial episodes
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of AP lead to areas of scarring, ductal obstruction, stasis and subsequent stone formation.
However, given the low rate of pancreatitis among heavy drinkers, it has been suggested
that other genetic and environmental cofactors would be required for the development of
alcoholic pancreatitis [19,21].

3.2.2. Smoking

Tobacco and alcohol are cofactors that increase the risk of pancreatitis. Furthermore, both
habits often coexist and are enhanced in a dose-dependent manner. However, large studies
have suggested that smoking alone is an independent risk factor for both AP and CP [22,23].

It has been reported that smoking increases by approximately 2-fold the risk of non-gallstone-
related AP, but not for gallstone-related pancreatitis. This risk was higher in patients who
consumed alcohol, current smokers and those with more than 20 packs-years of smoking,
particularly if they met the three characteristics (relative risk, 4.12) [24].

Regarding CP, smoking alone has been attributed 25% of the risk for this disease. It has been
calculated a risk more than 2-fold among subjects who smoked less than one pack/day, and
more than 3-fold for those with higher consumption [25].

At this time, there is very little information about the pathogenesis of smoking-induced
pancreatitis compared with those of other causes. Data from animal models suggest several
potential mechanisms such as altered gene expression in the exocrine pancreas and activation
of pancreatic enzymes with acinar cell damage. Nicotine has also been shown to modulate the
oxidative stress and lipid peroxidation and these processes might be involved in the patho‐
physiology of acute and chronic pancreatitis. As is becoming evident with respect to alcohol,
there may be other environmental and/or genetic factors that may promote pancreatic injury
with smoking [26].

3.2.3. Drugs

AP due to drugs is a rare event (2%). Over one hundred of different medications have been
related in the development of the disease by several mechanims. These include immunologic
reactions (azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine, aminosalicylates, sulfonamides), a direct toxic
effect (diuretics, sulfonamides), accumulation of toxic metabolites (valproic acid, didanosine,
pentamidine, tetracycline), ischemia (diuretics, azathioprine), intravascular thrombosis
(estrogen), and increased viscosity of pancreatic juice (diuretics and steroids). No medications
are known to cause CP.

Drug-induced pancreatitis has been classified (I-IV) (Table 3) according to the number of
registered cases, latency period and reaction with rechallenge: Class Ia drugs (at least 1 case
report with positive rechallenge, excluding all other causes, such as alcohol, hypertriglyceri‐
demia, gallstones, and other drugs), Class Ib drugs (at least 1 case report with positive
rechallenge; however, other causes, such as alcohol, hypertriglyceridemia, gallstones, and
other drugs were not ruled out), Class II drugs (at least 4 cases in the literature and consistent
latency in ≥75% of cases), Class III drugs (at least 2 cases in the literature with no consistent
latency among cases and no rechallenge) and Class IV drugs (Not fitting into the earlier-
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described classes, single case report published in medical literature, without rechallenge).
Classes I and II have the greatest potential for causing AP. The time interval between beginning
of the drug and the development of the disease is highly variable, depending on the substance
involved and its pathogenic mechanism. Therefore, a high index of suspicion and a detailed
drug history are essential for making the diagnosis [27,28].

3.2.4. Others toxics

Organophosphate pesticides, arachnids and reptiles venoms have been described to cause AP
by cholinergic stimulation [2]. Cocaine consumption may cause pancreatitis by vasoconstrictor
and ischemic effects [29].

Class IA

α-methyldopa

Azodisalicylate

Bezafibrate

Cannabis

Carbimazole

Codeine

Cytosine

Arabinoside

Dapsone

Enalapril

Furosemide

Isoniazid

Mesalamine

Metronidazole

Pentamidine

Pravastatin

Procainamide

Pyritonol

Simvastatin

Stibogluconate

Sulfamethoxazole

Sulindac

Tetracycline

Valproic acid

Class IB

All-trans-retinoic acid

Amiodarone

Azathioprine

Clomiphene

Dexamethasone

Ifosfamida

Lamivudine

Losartan

Lynesterol/

Metho-xyethinylestradiol

6- Mercaptopurine

Meglumine

Methimazole

Nelfinavir

Norethindronate/

mestranol

Omeprazole

Premarin

Sulfamethazole

Trimethoprim-

sulfamethazole

Class II

Acetaminophen

Chlorthiazide

Clozapine

Didanosine

Erythromycin

Estrogen

L-asparaginase

Pegasparagase

Propofol

Tamoxifen

Class III

Aledronate

Atorvastatin

Carbamazepine

Captopril

Ceftriaxone

Chlorothalidone

Cimetidine

Clarithromycin

Cyclosporin

Gold

Hydrochlorothiazide

Indomethacin

Interferon/ribavirin

Irbesartan

Isotretinoin

Ketorolac

Lisinopril

Metalozone

Metformin

Minocycline

Mirtazapine

Naproxen

Paclitaxel

Prednisone

Prednisolone

Class IV

Adrenocorticotrophic hormone

Ampicillin

Cisplatin

Colchicine

Diclofenac

Difenoxylate

Fluvastatin

Gemfibrozil
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Bendroflumethiazide

Benzapril

Betamethazone

Capecytabine

Cyclophosphamide

Cyproheptidine

Danazol

Diazoxide

Doxorubicin

Ethacrinic acid

Famciclovir

Finasteride

5-fluorouracil

Interleukin-2

Ketoprofen

Lovastatin

Mefanamic acid

Nitrofurantoin

Data modified from Badalov N et al [28].

Table 3. Summary of the medications associated with pancreatitis based on Drug Class.

3.3. Metabolic disorders

3.3.1. Hypertriglyceridemia

This type of hyperlipidemia induces AP in about 1-4% of cases, and this is an uncommon
etiology of CP. The disease typically develops in patients with a history of familiar hyperlipi‐
demia and/or an associated secondary factor as uncontrolled diabetes, alcohol consumption,
hypothyroidism, nephrotic syndrome, drug intake or pregnancy. The risk is particularly
increased in patients with AP not due to alcoholic or obstructive causes and with high serum
triglyceride concentrations above 1000 mg/dL. Mild-to-moderate hyperlipidemia is often
secondary to alcoholic AP, and should not be confused with marked hypertriglyceridemia
causing AP [2].

The mechanism of hypertriglyceridemia induced pancreatitis is unclear though some authors
suggest stimulation of amylase release, cell damage from free fatty acids and chylomicrons in
acinar cells, and sluggish flow in the capillaries resulting in ischemic injury [13].

3.3.2. Hypercalcemia

This is a rare cause of AP and almost always happens as result of concomitant hyperparathyr‐
oidism. Pancreatitis has been reported to be related to endogenous hypercalcemia by disse‐
minated carcinoma and after iatrogenic effect, for example with total parenteral nutrition or
vitamin D poisoning. Proposed mechanisms include deposition of calcium in pancreatic duct
and calcium activation of trypsinogen within the pancreatic parenchyma. Because the inci‐
dence of pancreatitis is low in patients with chronic hypercalcemia, additional factors are
probable necessary to induce acute episodes [13,30].

3.4. Hereditary/genetic pancreatitis

In pancreatitis, alterations in several genes have so far been described [31].

Hereditary pancreatitis is an autosomal dominant disorder with high penetrance rates up to
80%. This disorder is associated with mutations in the trypsinogen gen PRSS1 that promotes
the premature conversion of trypsinogen to active trypsin, resulting in pancreatic autodiges‐
tion. This genetic syndrome is characterized by a strong family history of pancreatic disease,
and most patients develop recurrent pancreatitis from childhood, with progressive evolution
to CP and a significant increase in risk of pancreatic cancer.
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Severe homozygote mutations in CFTR gene cause cystic fibrosis. Patients who are compound
heterozygotes for mild mutations have 40 to 80-fold increased risk of developing CP compared
with the general population, without presenting other manifestations of cystic fibrosis and
with a normal sweat chloride test.

Mutations in the serine protease inhibitor kazal type 1 gene (SPINK1) and chymotrypsin C
(CTRC) are associated with acute and chronic pancreatitis. Patients who have severe mutations
typically develop CP in childhood. Other mutations predispose to the development, but do
not necessarily cause pancreatitis.

3.5. Trauma and medical procedures

3.5.1. Blunt or penetrating trauma

Both types of injuries may cause pancreatitis in about 0.2% and 1% cases respectively, ranging
from a mild contusion to a severe damage [2]. These conditions can lead to acute duct rupture
and pancreatic ascites. The low rates of AP after trauma result from the retroperitoneal location
of the gland. The injury healing may result in a narrowing of the main pancreatic duct, causing
obstructive pancreatitis in the gland downstream from the stricture.

Rarely a posterior duodenal ulcer can penetrate into the pancreas and thereby induce AP. This
complication may present as gastrointestinal bleeding.

3.5.2. Post-ERCP

The result of instrumentation of the gland as in endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatog‐
raphy (ERCP) can result in post-ERCP pancreatitis. This injury occurs in 3-5% of unselected
patients and although the episodes are usually mild, up to 11% of cases the disease is severe.
The risk of post-ERCP pancreatitis may be increased up to 25% in those with suspected SOD
or in those with a prior history of post-ERCP pancreatitis. Other risk factors for the develop‐
ment of this complication include young age, female sex, repeated attempts of papilla cannu‐
lation and poor emptying of pancreatic duct after contrast injection. Proposed underlying
mechanisms that may be involved in the pathogenesis of post-ERCP pancreatitis are mechanic
damage from manipulation, and/or chemical, hydrostatic or thermal injury around the
papillary orifice or over pancreatic duct [32,33].

3.5.3. Postoperative pancreatitis

This complication can occur after abdominal or thoracic surgery. It has been described in about
0.4-7.6% after cardiopulmonary bypass and 6% after liver transplantation. Significant risks for
postoperative pancreatitis include renal insufficiency, hypotension, and infections. Intraoper‐
ative or postoperative medications may also cause pancreatitis [34,35].

Other procedures have also been described as cause of iatrogenic pancreatitis (transparieto‐
hepatic cholangiography, pancreatic biopsy/fine-needle aspiration). Pancreatitis after trans‐
arterial embolization for the treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma results from a retrograde
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injection of the chemotherapeutic or embolic agents into pancreatic arteries, giving rise to
ischemic pancreatitis [36].

3.6. Infectious diseaSES

Many infectious agents are associated with AP (Table 1), but no microorganism has ever been
identified within the pancreas. Mumps and Coxsackie B virus are the most common causes of
infectious pancreatitis. Other viruses (Cytomegalovirus, Herpes simplex, Varicella-zoster,
Hepatitis B), bacteria (Salmonella typhi, Leptospira, Legionella), fungi (Aspergillus) and parasites
(Toxoplasma, Cryptosporidium) have all been associated with AP. Clonorchis sinensis and Ascaris
cause pancreatitis by invading and blocking the pancreatic duct [2,37].

AP may be caused by HIV infection or secondary to anti-retroviral treatment. In acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), other infectious agents may cause pancreatitis including
Cytomegalovirus, Candida, Cryptosporidium neoformans, Toxoplasma gondii, Pneumocystis
carinii and Mycobacterium avium complex [38].

3.7. Vascular diseases

Pancreatic ischemia has been reported in the following circumstances: hypotension, hemor‐
rhagic shock, vasculitis (systemic lupus erythematosus and polyarteritis nodosa), atheroemb‐
olism, hypothermia, haemolysis and emboli to pancreatic vessels. It has been described
episodes of AP in long-distance runners, on an ischemic basis [2].

3.8. Autoimmune pancreatitis

Less than 5% of patients evaluated in a tertiary center with pancreatitis on admission, were
diagnosed as autoimmune pancreatitis (AIP). This disease may present in a variety of ways
and among patients with this disease, only 10% to 25% have features of AP o CP at the time
of presentation.

AIP has distinct clinical and histological features. Two subtypes are known, the type 1
(lymphoplasmacytic sclerosing pancreatitis) is a multi-organ disease associated with IgG4, and
type 2 (idiopathic duct centric pancreatitis) appears to be a pancreas-specific disorder with
characteristic granulocyte-epithelial lesions [39]. Immunologic abnormalities including
hypergammaglobulinemia, elevated serum IgG4 levels and the presence of autoantibodies
against lactoferrin and carbonic anhydrase are important serological markers of the type 1 AIP.

Because the diagnosis can be elusive, several criteria have proposed to diagnose AIP. The most
widely used in the United States are the HISORT criteria (histology, imaging, serology, other
organ involvement and response to therapy) [40]. Abnormal imaging can be observed in
computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging or endoscopic ultrasound as multifocal
or diffuse pancreatic-ductal narrowing, and abnormal enhancement or enlargement of the
pancreas. Histologic confirmation is desirable and can be obtained by endoscopic ultrasound-
guided biopsy of the pancreas. Ampullary biopsy with IgG4 immunostaining may be a safer
alternative with a specificity approaching 100% but a sensitivity of about 50% [41]. AIP clearly
responds to steroid therapy although spontaneous resolution without treatment has also been
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described; however relapses are relatively common. In some cases, other immunosuppressive
agents are necessary.

3.9. Miscellaneous conditions

3.9.1. Celiac disease

There is an increased risk of developing pancreatitis in patients with celiac disease and between
10% and 20% of newly diagnosed patients may develop pancreatic insufficiency. It has been
described that celiac disease is associated with a 3-fold increased risk of development any form
of pancreatitis and even higher for CP (HR: 19.8). This increased risk was only found among
celiac individuals diagnosed in adulthood, and was generally noted in the first year of
diagnosis especially for CP and enzyme supplementation, but remained even 5 years after [7].

Several factors might contribute to the association between celiac disease and pancreatitis [13].
The earliest proposed mechanism was malnutrition, which impairs the secretion of pancreatic
enzymes and influences the composition of the bile inducing microlithiasis, thus predisposing
to development of pancreatitis. Malnutrition has also been described to be associated with
increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines as well as pancreatic acinar cell damage, ductal
disruption and other structural changes, such as acinar atrophy. Other proposed mechanisms
include altered levels of autoregulatory enteric hormones (cholecystokinin) and papillary
stenosis resulting from localized duodenal inflammation. Another potential explanation
involves immunopathogenetic mechanisms, by T helper cell class 1 (TH1) cytokine up-
regulation in celiac disease through polymorphisms in tumor necrosis factor-α, a TH1
proinflammatory cytokine, which plays an important role in the pathogenesis of severe
pancreatitis. Villous atrophy is associated with pancreatic insufficiency, and restored pancre‐
atic enzyme levels are observed after introduction of a gluten-free diet.

By contrast, the relationship between autoimmune pancreatitis and celiac disease has not been
demonstrated, since there is only so far a case report of this association [42].

3.9.2. Inflammatory bowel disease

Pancreatitis has been associated with inflammatory bowel disease, either secondary to the use
of drugs that may potentially cause this disorder or by other mechanisms as duodenal Crohn
´s disease leading to pancreatic flow obstruction, or as a result of the granulomatous disease or
the autoimmune process directly involving the pancreas [43].

3.10. Idiopathic pancreatitis

This  condition is  defined as  pancreatitis  with  unknown etiology established after  initial
laboratory  and imaging studies.  In  some patients  the  cause  may be  found after  further
investigations,  but  in  others  no definitive etiology is  detected.  These patients  should be
evaluated at centers of excellence focusing on pancreatic diseases. It is recommended to complete
a comprehensive study, since biliary sludge/microlithiasis may be detected in up to 75% of
patients with recurrent AP initially labeled as unknown origin, and it has been estimated that
up to 15% of patients with benign or malignant tumors may present as apparent idiopathic
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pancreatitis. Additionally, the role of genetic testing in idiopathic pancreatitis has yet to be
determined, but the study of genetic abnormalities is being increasingly recognized [16,44].

4. Conclusions

Pancreatitis is a common digestive disorder with a broad spectrum of etiologies. Although
most cases are secondary to biliary stones/sludge or alcohol abuse, other potential causes
should be considered once the two most common etiologies have been excluded. One of the
primary goals in the diagnostic process of the pancreatitis should be to reduce the rate of
idiopathic pancreatitis, because the identification of the cause of the disease may help to
prevent subsequent relapses when the etiological factor is eliminated.
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1. Introduction

Pancreatitis is the inflammation of the pancreas parenchyma with alterations of the stroma
and acinar structures. It may be classified as either acute or chronic. Acute pancreatitis is the
reversible injury to the pancreatic parenchyma associated with inflammation. Its reversibility
depends on the degree and surface of the lesions and eventually on the co-existent morbidities.

Etio-pathogenesis of acute pancreatitis begins by the activation of pancreatic enzymes. Acute
pancreatitis has as main physiopathological event the destruction of the parenchymal archi‐
tecture. The parenchymal changes induce matrix alteration accompanied by vascular and
nervous destruction. All these events have as main cause enzymatic mechanisms [1].

The mechanism behind this activation may be pancreatic duct obstruction, primary acinar cell
injury, hyperstimulation of pancreas, reflux of bile, defective intracellular transport of
proenzymes within acinar cells. Among the numerous causes, two factors which account for
about 70-80% of cases of acute pancreatitis are biliary tract disease and alcoholism [1].

The acute inflammatory process associate with acute pancreatitis induces lesions due to the
activation of immunity involved cell that produce TNF, nuclear factor kB and STAT1, that may
lead to the overexpression of the pancreatic lesions and to the possibility of secondary
infections. All the described events may lead in the end to SIRS, MOD or even death [2,3].

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Recent studies have proposed chronic pancreatitis to develop through stimulation of stellate
cells into myofibroblasts, which are responsible for the production of collagen and parenchy‐
mal fibrosis [4-7]. However, a molecular study has referred to important role of genetic
polymorphism in the pathobiology of pancreatic diseases. [8]

Several studies proved that the prevalence of chronic pancreatitis tends toward 0.6% in several
countries of Europe and United States [8,9], with an annual incidence of 10 cases for 100000
persons [10]. The most frequent factors that may lead to the appearance of chronic pancreatitis
are: the obstruction of main excretory ducts, autoimmunity or individual risk factors (working
and life conditions, alcohol consumption, smoking, different drugs, etc.) [11]. Chronic
pancreatitis is characterized by the replacement of the secretory and endocrine parenchyma
by the matrix elements with the predominance of fibrillar collagen structures, associated with
the atrophy of the secretory and endocrine units. The fibrotic scar is triggered by the activation
of the pancreatic stellate cells which appear in parenchyma destruction areas. These lesions
induce severe disorganization of the architecture of the pancreatic lobules, associated with
atrophic processes and dilations of the remaining intra and extra lobular excretory ducts. These
aspects constitute the bases of multiple associated diseases as malnutrition or more frequently
diabetes [12-14].

The lesions of acute and chronic pancreatitis and are especially related to chronic alcoholism.
The alcohol may act directly as a parenchyma toxic through blood vessel wall absoption
activating the stellate cells. They may be indirectily activated by alcohol metabolites and by
cytokines and growth factors. The growth factors may also initiate angio and vasculo-genesis.

Necrosis and hemorrhage in acute pancreatitis are initiated by intracapillary leucocyte
accumulation that adheres to capillary endothelium leading to capillary occlusion and lysis.
This aspect may be observed in larger vessels with tunica media present. Leucocytes can
substantially plug capillaries under pathological conditions leading to disturbances in
microvascular blood flow which induces a so-called ‘‘no-reflow’’ condition with subsequent
tissue damage [15-17].

Vascular lesions in chronic pancreatitis are different that in the case of acute pancreatitis, being
characterized by vascular occlusion due to fibrosis.

In acute pancreatitis, the vessel destruction is due to the elastic fibers digestion by elastases
[18]. In chronic pancreatitis the reticular network is ruptured by endothelial cells function and
fibrosis in the tunica media.

2. Material and methods

We used 20 tissue samples from deceased patients diagnosed during necropsy with either
chronic or acute pancreatitis. The inclusion criterion was the macroscopic examination of
harvested samples. Thus the sclerotic pancreas was microscopically confirmed as chronic
pancreatitis in 6 cases. The visible increasing of the gland’s volume with pale aspect and diffuse
edema or fatty necrosis with hemorrhage areas was diagnosed as acute pancreatitis in 14 cases.
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The samples were fixed in 10% buffered formalin solution for 3-4 days depending of their size,
and were paraffin-wax processed. The 10% buffered formaline solution is a soft fixative that
preserves the antigen expression of various cells, thus being suitable for immunohistochem‐
istry. It also maintains the morphology of the tissue without alteration of the histo-architecture
of the pancreas. A higher fixative volume compared with the volume of the sample insures
the optimization of the fixation process. The paraffin blocks were cut using the microtome to
5μm thick sections. The sections were harvested on poli-L-lisyne slides in order to have better
adherence and to exclude the eventual cross reactions.

For the histological evaluation we used the standard hematoxylin-eosin staining, Goldner-
Szeckelly trichrome staining and Gőmőri silver staining.

The immunohistochemical procedure was carried out after previous heat mediated antigen
retrieval in the microwave oven, using the Mouse anti Human CD34 and Col IV (Dako)
primary antibody in 1:50 dillution each. For detection we used Dako’s EnVision system, and
DAB (3,3'-diaminobenzidine) as chromogen substrate. The nuclei were counterstained using
Mayer hematoxylin.

The obtained slides were examined using the Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope.

3. Results and discussion

Acinar and isle lesions in acute and chronic pancreatitis with blood vessel alterations differ
regarding the etiologic agent of the disease. As it is already known the etiology of pancreatitis
may be metabolic, genetic, mechanic, infectious or vascular. No matter which etiology the
characteristic lesions in acute pancreatitis with parenchyma and stroma involvement imply
inflammatory processes, edema, focal hemorrhage and severe necrotic lesions [4] (figure 1).

Figure 1. Histo-architecture changes of stroma and parenchyma-acute pancreatitis. HE x100
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Figure 2. Isolated exocrine parenchymal cells surrounded by necrotic lesions and incipient fibril-genesis. HE x200

In the vicinity of the necrosis areas we observed the presence of isolated cells remained in the
formed acinar and ductal structures zones. These cells may be involved in the initiation of
partial remodeling processes or in the initiation of fibril-genesis along with already known
myofibroblasts [19-21] (figure 2). In these areas the vascular apparatus lacks. We consider that
necrotic lesions involve the capillaries with the appearance of parenchymal focal micro-
hemorrhages.

Figure 3. Reminiscent vascullar apparatus in an area of fat necrosis. HE x100

In areas of necrosis or fatty necrosis the remained vessels are of venular or arteriolar type. This
aspect leads to the idea that pancreatic enzymes first target the reticular febrile network (this
being the reason for capillary disappearance) and then the collagen and elastic network in the
tunica media of arterioles or small veins (figure 3).

In acinar and isle dystrophic lesions areas we frequently observed with or without micro-
thrombosis. We consider that these “gemini” vessels in acinar-isle transition zones may
provide the vascular support for acino-isle reconversion (figure 4).

These aspects were not observed in areas of pure exocrine parenchyma.
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The characteristic of dystrophic Langerhans isles is the presence of capillaries in the periphery
under the pseudo-capsule and their disappearance in medial and central areas. This aspect
supports the above mentioned theory of the “gemini” vessels.

Recent studies [22] have reported that Langergans isles maintain their structure despite the
necrotic surrounding, due to two main factors: the resistant collagen pseudo-capsule and the
peripheral vascularization (figure 5).

Isle lesions associated to the acino-ductal ones are represented by focal accumulation of
sclerotic islets of variable size; occasional neoformation of islets by ductoinsular proliferation
(neosidioblastosis); and peri-capillary fibrosis in atrophic islets.

At the periphery of the pseuo-isle structures consequent to necrotic lesions, the pericytes are
activated and develop myo-fibroblastic like characteristics, initiating the perivascular fibrosis.

The alterations of the vascular wall (endothelium and basement membrane of the capillary),
focal ischemia, induce important dystrophic lesions of the endocrine and exocrine parenchy‐

Figure 4. Micro-thrombosis of “gemini” vessels in an area of acinar and isle architecture partially unaltered. Goldner
Szeckelly trichrome x200

Figure 5. Peripheral vascularization of a Langerhans isle. Goldner Szeckelly trichrome x200
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ma. This may have the pathologic support the alterations of endothelial and lysosome
dynamics (figure 6 and 7).

In fibrosis areas characteristic to chronic pancreatitis, we observed capillaries with turgescent
endothelia, nuclear hypertrophy of the pericytes. These may be the beginning of angio and
vasculo-genesis with later differentiation into veins and arteries.

The fibroblastic, myo-fibroblastic-like cells in the fibrosis areas support the above mentions,
being involved in collagen secretion and matrix remodeling as well as angioblastic cyto-
formation substrate (figure 8).

Medium caliber vessels presented discontinuous endothelium with edema and myo-lytic
lesions in the tunica media, the adventitia being completely modified by edema (figure 9). The
myocytes or endothelial cell apoptosis may lead to the appearance of focal micro-hemorrhages.

In the inter-acinar spaces there are some CD34 positive groups of cells without lumen, possibly
as angio genesis precursors (figure 10).

Figure 6. Capillary in a fibrosis area. HE x200

Figure 7. Vascular apparatus in a fibrosis area. HE x200
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Figure 10. Issolated inter-acinar cells positive to CD34 immunostaining. DAB x400

Figure 8. Immunostaining for Col IV, Collagen sinthesys at the periphery of the Langeshans isle. DAB x200

Figure 9. Myocytes lysis and edema in tunica media of the arteriole. HE x200
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The appearance of some fibrosis areas initiated in the peri-lobular septum, and the replacement
of the parenchyma may lead to vessel “suffocation” (the fusion of the extracellular matrix with
the vessels’ adventitia and media with vascular collapse).

Figure 11. Argirophil cells anchored to the basement membrane in the neighboring of a fibrosis area. Silver staining
x200

Figure 12. Argirophil stellate cells anchored to the basement membrane in the neighboring of a fibrosis area. Silver
staining x200

In case of acute pancreatitis we observed isolated cells in the vicinity of intense necrotic lesions,
this aspect being maintained in the vicinity of fibrosis zones in chronic pancreatitis (figure 11
and 12). These argirophils may provide the reticular fibril-genesis for vascular apparatus of
the parenchyma [23].

The inhibition of MMP-3 and MMP-9 reduce the collagen degradation having as consequence
the enhancement of fibriologenesis. This process is mediated by the pancreatic stellate cells in
the matrix that produces regulatory cytokines involved in matrix remodeling [24].
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Figure 13. Ruptured reticular network in vessel’s wall. Silver staining x200

In chronic pancreatitis fragmentations of the reticular fibers appear (figure 13). The fusion of
the fibrosis area with the adventitia and media of the vessels lead to the maintenance of the
vascular shape, this being the reason for the lack of hematic extravasations. The continuous of
reticular network may lead to intravascular micro-thrombosis.

Figure 14. Partially kept reticular network with micro-thrombosis. Silver staining x200

The partial or total invasion of the fibrotic process in the tunica media of the arteriole may lead
to the formation of high resistivity pseudo-fibrotic vascular apparatus (figure 14 and 15). This
may be the pathogenic mechanism of low peripheral irrigation and eventually ischemia that
may lead to a new acute pancreatic episode.

The described aspect is confirmed by collagen IV immunohistochemistry, that proves the
accumulation of uni-directional fibers surrounding a former arteriole (figure 16).

In acute pancreatitis the characteristic dystrophic and necrotic lesions involved especially the
intra-lobular vasculo-parenchymatous possibly due to aggressive protolithic attack. In chronic
pancreatitis due to oxidative lesions there is an “activation” of the peri-lobular areas (stroma-
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septum) that lead to the “suffocation” of the blood vessels in some areas and to the appearance
of pseudo-fibrotic arterioles as a compensation mechanism.

The endothelial and pericytar apoptosis may be the reason for the initial destruction of
capillaries in acute pancreatitis, while in chronic pancreatitis there is a endothelial and pericyte
hypertrophy is found as part of angio and vasculo genesis, Due to the non-typical aspect of
the isle’s capillaries, they disappear in isle involvement of acute pancreatitis, the vasculariza‐
tion being provided by the “gemini” vessels in the periphery of the Langerhans isle.

Vascular endothelial discontinuities and stasis associated to hemolysis, are typical lesion that
occur in the small blood vessels areas that subsequently evolves into thrombosis. It it possible
for this micro-thrombosis to be the key vascular event in acute necrotic pancreatitis [25-29].
These lesions may be observed in the early stages when stromal edema appears and there is
no necrosis as yet. The thrombosis does not produce occlusion, only partial stenosis that leads
to distal ischemia. This leasions often associate myo-lysis in the tunica media of and endothelial
apoptosis. The necrosis appears as a consequence of vascular occlusion. Studies report as main
vascular changes in chronic pancreatitis, the tortuosity and liminal irregularities of the

Figure 15. Blood vessels in a fibrosis area. Silver staining x200

Figure 16. Unidirrectional collagen fibers surrounding blood vessels. Immunostaining for Col IV, DAB x200
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pancreatic arteries [30]. Those changes observed by angiography and micro-angiography
[31-33] are confirmed by the microscopic aspect described in our study.

The argyrophilic structures of the pancreatic parenchyma is partially maintained even in
necrosis areas, compared with the argyrophilic architecture of the small or large vesse Early
or late acino-isle changes associated with stromal alterations do not usually involve the nerves,
which are resistant to destruction [34-36] (figure 17). Pancreatic pain is characteristically
described as a constant, severe, dull, epigastric pain that often radiates to the back and typically
worsens after high-fat meals. However, many different pain patterns have been described,
ranging from no pain to recurrent episodes of pain and pain free intervals, to constant pain
with clusters of severe exacerbations [35-37].

Nerve structure of the nerve remains intact in fields of total necrosis, this being reflected in the
noisy clinical symptoms associated to pancreatitis.

Pancreatic acinar cells seem to be especially vulnerable to endoplasmatic reticulum (ER)
dysfunction owing to their dependence on high ER volume and functionality [38]. Pancreatic
acinar cells, which are specialized in synthesis, storage and secretion of digestive enzymes,
have the highest rate of protein synthesis among human tissues [39-41] and possess charac‐
teristically rich volume of ER. Thus, owing to the dependence on high ER volume and
functionality, pancreatic acinar cells might be especially susceptible to perturbations in ER
homeostasis. Indeed, ER stress has been previously described in pancreatic acinar cells during
L-arginine induced experimental acute pancreatitis [42]. ER stress is newly considered to be a
trypsinogen independent causing factor of pancrestitis.

4. Conclusions

Vascular dynamics differs in acute versus chronic pancreatitis.

In acute pancreatitis, areas of necrosis lack the vascular apparatus of capillary type with the
appearance of focal intra-parenchymatous hemorrhages. In border zone, peri-necrotic, arterio-
venullar apparatus remains.

Figure 17. Blood vessels and nerves in a necrosis area. Silver staining x200
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In areas with acinar and isle architecture partially maintained, we identified “gemini” vessels
with double involvement. They represent the starting point of the exocrine, respectively
endocrine vascularization of the pen-umbra, with dystrophic Langerhans isles. The presence
of capillaries in the periphery of the isle under the pseudo-capsule is a phenomenon frequently
observed.

Partial lesions of capillary wall induce the activation of pericytes which acquire myo-fibroblast-
like proprieties, initiating the perivascular fibrosis in the vicinity of necrotic areas.

In the fibrosis-necrosis border, we identified isolated argirophilic stellate cells presumably
initiating the fibrosis. Due to their anchoring in the basement membrane of the former acinus
we may assume the involvement of stellate cells in post-necrotic phagocytosis generating
optically-void spaces.

In acute pancreatitis edema and myocytolysis was observed in the tunica media of large caliber
vessels, while in chronic pancreatitis the fibrotic process of the media dominates leading to
vessel “suffocation”.

In chronic pancreatitis the hemorrhages are rare or absent due to the fusion of partially
fragmented reticular network with the collagen fibers of the fibrosis areas.

We observed that in chronic pancreatitis, the nerva vasorum remains intact, leading to the idea
of their resistance to the characteristic lesions of the acute event.

The most important difference, in our opinion, between chronic and acute pancreatitis is that
the physiopathologic cascade is induced by the vascular apparatus. Thus in acute pancreatitis
the lesions have a centrifuge evolution, while in chronic pancreatitis the centripetal evolution
is characteristic.
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1. Introduction

Acute pancreatitis(AP) in spite of thousands of experimental and clinical studies remains a
disease with significant impact in many countries being one of the most common gastrointes‐
tinal diseases requiring hospital admission in the United States[1]. Although the overall
mortality in AP patients is about 5% in severe AP is increasing up to 25 [2] mainly in elderly
people [3]

The aging process is believed to influence the course and outcome of AP. Indeed, AP in elderly
patients is associated with high morbidity and mortality [4]. Although Frey at al [5] have
related the presence of comorbidities in elderly patients to their increased mortality, others
consider advanced age to be an independent prognostic factor in AP [6].

The mechanisms underlying the increased severity of AP in elderly patients are not completely
understood. Possibilities include the presence of a proinflammatory status in older people [7]
or organ-specific alterations that may contribute to increased systemic inflammation in AP.
The lungs are particularly affected in AP, releasing a second wave of inflammatory mediators
that may increase systemic inflammation in older patients [8].

2. Aging and systemic inflammation

Cytokine production in elderly patients with sepsis is higher than in young people [9]. We
have observed that old people sometimes have a smooth initial postoperative course, followed

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



by an increased inflammatory response that may have catastrophic outcomes. Delayed
explosive levels of interleukin (IL)-6 have been observed in elderly patients after surgery [10].

A recent report also demonstrated that the production of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α,
IL-1β or IL-6 in the lung cells of older subjects after exposure to lipopolysaccharide occurs
relatively late, but remain sustained when compared to lung cells from young subjects [11].
Monocyte activation and hypercytokinemia have also been observed in elderly patients after
surgical procedures [12] and in vitro studies have demonstrated that mitogen-stimulated
peripheral mononuclear cells from the elderly produce higher levels of TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-1
when compared to young subjects [13]. All these findings support the concept that aging affects
the immune system and promotes inflammation that is also associated with metabolic
dysfunctions [14].

3. Molecular mechanisms of the proinflammatory status related to aging

The molecular mechanisms involved in the proinflammatory condition of aged people are still
poorly understood, but inflammatory genes dysregulation may be involved in the process.

The potential role of the poly(ADPribose) polymerase-1 gene in inflammation and in the aging
process has been reported [15].

Higher splenic expression of toll-like receptor-4 and CD14 were also demonstrated in older
animals with sepsis when compared with young animals [16]. In this report, an increased 2A
adrenergic receptor and phosphodiesterase in older animals was also found. It was concluded
that in old animals the proinflammatory status is related to the innate immune response and
to the upregulation of the adrenergic autonomic nervous system that also may contribute to
the increased proinflammatory cytokine production [16].

Besides the proinflammatory condition in aging animals with acute pancreatitis, an increase
in plasma concentration of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, a primary inhibitor of the
fibrinolytic system, has been shown in experimental pancreatitis resulting in increased extra
pancreatic thrombosis [17].

We are currently evaluating the differential gene expression in older patients with sepsis
compared to young patients. Recently, the important role of adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL)
activity in the increased inflammatory status related to the aging process has been reported
[18]. Reduction of ATGL in aging animals is related to the increased inflammatory status in
these animals [18]. However, the mechanism by which ATGL modulates the production of
inflammatory mediators is still unknown.

4. Acute pancreatitis in the elderly population

The mortality rate in elderly patients is significantly higher than in younger patients(21.3
% vs 5.9%) [6].Recent clinical study also reported that elderly patients with severe acute
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fibrinolytic system, has been shown in experimental pancreatitis resulting in increased extra
pancreatic thrombosis [17].

We are currently evaluating the differential gene expression in older patients with sepsis
compared to young patients. Recently, the important role of adipose triglyceride lipase (ATGL)
activity in the increased inflammatory status related to the aging process has been reported
[18]. Reduction of ATGL in aging animals is related to the increased inflammatory status in
these animals [18]. However, the mechanism by which ATGL modulates the production of
inflammatory mediators is still unknown.

4. Acute pancreatitis in the elderly population

The mortality rate in elderly patients is significantly higher than in younger patients(21.3
% vs 5.9%) [6].Recent clinical study also reported that elderly patients with severe acute
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pancreatitis have significant higher mortality rates than younger patients (17.0% vs 5.3%)
[20].We have observed similar findings in our own experience. Although no differences in
local  complications  in  acute  pancreatitis  between  young  and  elderly  people  have  been
observed,  the increased mortality  that  occurs with aging is  related to increased rates  of
organ failure [19–21].

The mechanisms underlying this increased distant organ failure and mortality associated with
aging is not completely understood. However, possible explanations include the increased
inflammatory response, worsened organ response to injury, or increased bacterial transloca‐
tion with increased systemic injury.

Recently, it was reported that there is a loss of pancreatitis-associated proteins with aging.
These are a group of innate pancreatic proteins with a protective effect, that are induced in the
process of AP and that are related to the increased severity of acute pancreatitis in the aging
population [22].

However in elderly patients with AP, there is a similar occurrence of local complications
associated with a significant increase in multiple organ failure when compared to young
patients [20].

It is well established that older patients are more susceptible to infections in surgical proce‐
dures, probably related to an exaggerated inflammatory response after surgery that can be
attributed to the proinflammatory status of older people [23].

It is conceivable that in surgical procedures and in acute pancreatitis, bacterial translocations
due to increased intestinal damage may be the underlying process that increases distant organ
failure. Intestinal fatty acid binding protein (IFABP) is a 15-kd protein located at the tips of
intestinal mucosal villi usually undetected in plasma circulation. Recently it has been shown
that IFABP is a specific marker of gut epithelial dysfunction in clinical cases of acute pancrea‐
titis and a useful marker of the severity of the disease [24]. In our laboratory we also demon‐
strated in an experimental model of acute pancreatitis that plasma levels of IFABP are
correlated with bacterial translocation (unpublished data).

In fact we have demonstrated increased intestinal damage, evaluated by plasma levels of
ileal  fatty  acid  binding protein  in  an experimental  model  of  acute  pancreatitis  in  aging
animals  when  compared  to  young  animals.  This  increased  intestinal  damage  was  fol‐
lowed by increased bacterial translocation and pancreatic infection in old animals (unpub‐
lished data; Figs 1, 2 and 3).

This increased bacterial translocation in older animals when compared to young ones was
associated with an increased systemic damage characterized by increased pulmonary myelo‐
peroxidase, and increased serum levels of liver enzymes, creatinine and glucose.

We also demonstrated that expression of intestinal proinflammatory cytokines genes is
increased in aging animals with acute experimental pancreatitis. This increased intestinal
inflammatory process may be related to the intestinal damage observed in the elderly animals.
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Figure 1. Plasma ileal fat acid binding protein levels.
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Figure 2. Pancreatic infection.
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Figure 3. Correlation between plasma fat acid binding protein levels and bacterial translocation.
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This concept is supported by the observation that administration of anti-platelet-activating
factor reduces the bacterial translocation in a model of acute pancreatitis [25]. It is therefore
possible that the reduction in the increased intestinal inflammatory process may decrease
bacterial translocation and the systemic damage observed in aged patients.

Finally, we have been studying the role of antimicrobial peptides in aging. Surprisingly, we
found that the production of alpha-defensin-5 is increased in the ileum of old rats when
compared to young rats in an experimental model of acute pancreatitis (manuscript in
preparation). This finding goes against the prevalent hypothesis that the elderly are immuno‐
suppressed compared to the young. Antimicrobial peptides are ancient weapons of innate
immunity. Despite their killing properties, a wide variety of cellular responses is affected by
these molecules. Antimicrobial peptides are largely distributed in nature, being found in
protozoa, prokaryotes, invertebrates, vertebrates and plants. Further research is necessary to
understand the molecular pathways triggered by antimicrobial peptides during AP– whether
they are produced to attack bacteria that invade the bloodstream, as a result of bacterial
translocation, or are merely coordinating the innate immune response during sterile systemic
inflammation.

5. Special treatment strategy

Our current knowledge indicates that we need new strategies to reduce the exaggerated
inflammatory response in elderly patients with AP.

Previous reports from our group have shown that in experimental AP, peritoneal lavage [26],
administration of hypertonic saline solution [27], use of platelet-activating factor antagonists
[25], and administration of pentoxifylline [28] reduce the inflammatory response in acute
pancreatitis in young animals. We are now investigating if these strategies are also effective
in old animals.

Since bacterial translocation is increased in acute pancreatitis in aging animals with increased
distant organ damage it is conceivable that different therapeutic strategies should be used in
aged patients with acute pancreatitis. More liberal utilization of hemofiltration or even
peritoneal lavage [26,29] may decrease the plasma level of cytokines and therefore minimize
the systemic damage induced by these substances.

We agree with recent guidelines [30] that do not recommend the use of prophylactic antibiotics
in patients with severe acute pancreatitis. However, in elderly patients antibiotics may not be
prophylactic.

Recent experimental studies including ours (Fig 1) have demonstrated an increased bacterial
infiltration in pancreatic tissues in acute pancreatitis in old animals [22].

Early antibiotic treatment in these patients may reduce the effect of increased bacterial
translocation and the systemic inflammatory response may therefore decrease the age-related
mortality in acute pancreatitis.
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1. Introduction

Over the course of pancreatitis, the first two to four days of symptoms are the most important
because this is the period during which 15% to 25% of patients evolve to its severe form.
According to clinical and experimental data, this period is characterized by an initial state of
hypovolemia.

It is known that the morbidity of severe acute pancreatitis appears in two stages. The first two
weeks are characterized by a systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), which results
from release of inflammatory mediators.

Organ failure is common and often occurs even in the absence of infection. The early mortality
rate is 42 to 60%.

The second stage begins around two weeks after the start of symptoms and is characterized
by sepsis-related complications that result from the infection of pancreatic necrosis. Thus, there
is an association with systemic complications, like pulmonary insufficiency, kidney failure and
cardiovascular insufficiency, known as multiple organ failure syndrome (MOFS).

The inflammatory mediators are primarily released from the area of the viscera and they rise
to the systemic compartment mainly through the lymphatic circulation and the circulation of
the portal and suprahepatic veins. The lungs are the first organ to be reached by blood and
lymph that are rich in activated polymorphonuclear cells, cytokines and other active biological
compounds. Failure of the gastrointestinal barrier that enables translocation of bacteria and
endotoxins is considered to be one of the major factors responsible for the development of local
infection and multiple organ failure that is seen in severe acute pancreatitis, which is respon‐
sible for the majority of the deaths.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



Independent of the etiology of the acute pancreatitis, once the inflammatory events of the
acinar cells have started, this will lead to progression to SIRS. Among the commonest com‐
plications, those of the lungs occur most frequently and are potentially the most serious. The
spectrum of these complications goes from hypoxemia to acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS). [1]

2. Hypoxemia without radiological alterations

Tachypnea, moderate respiratory alkalosis and hypoxemia are observed in around two thirds
of the patients with acute pancreatitis, over the first 48 hours. This hypoxemia does not match
the severity of alterations indicated by examinations. Radiological alterations are only present
in 11% of the cases.

However, a study by Lankish et al. (1996) [2] showed that around 30% of the patients present
PaO2 values lower than 60 mmHg and 63% lower than 70 mmHg.

Respiratory failure develops in around:

• 10% of the cases of mild acute pancreatitis;

• 47% of the cases of sterile pancreatic necrosis;

• 74% of the cases of infected necrosis.

The main cause of hypoxemia is disorders of ventilation/perfusion, which may give rise to an
intrapulmonary shunt in around 30% of the cardiac output. The incidence of respiratory failure
is unrelated to etiological factors, patients’ ages, amylase values, calcium levels or use of fluid
therapy. In several studies, a correlation has been found between the degree of hypoxemia and
mortality, reaching rates of 14% when PO2 is lower than 60 mmHg.

Some authors have considered that not recognizing hypoxemia and hypovolemia immediately
is the most important factor in occurrences of multiple organ failure triggered during the first
week. [1]

3. Hypoxemia with radiological alterations

In one third of the patients with acute pancreatitis, respiratory complications are detected
radiologically. Pulmonary infiltrates or atelectasis are found in 15%, pleural effusion in 4% to
17% and pulmonary edema in 8% to 50%. The morbidity and mortality rates are significantly
higher than those in cases of hypoxemia without radiological alterations.

Pleural effusion is today considered to be a sign of poor prognosis, with associated mortality
of 20% to 30%. It is usually of small proportions and occasionally hemorrhagic, and is charac‐
terized by high amylase levels (up to 30 times higher than in serum) and high protein and
lactate dehydrogenase levels. Most cases of pleural effusion occur on the left side (68%), while
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22% are bilateral and 10% are on the right side. The two main causes are transdiaphragmatic
lymphatic blockage and pancreatic-pleural fistulas due to rupture of the pancreatic canal or a
pseudocyst. (Fig. 1)

Figure 1. Chest x-ray showing left-side pleural effusion

The treatment for pleural effusion is often initially conservative. However, large pleural
effusions frequently become symptomatic are require thoracocentesis and endotracheal
intubation. When the abdominal pathological condition has been resolved, the pleural
effusions are often also resolved. Chronic pleural effusions often necessitate an abdominal
approach: drainage of the pseudocyst or abscess and, possibly, resection of the path of the
fistula, so as to completely resolve the condition.

Atelectasis occurs due to diminution of the quantity of surfactant and is a frequent complica‐
tion. Because the primary lesion is at the alveolar-interstitial level, this decreases the pulmo‐
nary compliance and increases the ventilatory effort, thus leading more quickly to diaphragm
fatigue. As previously mentioned, pro-inflammatory cytokines have a preponderant role in
the systemic complications of acute pancreatitis. Some experimental studies have shown that
TNF-α and IL-1 have a negative inotropic synergic effect on the contractility of the diaphragm,
i.e. showing that cytokines also contribute towards atelectasis through diminishing ventila‐
tion. [1, 3] (Fig. 2)
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Figure 2. Chest x-ray showing left-side pulmonary atelectasis

4. Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS)

ARDS is the most severe pulmonary complication. It occurs in 15% to 20% of the patients with
acute pancreatitis and its mortality rate is 56%. It is responsible for 50% to 90% of all deaths
due to pancreatitis. Despite being more frequent in cases of severe acute pancreatitis, it may
occur in cases of mild forms, in around 10% of these cases.

ARDS usually manifests between the second and seventh day after the start of acute pancrea‐
titis, but it may have faster evolution. Clinically, it presents with severe dyspnea and extreme
hypoxemia that is refractory to supplementation with high concentrations of oxygen. Multi‐
lobular pulmonary infiltrates are also observed.

The physiopathology of ARDS remains unclear, but the action of the pancreatic enzymes and
inflammatory mediators released by the pancreatic lesion seems to have a key role. ARDS has
been described as increased pulmonary vascularization with protein transudation to the
alveolar space and decreased pulmonary compliance, manifested clinically by refractory
hypoxemia and radiologically by diffuse pulmonary infiltrates. Experimental studies have
suggested that acute pancreatitis and its respiratory complications should be treated by
combating the pro-inflammatory response, thereby necessitating better comprehension of the
physiopathology and the drugs that potentially inhibit this response. [1]
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5. Kidney failure

Kidney failure is present in around 15% of the cases of mild acute pancreatitis and in 35% to
43% of the cases of severe pancreatitis.

The evolution to kidney failure is influenced by the severity of the episode of acute pancreatitis.
The presence of kidney failure notably worsens the prognosis for cases of acute pancreatitis,
given that the mortality rate is much higher than in cases without kidney failure. Higher urea
levels are one of the items in Ranson’s criteria, thus corroborating the relationship between
renal alterations and the severity of the episode. The kidney failure that accompanies acute
pancreatitis is of pre-renal origin in most cases. It is worth emphasizing that episodes of acute
pancreatitis should not be ruled out as a cause of kidney failure even in the absence of
hyperamylasemia. There should be strong diagnostic suspicion, given that normal amylase
levels are found in around 19% to 32% of the patients with acute pancreatitis. [1]

6. Pseudocysts

Pancreatic pseudocysts can be defined as organized accumulations that are rich in pancreatic
enzymes, which arise as a consequence of and remain after an episode of acute pancreatitis or
after exacerbation of chronic pancreatitis. Their content is variable but is predominantly fluid.
They may or may not present necrotic material and debris, and they are rich in amylase and
lipase. Biochemical studies on their content have demonstrated that the carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) levels are low but that the CA 19.9 levels may be high. These pseudocysts have
low viscosity and cytological evaluations show that inflammatory cells predominate.

These are the commonest cystic lesions associated with pancreatic diseases. They are a
relatively common complication in adult patients with a diagnosis of pancreatitis, occurring
in 16%-50% of the cases of acute pancreatitis and in 20%-40% of the cases of chronic pancreatitis.

Pseudocysts are initially connected to the pancreatic duct system, either directly or indirectly
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that seals the connection such that it is not demonstrable. [4]

6.1. Etiology

Alcoholic pancreatitis seems to be the biggest cause of pseudocysts in countries in which
alcohol consumption is high, and this accounts for 59% to 78% of all the cases. Biliary pan‐
creatitis is most commonly in second place among the causes. Patients with chronic pancreatitis
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patients with acute pancreatitis. Patients with biliary acute pancreatitis present it with a lower
incidence. [4]
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6.2. Classification

Pancreatic cystic lesions were classified by D'Egidio and Schein, in 1992, as follows:

• Type I: post-necrotic, arising after episodes of acute pancreatitis, without identifiable
abnormalities in the pancreatic ducts; rarely, they are in communication with a pancreatic
canal;

• Type II: occurring in cases of chronic pancreatitis that become acute; recognized through
alterations in the pancreatic ducts, with which the pseudocysts are often in communication;

• Type III: retention pseudocysts from calcifying chronic pancreatitis, proven by characteristic
ductal alterations or the presence of intracanalicular calculi (calcifications).

In 2002, Nealon and Walser proposed another classification system that was more detailed,
composed of seven different types that were based on the ductal anatomy and its relationships
with the pseudocyst. [5]

6.3. Differential diagnosis between pseudocysts and cystic tumors

The main differential diagnosis for pancreatic pseudocysts is made in relation to cystic
neoplasia of the pancreas. The main categories are summarized in Box 1, along with their
essential characteristics. (Table 1)

SCA MCN IMPN SCPN Pseudocyst

Age Middle age Middle age Elderly Young Variable

Gender Female Female Male Female Male

Presentation Mass/pain Mass/pain Pancreatitis Mass/pain Pain

Location Entire pancreas Tail and body Head Entire pancreas Entire pancreas

Malignant potential Very low Moderate to high Variable Low None

SCA-serous cystadenoma; MCN-mucinous cystic neoplasm; IMPN-intraductal mucinous papillary neoplasm; SCPN –
solid-cystic pseudopapillary neoplasm

Table 1. Differential diagnosis of cystic lesions of the pancreas

The examinations most used for making the differential diagnosis and for making therapeutic
decisions are multichannel computed tomography (CT) scans, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) with pancreatic resonance, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP)
and endoscopic ultrasound (US). (Fig. 3)

The sensitivity varies. If on the one hand, ERCP should be weighted carefully because of its
complications, on the other hand it provides a dynamic and anatomical view of the pancreatic
duct.
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Pancreatic resonance does not present the complications of ERCP, but it does not provide the
same standard of imaging and information about the pancreatic duct. CT is more widely used,
but it does not define the anatomy of the pancreatic duct so well. Endoscopic US has the
advantage of also supplying punctured material from inside the accumulation for biochemical
and other analyses, but it is not yet universally available. Recent studies have proven the
relevance of such information for making the differential diagnosis of pseudocysts, as shown
(Table 2). [6]

SCA MCN MCA Pseudocyst

CEA low high high low

CA 125 variable variable high low

CA 19-5 variable variable-high variable-high variable

Amylase low-high low-high low-high high

Lipase low low low high

SCA-serous cystadenoma; MCN-mucinous cystic neoplasm; MCA-mucinous cystadenoma

Table 2. Differential diagnosis of cystic lesions of the pancreas

6.4. Box 2

Before dealing with any peripancreatic accumulation, the differential diagnosis between
pseudocysts and cystic neoplasms of the pancreas needs to be established. In this process, a
variety of factors need to be comprehended, reviewed and investigated, such as the history of
the disease and previous imaging examinations (when available). In some cases, biochemical
and cytological analyses should be performed on the peripancreatic fluid.

Figure 3. Abdominal CT scan showing pancreatic pseudocyst
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If a peripancreatic fluid accumulation becomes established due to an episode of acute pan‐
creatitis and then persists for several weeks, the diagnosis of pseudocyst is confirmed. This
direct relationship between episodes of pancreatitis and appearance of pseudocysts may be
particularly more difficult to establish in cases of chronic pancreatitis. On the other hand, cystic
neoplasms may give rise to a moderately inflammatory process in the pancreas that, in turn,
may mimic chronic pancreatitis. This situation is particularly more frequent in cases of
intraductal mucinous papillary tumors. [7]

It is important to review all the radiological examinations on the patient that are available. An
abdominal CT scan may define the presence or absence of cystic lesions over time. When this
possibility does not exist, MRI and endoscopic US examinations may aid in making the
differential diagnosis. Both of these may reveal septal divisions, solid components inside the
cyst or communication between the cyst and the main pancreatic duct. [8]

It is worth emphasizing that communication between the main pancreatic duct and the cyst
may occur both in cases of chronic pancreatitis with an association pseudocyst and in cases of
mucinous papillary neoplasia of the main duct. In the first case, other signs are generally seen
to be associated with the chronic pancreatitis, such as calcifications and multiple ductal
stenosis. In the second case, the cystic lesion is associated with dilatation of the main pancreatic
duct. If the diagnosis nonetheless still remains undefined, aspiration should be performed on
the cyst, for histological analysis and biochemical tests. [9]

6.5. Clinical picture

The clinical presentation of pancreatic pseudocysts may vary from asymptomatic to major
abdominal repercussions caused by the possible complications. The acute complications
include bleeding (generally from pseudoaneurysms of the splenic or hepatic artery), infection
and rupture. The chronic complications include obstruction of the pylorus, biliary obstruction
and thrombosis of the splenic or portal vein with development of gastric varices.

6.6. Treatment

For acute fluid accumulations, no intervention is necessary, since most of these tend to resolve
spontaneously. If pseudocysts develop, the current knowledge suggests that, depending on
their characteristics and location, they can be treated expectantly unless they present related
symptoms or complications: abdominal pain, early satiety, weight loss and persistent fever [9]

6.7. Surgical treatment

The classical surgical options are cystogastrostomy, cystoduodenostomy and Roux-en-Y
cystojejunostomy, depending on the location of the cyst. Laparoscopic approaches have
progressively become more used over the last decade. Even so, and despite the growth of less
invasive techniques such as endoscopic, percutaneous and ultrasound-guided drainage,
controversy still exists in the literature regarding the best form of therapeutic approach for
pancreatic pseudocysts. [11]
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6.8. Percutaneous drainage

A recent cohort study showed that percutaneous drainage is associated with high mortality,
prolonged hospital stay and greater incidence of complication than seen with surgical
drainage. Although percutaneous drainage seems to be convenient for both physicians and
patients, it should only be performed in patients with acute pseudocysts that are radiologically
associated with normal ductal anatomy, or in cases in which the associated comorbidities make
surgery a high-risk procedure. The main predictors for failure of this method are sudden ductal
obstruction (cutoff), communication between the cyst and the pancreatic duct and an associ‐
ation with chronic pancreatitis. [11, 12]

6.9. Endoscopic drainage

ERCP is better than magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) for characterizing
the pancreatic duct. In cases of chronic pancreatic pseudocyst, endoscopic treatment is
currently used as an initial option, except in patients with chronic pain, biliary obstruction or
pseudocysts involving the pancreatic tail. Two different types of approach are used: (1)
transmural endoscopic drainage (transgastric or transduodenal); and (2) transpapillary
drainage.

The transpapillary approach requires that the pseudocyst is in communication with the main
pancreatic duct and that there is no significant septum formation that would impede complete
drainage. Any ductal stenosis that might be identified can be dilated using a balloon, and then
an endoprosthesis is placed inside the pancreatic duct.

For transmural drainage to be performed safely, certain inclusion criteria need to be observed:
six weeks of clinical treatment without regression; size greater than or equal to 4 cm; distance
between the gastroduodenal wall and the pseudocyst wall less than or equal to 1 cm; absence
of associated neoplastic processes; and evident bulging of the gastroduodenal wall. [13]

6.10. Technique

• Endoscopic retrograde pancreatography is performed in order to study the duct and classify
the cyst;

• The area of the gastroduodenal segment with the greatest bulging, as seen on tomography
and endoscopy, is identified;

• The area selected is punctured using an endoscopic sclerosis needle (10 x 4 mm), in order
to confirm its proximity to the cyst;

• A fistula is constructed from the gastrointestinal tract (duodenum or stomach) to the
pseudocyst, by means of a semi-open polypectomy loop connected to an electrocauteriza‐
tion device, using only the coagulation function, in monopolar mode, at an intensity of 30
watts;

• The cyst is immediately cannulated using a cholangiography catheter and nonionic
iodinated contrast is injected to document and certify the cyst, with placement of one or two
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pigtail biliary stents of caliber 10 Fr, which should be short (maximum of 6 cm) Once the

fluid has drained through the stent, the procedure can be terminated. (Figs. 4-8).

Figure 4. Pancreatography showing absence of communication between the Wirsung duct and the pseudocyst

Figure 5. ERCP showing guidewire inside the pancreatic pseudocyst
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Figure 6. ERCP showing location of the endoprosthesis through the anterior wall of the stomach

Figure 7. Final appearance showing stent providing communication between the pseudocyst and the gastrointestinal
tract

Figure 8. Abdominal CT on the 14th day after drainage, showing stent (arrow) providing communication between the
pseudocyst and the stomach
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We have had the opportunity to treat and follow up 14 patients initially, with five years of
follow-up, and we concluded that transmural endoscopic drainage could be used as the first
choice, provided that the inclusion criteria were rigorously respected. [13]

6.11. Infected pseudocyst

For a long time, infected pseudocysts were considered to be a contraindication against
construction of a cystenterostomy. Endoscopic approaches have come to simplify this proce‐
dure and expand its indications. Today, cystenterostomy is considered to be the first choice in
these cases. The limit for not performing the procedure, when infection coexists, is the patient’s
clinical state and the presence of sepsis and associated hemodynamic instability. In these cases,
it is more prudent to use a conservative approach with external drainage. However, it is
emphasized in the literature that the endoscopic approach is particularly attractive under these
circumstances, since it achieves the therapeutic objectives with less surgical trauma and
without creation of an external fistula that is difficult to manage. In addition to infected
pseudocysts, other complex situations such as infected pancreatic necrosis have been success‐
fully managed by means of endoscopy in selected cases.

The debate between the various techniques is far from being exhausted. Comprehension of
the physiopathology and natural history has helped in choosing the best form of treatment.
The important point is that the therapeutic principles can be attained through careful assess‐
ment and actions by professionals with experienced of the various types of treatment available.
[14, 15]

7. Vascular complications

Although pseudoaneurysms and obstruction or thrombosis of the splenic vein, with conse‐
quent segmental, selective or left-side portal hypertension, are rare, they follow a course with
high morbidity and mortality, especially if not identified and treated effectively. Recent studies
have shown that vascular complications of chronic pancreatitis occur more frequently than
had been supposed in the past. It is therefore necessary for physicians to be alert in relation to
the clinical situations from which these complications may arise, and for them to know the
options available for making the diagnosis and implementing effective treatment. These
complications have high morbidity and mortality, such that the mortality rate may reach levels
close to or even exceeding 50%.

Among the causes of digestive hemorrhage in situations of chronic pancreatic disease, not only
the commonest causes like peptic ulcer disease and acute lesions of the gastroduodenal mucosa
should be considered, but also the vascular complications of chronic pancreatitis. [16]

7.1. Arterial complications

When the vascular involvement is arterial, it can evolve in two distinct manners: free hemor‐
rhage in the abdominal cavity or formation of a vascular cystic mass called a pseudoaneurysm.
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The splenic artery is the one most commonly involved, followed by the gastro-duodenal,
pancreatico-duodenal and hepatic arteries. [16, 17]

7.1.1. Pseudoaneurysm of the splenic artery

Pseudoaneurysm of the splenic artery generally results from the action of proteolytic enzymes
that are released during the pancreatic inflammatory process. These enzymes cause arterial
erosion that may result in free hemorrhage into the gastrointestinal tract or directly into the
peritoneal cavity (thereby leading to hemoperitoneum), or may result in formation of pseu‐
doaneurysm. (Diagram 1.)

Diagram 1

Pseudoaneurysms originate when weakening of the arterial wall leads to aneurysmatic
vascular dilation, generally of an artery adjacent to a pancreatic pseudocyst. The latter then
tends to involve the aneurysmatic sac. Pseudocysts occur in 10% to 40% of the patients with
chronic pancreatitis and up to 10% of these patients present associated pseudoaneurysms.
Bleeding occurs in up to 75% of the cases and is often severe. The mortality rate ranges from
18% to 29% among the patients undergoing treatment and may reach 90%-100% among
untreated individuals.

7.1.1.1. Clinical picture

Clinically, the bleeding that results from pseudoaneurysms can manifest in different forms,
from intermittent gastrointestinal bleeding to massive hemorrhage with collapse of the
circulation and death. Rupture of the pseudoaneurysm into the pancreatic duct, with subse‐
quent gastrointestinal bleeding, known as hemosuccus pancreaticus or Wirsungorrhage, should
be considered as a complication in patients with chronic pancreatitis and digestive hemor‐
rhage, and it is potentially fatal. This complication generally presents as intermittent digestive
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hemorrhage in association with abdominal pain, hyperamylasemia and/or hyperlipasemia
resulting from acute distension of the pancreatic duct due to the hemorrhage. Through the
Wirsung duct, the blood crosses the ampulla of Vater and flows into the gastrointestinal tract,
which may result in melena, hematemesis or hematochezia. In cases in which the pseudoa‐
neurysm is not in communication with the pancreatic duct, the bleeding originating from its
rupture may continue to be held inside the pseudocyst and is manifested in the form of
abdominal pain, a rapid increase in pseudocyst volume (identified on physical examination
or through image evaluation methods) and a decrease in hematocrit. [19]

7.1.1.2. Diagnosis

Some authors have suggested that abdominal ultrasound should be the first examination to
be performed. Ultrasound used in association with Doppler is very useful, since it allows the
pulsatile arterial flow to be viewed inside cystic masses, thus strengthening the diagnosis of
pseudoaneurysm.

Dynamic CT with venous contrast in a bolus seems to be the best noninvasive method for
diagnosing arterial complications in patients with chronic pancreatitis, especially in relation
to identifying pseudoaneurysms, with sensitivity of around 80% to 100%.

In comparison with CT, MRI presents the advantage of not requiring ionizing radiation.
Moreover, it can be performed with intravenous administration of gadolinium, which is a
substance equivalent to the iodinated contrast medium of CT, but free from its adverse effects.
Thus, this method can be used safely in individuals with a previous history of hypersensitivity
to contrast and also in those with kidney disorders. Vascular anatomical studies conducted
using MRI (angioresonance) have provided images similar to those obtained through conven‐
tional angiography. Thus, during the arterial phase, after intravenous administration of
gadolinium in bolus form, it is possible to analyze the vascular anatomy in detail and identify
cases of pseudoaneurysm formation.

ERCP has less usefulness in cases of complications vasculares pancreatitis chronic (CVPC) in
particular, except that on rare occasions it is able to demonstrate active bleeding originating
from the ampulla of Vater.

Out of all the methods available, angiography is still the most trustworthy of them and it
continues to be the gold standard for diagnosing the arterial complications of chronic pan‐
creatitis. It makes it possible to diagnose pseudoaneurysms, even if they are small, which is
an advantageous characteristic given that up to 20% of these are not large enough to be detected
through other imaging methods. Furthermore, if it is performed during the active phase of
hemorrhaging, it allows the exact site of bleeding to be located, identified from the extrava‐
sation of contrast from a given vessel. It should always be performed before the surgical
procedure, of the patient’s hemodynamic state allows this, thus ensuring safety and success
in the operation. The main reason for this is that identifying the bleeding vessel during surgery
may be difficult due to the inflammation, necrosis and friability of adjacent tissues (caused by
the pancreatitis), which may result in incorrect ligature of a vessel or even total inability to
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control the bleeding. Angiography also offers the advantage that, in selected patients, it also
constitutes a therapeutic method, as will be seen below. [18-19].(Fig. 9-10)

Figure 9. RM, arrow showing pseudoaneurysm of splenic artery 

Figura 10. Arteriography showing pseudocyst of splenic artery 

Figure 9. RM, arrow showing pseudoaneurysm of splenic artery

7.1.1.3. Treatment

After diagnostic confirmation and angiographic identification of the origin of the bleeding,
treatment should be instituted as soon as possible. The ideal strategy for pseudoaneurysms is
still a matter of debate, but the choices are surgical treatment, therapeutic angiography or a
combination of these two. Nonetheless, the choice has to be guided by two main factors: the
patient’s hemodynamic condition and identification of the exact site from which the bleeding
originates.

In patients who are unstable from a hemodynamic point of view, the preferred treatment is
surgical, which should be performed immediately. However, there is no consensus among the
various authors regarding the ideal surgical procedure to perform. Most authors have
recommended surgical resection of the pseudoaneurysm in association with resection of the
pancreatic area affected. On the other hand, others have suggested performing proximal and
distal ligature of the vessel that has been identified as the source of the bleeding, in association
with internal drainage of the pseudocyst, without the need for pancreatic resection.

Locating the exact point of origin of the bleeding is essential for determining the best thera‐
peutic option, given that it has been observed that pseudoaneurysms located in the body or
tail of the pancreas are more easily dealt with surgically than are those located in the head of
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the organ. The latter generally require the Whipple procedure (duodeno-pancreatectomy), a
procedure that leads to much higher surgical mortality. From reviewing the literature, Marshal
et al reported that the overall mortality was 16% when pancreatic resection was performed as
therapy for pseudoaneurysms located in the body or tail of the pancreas, but when the same
procedure was performed to treat pseudoaneurysms located in the head of the pancreas, the
mortality rate was much higher, estimated as 43% (Fig. 11)

Figure 10. Arteriography showing pseudocyst of splenic artery
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Figure 11. Whipple procedure (gastroduodenopancreatectomy)

Although surgical manipulation is frequently necessary for treating the arterial complications
of chronic pancreatitis, its use as emergency therapy is becoming progressively lower, as
experience with transcutaneous angiographic embolization is being acquired. This method can
be used as definitive therapy, or even as temporary therapy. The latter allows bleeding to be
controlled so that a surgical procedure can subsequently be performed more safely.

Temporary angiographic embolization consists of selective embolization using gel foam or by
means of occlusion using a balloon in the celiac trunk. In both of these procedures, the aim is
to reduce the bleeding and bring it under control, to the point at which the patient can be sent
for surgery more safely. In some cases, the angiographic procedure may cause not only
reduction of the bleeding but also its complete control, thus reducing the need for subsequent
surgical treatment. In these cases, angiographic embolization may constitute the definitive
therapy. [18, 19]

7.1.2. Pseudoaneurysms of the hepatic artery

Pseudoaneurysms of the hepatic artery occur only rarely, but when present, they often rupture
(in 56% of the cases). The mortality rate varies, but may reach 40%. The variants that most
influence the prognosis for these patients are the individual clinical conditions, the bleeding
characteristics of the lesion and the surgical procedure used.

Patients with pseudoaneurysms of the hepatic artery are frequently asymptomatic or present
vague pain in the upper quadrant or epigastrium. Symptoms generally appear when compli‐
cations arise: these are mainly due to extrinsic compression of the biliary tract or rupturing of
the pseudoaneurysm. [17]
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The natural history of pseudoaneurysms of the hepatic artery is unclear, unlike those of the
splenic artery. The first clinical manifestation of pseudoaneurysms of the hepatic artery is a
rupture, which occurs in 64-80% of the cases. In 30 to 50% of the cases, these aneurysms are
only discovered in autopsies, thus suggesting that a significant number of aneurysms remain
asymptomatic throughout life.

Rupturing occurs with almost equal frequency in the biliary tree (41%) (in the common hepatic
duct or right hepatic duct) and in the peritoneal cavity (44%). In the latter situation, this is
associated with a high mortality rate (greater than 35%). Among the remaining cases, 10% are
manifested within the gastrointestinal tract, particularly the duodenum, and 5% in the portal
vein, which may lead to portal hypertension. Unlike what is seen in relation to aortic aneur‐
ysms, there are no data correlating the size of the pseudoaneurysm with the likelihood of
rupture (Diagram 2.).

Diagram 2

Obstructive jaundice may result from hemorrhaging within the biliary tree and secondary
obstruction due to coagulum or from extrinsic compression of the duct by a pseudoaneurysm
that has not yet ruptured, and this is found in 51% of the patients. The pain presented may be
a consequence of coagulum inside the biliary tree or of compression of this, and it is typical of
biliary colic.

It is generally difficult to make this diagnosis before the operation and it depends on whether
there is a high degree of suspicion. The diagnosis may particularly be suspected in cases of
upper digestive hemorrhage in which endoscopy fails to reveal its origin. Regarding diagnostic
means, the propaedeutics are the same as cited above for aneurysms of the splenic artery.

Currently, the preferred treatment is embolization by means of angiography. In patients who
are hemodynamically unstable, the management indicated is emergency surgery. Some
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exceptional cases without immediate risk of rupture and without progressive increase in size
or hemodynamic instability can be managed using conservative therapy, through serial
imaging examinations and appropriate treatment of the associated infections. [18, 19-20]

7.2. Venous complications

7.2.1. Extrahepatic portal hypertension

The main cause of hypertension of the portal vein system is cirrhosis, while pancreatitis is an
uncommon etiology. It may be limited to the superior mesenteric vein (which is a branch of
the splenic vein) or it may involve the entire splenic-mesenteric-portal system. The portal
hypertension caused by pancreatitis usually results from extrinsic venous compression due to
a pseudocyst or pseudotumor, which are the most frequent complications of chronic pancrea‐
titis. It can be classified into two forms: occlusive and non-occlusive. [21]

Its pathogenesis involves various factors. It is believed that the inflammatory process causes
the initial damage, with degeneration of the vascular wall, venous spasms, stasis and throm‐
bosis. The anatomical location and contiguity processes have the effect that the splenic vein is
more vulnerable to this process, because of its location close to the posterosuperior border of
the pancreas. It has been observed that simple dilation of the pancreas is sufficient to produce
an obstruction of the splenic vein.

Venous drainage of the spleen usually takes place not only through the splenic vein but also
through the short gastric veins and from these to the right and left gastric veins. Thus, if the
splenic vein is obstructed, dilation of the venous system of the submucosa of the stomach may
occur, with formation of gastric varices, separately or in association with esophageal varices.

Figure 12. ERCP showing hemobilia
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Although it has been observed that gastric varices alone are highly suggestive of obstruction
of the splenic vein, with consequent left segmental hypertension, an association with esoph‐
ageal varices is not uncommon. [22, 23]

Another drainage route for the spleen is through the gastroepiploic veins, which drain to the
superior mesenteric vein and then to the portal vein. In the presence of left segmental hyper‐
tension, the left gastroepiploic vein may also drain through tributaries of the inferior mesen‐
teric vein, thus resulting in formation of colonic varices. [22]

7.2.1.1. Clinical picture

The presence of gastric varices in association with splenomegaly, with preserved hepatic
function, should suggest a diagnosis of left segmental hypertension with consequent O/TVS
(obstruction / thrombosis of the splenic vein), although not all patients present this complete
trio. Clinically, the evolution may be either asymptomatic or symptomatic. [22]

7.2.1.2. Diagnosis

By performing upper digestive endoscopy, gastric and/or gastroesophageal varices and their
characteristics, including signs or current or recent bleeding, can be viewed. The diagnosis can
be complemented with abdominal US with color Doppler, MRI (angioresonance), angiography
and, more recently, endoscopic US. [23]

7.2.1.3. Treatment

Among symptomatic patients, splenectomy is the most effective surgical procedure for
permanently controlling the gastrointestinal bleeding in patients with O/TVS and left seg‐
mental hypertension. Among asymptomatic patients, even if they present varices in the gastric
fundus but without evidence of bleeding, there is controversy regarding the case management.
It has been proposed that these patients should be treated expectantly, considering that only
a small percentage will possibly present bleeding and that these patients would only require
a surgical procedure at that time. For patients for whom surgery is impossible, endoscopic
treatment comprising sclerotherapy can be attempted. [24]

8. Cavity effusion

Cavity effusion in cases of chronic pancreatitis can be explained by two theories: they may
arise through the outflow of pancreatic juices anteriorly to the peritoneum (pancreatic ascites)
or posteriorly through the diaphragm to the pleura (pleural effusion), through rupturing of
the main pancreatic duct or one of its branches. Pleural effusion may also be caused by the
passage of blood and lymph that are rich in pancreatic enzymes, close to the pleura, thus
causing reactional pleurisy with small-scale effusion. [25]

Both of these are rare complications, but they are significant in cases of chronic pancreatitis
and have a mortality rate of 20% if they are not adequately treated.
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Both the volume of ascites and the abdominal pain vary in intensity. Most patients present
painless voluminous ascites and almost always believe that they have alcoholic cirrhosis with
ascites. Recent histories of acute pancreatitis are rarely present.

Pleural effusion is more common on the left side and it consists of an exudate rich in amylase
and lipase. When the patients are symptomatic, they most commonly present thoracic pain,
dyspnea and weight loss. [25, 26]

The diagnosis depends on there being great clinical suspicion and can be confirmed through
imaging examinations and analysis of pleural and ascitic fluid in which high amylase and
protein content is demonstrated.

In up to 25% of the patients, simultaneous presence of pancreatic ascites and pancreatic pleural
effusion can be seen.

Imaging examinations with CT and MRI are useful because, in calcifications of the pancreatic
parenchyma, they show dilatation and stenosis of the Wirsung duct and the presence of
pseudocysts and fistulas. ERCP is indicated in all cases of internal pancreatic fistulas with
ascites and pleural effusion, to search for ductal pathological conditions and to locate the paths
of fistulas. [27, 28]

Non-surgical treatment is indicated for patients with pancreatic ascites and pleural effusion
of pancreatic origin. The rationale of the treatment consists of diminishing the exocrine
pancreatic secretion, thereby stimulating closure of the pancreatic duct at the rupture site. The
treatment includes suspension of the oral diet, use if a diet administered via an enteral probe
and use of paracentesis or thoracocentesis, as appropriate. For patients who are not treated
using clinical means, surgical treatment is indicated after delineating the anatomy of the
pancreatic duct, by means of ERCP. Most patients with pancreatic ascites or pleural effusion
present extravasation from an incompletely formed or ruptured pseudocyst, whereas a
minority present direct extravasation through the duct. Use of endoscopic treatment with
sphincterotomy or insertion of a prosthesis into the pancreatic duct to aid in evaluating a small
number of patients has been reported, and occlusion of the ductal extravasation can be
attempted. [28]

The surgical treatment is based on the findings from pancreatography. Rupture of the
pancreatic duct or extravasation from a pseudocyst into the body or tail of the pancreas can
be treated by means of distal pancreatectomy or Roux-en-Y pancreatojejunostomy at the
extravasation site. Extravasation from the pancreatic duct in the more proximal parts of the
gland are treated by means of Roux-en-Y pancreatojejunostomy at the rupture site. [29]

9. Obstruction of the bile ducts and gastrointestinal tract

Obstruction of the bile ducts and gastrointestinal tract occurs more in chronic pancreatitis cases
because of the repeated upsurges. Over time, these cause replacement of the pancreatic
parenchyma by fibrous tissue that, in turn, causes extrinsic compression of the pancreatic duct,
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end of the bile duct and the second portion of the duodenum and may also cause mechanical
obstruction of these structures. [30]

9.1. Biliary obstruction

The incidence of biliary obstruction in patients with chronic pancreatitis ranges from 4% to
30%. In 80% to 85% of all individuals, the distal bile duct is completely surrounded by the
pancreas, and in the remaining 15% to 20%, it is closely related to the posterior wall of the head
of the pancreas. The extent of the bile duct stenosis caused by pancreatic fibrosis depends on
the length of the intra-pancreatic portion of the bile duct, which ranges from 1.5 to 6.0 cm. The
compression of the bile duct may be of definitive nature, when produced by pancreatic fibrosis
in advanced cases, or of transitory nature, as occurs in the majority of the initial forms of the
disease. It is caused by edema during acute inflammatory upsurges. The obstruction occurs in
such a way that it does not cause total obstruction of the biliary flow, unlike in malignant
processes. [30, 31]

9.1.1. Clinical manifestations of biliary obstruction

Biliary obstruction is characterized by episodes of exacerbation and remission. In some
patients, it may be totally asymptomatic and an incidental finding. Jaundice occurs in 30% to
50% of the patients and may be transitory, recurrent or persistent. Fever, hot and cold flushes
and abdominal pain may also occur. Other symptoms include weight loss, weakness, nausea
and vomiting.

9.1.2. Laboratory tests

Elevation of alkaline phosphatase levels is the most reliable early sign of biliary obstruc‐
tion, even in the absence of hyperbilirubinemia. Persistently high levels (twice the normal
values)  are  indicative  of  bile  duct  obstruction  in  patients  with  chronic  pancreatitis.
Nonetheless,  elevated  alkaline  phosphatase  levels  are  unrelated  to  the  severity  of  the
condition. Transitory increases in alkaline phosphatase and plasma bilirubin levels, which
occur frequently during upsurges with acute transformation of chronic pancreatitis, result
from pancreatic edema and are only rarely associated with bile duct stenosis. Because of
low sensitivity, bilirubin should only serve for providing diagnostic suspicion when there
is persistent hyperbilirubinemia.

9.1.3. Radiological examinations

US and CT are the methods for investigating obstruction of the biliary tree. CT enables greater
diagnostic precision, since it more clearly identifies the nature of the lesion. It also allows
evaluations of the pancreatic anatomy and alterations, such as the presence of calcifications,
which are indicative of chronic pancreatitis. CT is the main examination for the initial inves‐
tigation of patients with obstructive jaundice. (Fig. 13)
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Figure 13 - Abdominal CT showing pancreatic calcifications 

Figure 14 - During the operation: dilation of the Wirsung duct and bile ducts 

Figure 13. Abdominal CT showing pancreatic calcifications

The definitive proof of biliary obstruction comes from cholangiography via ERCP or transhe‐
patic puncture. Another means of obtaining confirmatory images is through using MRI, which
enables evaluation of the bile duct without administration of contrast.

The differential diagnosis between cholestasis caused by chronic pancreatitis and by pancreatic
adenocarcinoma may be difficult, particularly among patients with preexisting chronic
pancreatitis. The parameters that are most useful for this differentiation are age (lower among
patients with chronic pancreatitis) and bilirubin levels (higher among patients with adeno‐
carcinoma). The cholangiographic appearance of the progressive compression of the bile duct
in chronic pancreatitis cases may be useful for distinguishing it from adenocarcinoma. [25]

9.1.4. Treatment

The decision on the management to be used in treating biliary obstruction in patients with
chronic pancreatitis should be based on the form of clinical presentation and on an assessment
of the risks involved in expectant management. The clinical and laboratory data that favor
interventionist management include the presence of jaundice and elevated bilirubin and
alkaline phosphatase levels for a period of more than one month, presence of associated
cholangitis and/or choledocolithiasis, biliary cirrhosis diagnosed by means of liver biopsy and
suspected presence of cancer. Another indication for biliary drainage in patients with chronic
pancreatitis is a finding of compression of the bile duct in patients with an indication for
surgical treatment of their chronic pancreatitis in order to control pain. (Fig.14)

9.2. Duodenal obstruction

Duodenal obstruction in patients with chronic pancreatitis occurs much less frequently than
biliary obstruction. The precise mechanism for the duodenal obstruction caused by chronic
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pancreatitis is unknown. It can present in two forms: transitory obstruction (more frequent)
caused by the edema that is characteristic of periods when the disease becomes acute; and,
more rarely, obstruction that is more prolonged or even permanent, caused by fibrosis located
in the cephalic portion of the pancreas. The factors responsible for transformation of the edema
in the fibrosis that causes the obstructive process are not fully known, but several studies have
shown that pancreatic-duodenal ischemia (which is known to occur in experimental and
clinical chronic pancreatitis) has a role. [25]

9.2.1. Clinical manifestations

The main symptoms of duodenal obstruction are persistent nausea and vomiting of increasing
intensity, without accompanying pain. This diagnosis should be suspected when the symp‐
toms persist for more than two weeks after the start of the clinical treatment. Vomiting
generally occurs soon after meals and brings back the recently ingested food. It may be bilious
if the obstruction is distal to the duodenal papilla.

9.2.2. Radiological and endoscopic diagnosis

Duodenal obstruction caused by chronic pancreatitis can be demonstrated through upper
digestive endoscopy or contrasted radiological examination of the stomach and duodenum.
The appearance is nonspecific, but the contrasted examination generally shows long uniform
compression in the second portion of  the duodenum, while the endoscopic examination
demonstrates a fixed extrinsic concentric obstruction in the post-bulbar portion [26-28]. (fig 15)

Figure 14. During the operation: dilation of the Wirsung duct and bile ducts
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Figure 15. ERCP showing dilation of Wirsung duct and bile duct

9.2.3. Treatment

In most cases, the duodenal obstruction caused by pancreatic edema during crises of acute
transformation of chronic pancreatitis responds favorably to clinical treatment consisting of
fasting and parenteral nutrition. Persistence of the obstructive condition for more than four
weeks of conservative treatment is very rare, but constitutes an indication for a surgical bypass.
Patients with previous episodes of intermittent obstruction of the upper digestive tract
probably have obstructions caused by fibrosis of the pancreas and are also candidates for
surgical treatment. [29-32]
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Chapter 5

Intra-abdominal Hypertension and Abdominal
Compartment Syndrome in Acute Pancreatitis

Carla Mancilla Asencio and Zoltán Berger Fleiszig

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

Intra-abdominal Hypertension (IAH) is an entity that was described in the 19th century but
which importance has been recognized in the last two decades. IAH is caused by persistent
elevation in intra-abdominal pressure that is associated with multiple physiological derange‐
ments in almost all systems. In the setting of intensive care, this condition is considered as an
organ failure that negatively impacts the prognosis and requires specific treatment. The most
severe form of IAH is called Abdominal Compartment Syndrome (ACS) and is a high mortality
entity [1].

Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) is almost always accompanied by certain degree of IAH with
an incidence of approximately 70%. Underlying conditions such as ileus, retroperitoneal
edema, presence of fluid collections and fluid overload explain this phenomenon. IAH
increases morbidity and mortality in acute pancreatitis (AP) and has become an issue of
concern [2].

The aim of this chapter is to review basic pathophysyology and clinical concepts about
prevention, diagnosis and medical-surgical management of IAH in the setting of AP.

First we will review some basic concepts about definitions and pathophysiology of IAH and
then we will present a detailed analysis of IAH in the setting of AP.

2. Definitions

The abdomen is a closed compartment. The interaction between solid organs, hollow viscera,
gas, fluids and the cavity generates a pressure known as intra-abdominal pressure (IAP).
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Normal levels of IAP range from subatmospheric to 5-7 mm de Hg. Sustained elevation of IAP
is associated with multiple physiologic alterations (Intra-abdominal Hypertension) and may
be life threatening when exceeds certain levels (Abdominal Compartment Syndrome).

According to the consensus document by the World Society of the Abdominal Compartment
Syndrome (WSACS), updated on 2013, Intra-abdominal Hypertension is defined by a
persistent or repeated elevation of IAP over 12 mmHg [3].

IAH can be graded as follows:

Grade I:IAP 12-15 mmHg

Grade II:IAP 16-20 mmHg

Grade III:IAP 21-25 mmHg

Grade IV:IAP > 25 mmHg

A sustained increase of IAP over 20 mmHg associated with a new organ failure is recognized
as the Abdominal Compartment Syndrome (ACS).

The Abdominal Perfusion Pressure (APP) is considered a resuscitation endpoint.

APP=Mean Arterial Pressure (PAM)-IAP

3. Measuring IAP

IAP can be measured in any abdominal organ but the standardized technique is via the bladder.
By means of a Foley urinary catheter, a volume of no more than 25 mL of sterile saline is instilled
into the empty bladder. After 60 seconds (to avoid detrusor contractil activity), at end-
expiration, IAP is registered in a monitor. The patient must be in the complete supine position,
and the transducer must be zeroed at the level of the midaxillary line (figure 1). IAP should
be expressed in mm Hg [4]. 1 mmHg = 1,36 cmH2O

Figure 1. Intra-abdominal pressure recording via the bladder technique
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4. Pathophysyology of IAH

4.1. Cardiovascular effects

IAH, by compression of porto-caval bed, diminishes venous return and cardiac pre-load. On
the other hand, IAH increases systemic vascular resistance and left ventricular afterload. Both
conditions lead to a decrease in cardiac output which is accompanied by an elevation of central
venous pressure that reflects, in an imperfect fashion, the real status of intravascular volume
in this scenario [5].Stasis in deep venous circulation puts the patient in an increased risk for
thromboemolism.

4.2. Respiratory effects

Cephalic displacement of diaphragm results in pulmonary basal atelectases with alveolar
collapse. Patients develop respiratory insufficiency due to ventilation/perfusion mismatch and
sometimes require positive pressure mechanical ventilation with need of positive end expira‐
tion pressure (PEEP) at levels that relate to the amount of IAH. Maximal, mean and plateau
pressures will increase. Hypoxemia and hypercarbia are late signs [6].

4.3. Renal effects

Kidney is a very sensitive organ to elevations in IAP. IAH alters renal perfusion and decreases
venous outflow. These phenomena, associated with lower cardiac output lead to activation of
renin, angiotensin and aldosterone, resulting in oliguria and can progress to anuria. Urinary
sodium is low, reflecting a “pseudo pre-renal” condition.

4.4. Gastrointestinal effects

Splachnic territory is the most susceptible to augmented IAP. Over 10 mmHg, it is possible to
demonstrate a decrease in mesenteric flow leading to intestinal hypoperfusion and increasing
the risk of bacterial translocation. It is likely that the decrease in abdominal perfusion pressure,
by compromising perfusion of the pancreas, furthers contributes to pancreatic damage,
necrosis, and local infection. In grade IV IAH necrosis of the gut can occur.

Otto et al, in a porcine model, showed that experimentally induced intra-abdominal hyper‐
tension provoked histological pancreatic findings similar to those of acute pancreatitis [7].In
another animal model of acute pancreatitis with and without IAH, IAH worsened evolution
of severe experimental pancreatitis. No difference was found as concerns the pancreatic
damage which was extremely severe in every experimental group [8]. Obviously, there are no
data on the effect of IAH on the pancreas in human pancreatitis. However, these experimental
data seem to be sufficient to affirm, that IAH is not only a consequence of SAP, but may
contribute in the progressive pancreatic injury. It means, the more severe is AP, it is more likely
that IAH developes, which in turn increases destruction of the already damaged pancreatic
tissue.
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Portal and hepatic artery blood flow are also altered and can explain ischemic hepatic insuf‐
ficiency and lactic acidosis [9].

4.5. Central nervous systems effects

Transmission of IAP to the thorax can difficult brain venous return increasing intra-craneal
pressure and eventually compromising cerebral perfusion pressure or leading to cerebral
edema.

5. Risk factors for IAH in acute pancreatitis

The WSACS suggest to measure IAP in every patient who presents any risk factor for devel‐
opment of IAH (Table 1).

1. Factors that decrease abdominal wall distensibility
Acute respiratory failure
Abdominal surgery with primary tight fascial closure
Major trauma/ burns
Prone positioning
Obesity

2. Factors that increase intra-abdominal contents
Gastroparesis
Ileus
Colonic pseudo-obstruction
Hemoperitoneum/ pneumoperitoneum
Ascites

3. Factors that increase capillary leak/ fluid overload
Acidosis (pH<7,2)
Hypotension
Hypothermia (<33°C)
Polytransfusion (> 10 U packed red blood/24 h)
Coagulopathy
(platelets< 55000, KPTT> 2times normal, INR> 1,5)
Massive fluid resuscitation
(> 5 L/24 h) or positive fluid balance > 3,5 L/24 h
Peritoneal dialysis
Sepsis/ bacteremia
Major trauma / burns
Damage control laparotomy

Table 1. Risk factors for IAH
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It is clear that AP may present various of these conditions. Furthermore, in AP, it is necessary
to add local factors that contribute to increase IAP (Table 2).

Retroperitoneal inflammation

Peripancreatic inflammation and edema

Ascites formation

Retroperitoneal hemorrhage

Ileus

Fluid collections

Edema of abdominal wall

Table 2. Local factors that increase IAP in Acute Pancreatitis

Some studies have explored specific risk factors for development of IAH in AP. Ke et al found
a significant correlation between the serum calcium level, 24 h fluid balance and number of
fluid collections in computed tomography and the risk of IAH. Patients who developed IAH
had lower calcium levels, higher fluid balance and major number of collections [10].

Dambrauskas et al showed clinical scores APACHE II >7, MODS > 2 and Glasgow-Imrie > 3
were predictive of development of ACS, thus suggesting that IAP should be recorded in these
patients [11].

Bezmarevic et al investigated the role of procalcitonin (PCT) as predictor of IAH in acute
pancreatitis. They found a significant correlation between PCT values and IAP levels at 24 h
of admission and between maximum PCT and IAP levels [12].

6. Clinical relevance of IAH and ACS in acute pancreatitis

Since recognition of IAH/ACS as a frequent complication in AP, various clinical case series
have been published. Even though different criteria have been used to define severity of AP,
all reports show IAH/ACS as a complication of SAP. It is possible that exists some bias in
estimating the incidence of IAH in AP given that patients who present with mild clinical
features are not subjects for urinary catheterization and record of IAP. Incidence of IAH is
estimated between 60-80%, whereas incidence of ACS has been reported in 10-56% [13,14].

As systematically reported, IAH/ACS are early complications of SAP that present in the first
week of the illness and are usually accompanied by other organic failures. Up to 70% of patients
present IAH at ICU admission.

Evolution of IAP in the subsequent days is also important. Survivors evolve with progressive
decrease of IAP during the first days meanwhile nonsurvivors maintain high IAP values
during the first week. A decrease in IAP could be considered as a good prognostic factor in
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SAP. On the other hand, it is likely that part of early mortality, typically attributed to multi‐
organ failure in setting of inflammatory response, is related to ACS. ACS should be considered
as a tentative cause underlying fulminant presentation because it requires a very different
approach.

Morbidity and mortality are clearly affected by the presence of IAH/ACS. Mortality related to
IAH in AP has been reported 30-40% and 50-75% for ACS [15,16]. Hospital stay is longer in
patients affected by IAH and the risk of infection of pancreatic necrosis is also greater in this
patients may be due to increased bacterial translocation [17].

In our experience (partially communicated at The European Pancreas Club Meeting 2009) in
a group of 28 patients with SAP (mean APACHE II score 16,6), 22 (78%) developed IAH. In
this subset, 5 patients evolved with ACS. All the patients received medical treatment to lower
IAP. 15 patients underwent percutaneous drainage of collections. One patient with IAP
33mmHg and anuria required decompressive laparotomy with immediate relief of IAH and
recovery of renal function. 2 patients died later, not related to IAH/ACS [18].

7. Prevention

It is likely that prevention is the most important issue to consider, given that therapeutic
interventions may increase IAP. As previously mentioned, fluid overload is a very important
cause of IAH in any setting, and particularly in AP. Management of fluids represents a real
challenge, since patients severely ill, usually require resuscitation in the first hours and the
appropriate amount and rate of infusion has not been clearly defined.

Circulatory abnormalities in AP, similar to septic shock, can lead to oxygen debt that com‐
promises organ perfusion, mainly in splachnic territory, leading to multiorgan disfunction.
Local microthrombosis further impaires oxygen supply to the pancreas, contributing to
necrosis and release of cytokines. Randomized trials have shown that patients who receive
more than 4L fluids in the first 24 h have an increased risk of respiratory failure and IAH/ACS.
The same consequences have been reported in patients that receive rapid fluid expansion,
defined as 10-15ml/kg/h compared to 5-10 ml/kg/h [19,20].

Another issue is the type of fluid used to restore intravascular volume. Zhao et al showed that
patients with SAP treated with a combination of normal saline with hydroxyethylstarch and
glutamine reached hemodynamic stability more quickly, with less fluid volume and less risk
of ACS [21] and the trial by Du et al revealed that patients randomized to hydroxyethylstarch
versus Ringer lactate, also received less volume and had lower IAP levels [22]. Recently, a
randomized trial by Bu et al compared normal saline with Ringer lactate resulting that patients
in the Ringer group had less systemic inflammation assessed by C-reactive protein levels. The
authors suggested that Ringer lactate offers better local pH homeostasis [23].

The American College of Gastroenterology Guidelines suggest that aggressive hydration,
defined as 250 – 500 ml per hour of isotonic crystalloid solution, should be provided to all
patients in the first 12 – 24 h. After that, fluid requirements should be periodically reassessed.
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Clinical end points should be restorage of diuresis, normalization of BUN and correction of
hemoconcentration [24].

Enteral nutrition has systematically shown to improve evolution in acute pancreatitis. Enteral
nutrition was tested as a measure to prevent development of IAH. Patients who received early
enteral nutrition (in the first 48 hours from admission) had a significantly lower risk of IAH
than patients fed after 8th day [25].

8. Management of IAH/ACS

General interventions that are useful to diminish IAP can be classified according to their
mechanism of action. These therapies are recommended for the WSACS with different levels
of strength according to the quality of the evidence (Table 3). All this measures can be applied
in patients with AP in order to prevent development of IAH or progression of IAH to ACS and
even to treat ACS.

Therapies to improve abdominal wall compliance
Sedation and analgesia
Neuromuscular blockade
Consider supine position < 20º- Avoid prone position
Remove constrictive dressings and abdominal eschars

Therapies to evacuate intraluminal contents
Nasogastric/colonic decompression
Promotility agents
Enemas
Colonoscopic decompression

Evacuation of abdominal collections
Percutaneous drainage
Paracentesis

Management of fluids
Restriction of fluids/ permissive hypotension in trauma
Negative fluid balance
Use of diuretics/albumin
Hemodialysis/ultrafiltration

Maintain APP > 60 mmHg
Fluids/Vasoactive drugs

Table 3. Medical treatment of IAH/ACS
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Cytokines released from immune cells are fundamental in the pathophysiology of systemic
inflammatory response that leads to multiorgan disfunction in AP. Continuous hemofiltration
and hemodiafiltration have been evaluated in SAP to test if diminishing blood cytokine levels
improves evolution and reduces the risk of IAH.

Xu et al treated a group of patients with SAP and IAH and elevated levels of TNF-α at
admission with continuous veno-venous hemofiltration (CVVH). 24 hours after initiating
CVVH they noted a significant decrease in TNF-α levels and IAP. There was a positive
correlation between levels of TNF-α and IAP [26]. Oda et al obtained similar results with early
continuous venous hemodiafiltration in SAP. Hemodiafiltration decreased levels of IL-6
accompanied by a reduction in IAP [27]. A retrospective analysis of 10 years experience by
Pupelis et al, shows that continuous hemofiltration/hemodiafiltration improves fluid balance,
reduces cytokine plasma levels and reduces IAP, without changes in mortality [28].

Finally ACS not responding to medical interventions is an indication for decompressive
laparotomy. In the last decades it has been clear that surgery should be avoided or at least
delayed in AP, since this approach offers a better prognosis and reduces mortality. Neverthe‐
less, one of the few remaining indications for surgery is refractory ACS, given that natural
evolution in this situation is almost always fatal.

A retrospective review of 12 patients who were treated with decompressive laparotomy for
ACS in the setting of SAP showed a mortality of 50%. Median time to decompression was 4,5
days and five patients underwent exploration of lesser sac in this group. However it is relevant
to consider that these patients were treated between 2000 and 2009 and critical care in AP has
evolved substantially in recent years [29].

Robin-Lersundi et al presented 5 patients with SAP complicated with ACS who underwent
decompressive laparotomy with a mean IAP of 28 mmHg. A bilateral subcostal laparotomy
was done with a temporary abdominal closure with a polytetrafluoroethylene mesh. The
abdominal wall defect was repaired later. Four of five patients survived [30].

An intermediate alternative to surgical decompression is percutaneous drainage of fluid
collections. In our series, 15 of 22 SAP patients with IAH were treated successfully in this way.

With existing information it is not possible to issue an emphatic recommendation about
abdominal decompression in pancreatitis related ACS. It is not expected that randomized trials
will come up and this decision-making will always suppose a big challenge where multidis‐
ciplinary confrontation of the patient is warrantied.

In conclusion IAH/ACS are very frecquent complications in patients with SAP. They represent
a factor that worsens prognosis and complicates management. It is clear that we must increase
our awareness to detect IAH, including in our clinical praxis algorithms to prevent, diagnose
and treat this life threatening complication.
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1. Introduction

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is defined as an acute inflammatory process involving the pancreatic
gland with variable involvement of other adjacent or distant organs. Its incidence ranges from
2 to 50/100.000 habitants and seems to have grown from the 80s, probably due to increased
alcohol consumption among young people and the formation of gallstones in some specific
areas [1, 2].

These two etiologies account for about 80% of all cases of AP. Fortunately, most cases are mild
and self-limiting [3-5]. However about 30% manifest as a severe form. Necrotizing acute
pancreatitis (nAP) is a severe condition and is associated with local or systemic complications
and can be fatal [6-8]. Many causes have been attributed to AP, but in some episodes, they are
difficult to be identified [9, 10]. When some etiological factors can be identified and eliminated,
prognosis is better and new outbreaks can be prevented.

The abuse of alcohol and gallstones are common causes of AP and account for 50-80% of cases
[11]. The first is more frequent in males and the latest in women. These conditions can be easily
identified by the patient's history (alcohol use) or by abdominal ultrasound (US) in choleli‐
thiasis [12].

Gallstones are responsible for approximately 60% of all cases of AP due theoretically, to a
transitory impaction of gallstones through the duodenal papilla. Indeed, biliary stones are
often found in the gallbladder and common bile duct during surgical exploration in patients
with AP are also found in more than 90% of all cases, after wet sieving of stools in the first 24
hours of the acute episode [13-17].

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



When analyzing all the episodes of biliary AP, gallstones are identified in 80% by US after the
resolution of the attack [18]; 10% are visualized by endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancrea‐
tography (ERCP) [19] and/or Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) [20,
21] and the remaining gallstones are detected during laparotomy or postmortem examination
[14, 22, 23]. Six to 8% of individuals with gallstones present episodes of AP [24] and in those
with microlithiasis the rate of AP reach 22% [25]. In some patients, the outbreak of AP is relate
to hypertriglyceridemia, hypercalcemia, reactions to drugs, abdominal trauma, surgery, or
ERCP [26].

2. The role of EUS diagnosis in acute pancreatitis

EUS can be used in two situations: for diagnosis of parenchymal abnormalities in AP [27] or
used for determining the etiologic diagnosis in cases of UAP [28-30].

2.1. Unexplained Acute Pancreatitis (UAP)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in many episodes of AP the cause is not identified, even after
a clinical history, physical examination and laboratory tests such as US, serum triglycerides
and calcium which reveal normal. Such episodes are labeled as having "no apparent cause"
[26]. Despite the propaedeutic methods available, the frequency of UAP is around 10% to 30%
and 25-50% will present recurrence two years after the first episode [31, 32]. UAP has a high
rate of morbidity and mortality due to the tendency for recurrence [33, 34]. It is important to
establish the etiology of AP, not only for its prognostic implications, but to adopt the appro‐
priate treatment, enhancing patient outcome and reducing the risk of recurrence [35, 36].

Ranson [37], Miquel et al. [38] and Tarnasky & Hawes [26] showed that approximately 30% of
UAP are secondary to undiagnosed microlithiasis of the gallbladder (GML). They easily tend
to migrate through the cystic duct [39] with impaction in the duodenal papilla [13] and causing
biliary colic, jaundice and AP [40]. Therefore, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) is very useful in
these patients.

2.1.1. Microlithiasis and biliary sludge

Some peculiarities of Microlithiasis such as radiolucency [41] and small size (maximum size 3
mm) [42], make it difficult to identify by conventional image methods such as US, CT, ERCP,
MRCP [41]. According to these authors, stones presenting these characteristics constitute
microlithiasis (Figure 1 and 2).

Biliary sludge appears in ultrasound or EUS as multiple hyperechoic mobile signals, without
acoustic shadow, forming levels within the gallbladder and are labeled as microlithiasis
(Figure 3 and 4) [43, 44].
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 Figure 3. EUS images (a e b) shows mobile multiple hyperechoic signals, without acoustic shadow, forming levels
within the gallbladder.

Figure 1. Electronic sectorial EUS. Hyperechoic image forming level, with the presence of acoustic shadow of gallblad‐
der body in a patient with multiple episodes of AP.

Figure 2. Small stones (less than 3 mm), causing episodes of AP. Stones up to 3 mm, found in the surgical specimen are
also included.
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Figure 4. Electronic sectorial EUS shows wall thickening (acute cholecystitis) and multiple hyperechoic mobile signals
without acoustic shadow, producing level within the gallbladder (biliary sludge).

2.1.2. Genesis of the episode of AP in patients with GML

The risk of AP in these patients is related to the size of the stones, the caliber of the cystic duct
and the size and length of the Oddi’s sphincter. Armstrong et al. demonstrated, in a prospective
study, that the diameter of the cystic duct was 4.94 + 2.3 mm in patients with AP, in contrast
to a shorter diameter found in those patients without AP (control group) [24]. Additionally,
revealed that in 64.5% of patients with GML, the passage through the cystic duct was easy,
while in the control group the passage of GML occurred in only 22.4% due to the smaller
diameter of the cystic duct. A mechanical important factor is the diameter of the Oddi’s
sphincter, which ranges from 2 + 1 mm, constituting an obstacle to the passage of stones, which
could cause AP [45].

The length of the common bile duct seems to be involved in the genesis of the outbreaks
of AP as it is much larger in these patients than in those without the condition [24]. Starting
from this premise, it is inferred the importance of this anatomical condition which increases
the migration time of microlithiasis [24, 45]. Such concepts strongly advocated a theory that
patients  with AP have anatomical  conditions  that  facilitate  the  migration of  gallbladder
microlithiasis (GML) to the common bile duct and whose expulsion is delayed due to a
longer route to reach duodenum [24, 45]. Another author showed that besides the larger
diameter of the cystic duct, the number of stones is higher in patients with AP [23]. This
finding was confirmed in our study where all patients with GML showed multiple stones
(Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) [46].
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Figure 5. EUS Images obtained from patients with UAP. (a) Multiple hyperechoic echoes, some of them showing
acoustic shadow. Histologic examination of the surgical specimen revealed cholesterolosis. (b) Gallbladder image
shows perivesicular fluid. Surgical procedure revealed the presence of microlithiasis undetected by EUS e o pathologi‐
cal examination of the surgical specimen revealed cholesterolosis.

2.1.3. Diagnosis

2.1.3.1. Parenchymal changes in AP

Sugiyama et al. used EUS in 23 patients with AP (16 mild AP and 7 nAP). The following criteria
were observed: focal or diffuse parenchymal increasing and pancreatic echotexture ranging
from normal (compared to the liver), diffusely hypoechoic, focal intrapancreatic masses (well-
defined hypoechoic areas and hyperechoic dots). They observed an increase in pancreatic
parenchyma in edematous form in 62.5% and in all patients with nAP. Echotexture was normal
in 25% of patients with nAP and diffusely hypoechoic in the other 75%. Among the 7 patients
with nAP, 5 (71.4%) had well-defined hypoechoic areas and 2 (28.6%) showed hypoechoic
areas with hyperechoic dots. The location and size of focal masses corresponded to areas of
pancreatic necrosis seen on CT. The main pancreatic duct (MPD) was considered normal (up
to 2mm) in 11 patients and slightly dilated (2-4mm) in 7. Extrapancreatic extension was
identified as hypoechoic areas. EUS was able to identify all cases of fluid collection in cul de
sac. Retroperitoneal involvement was observed in 77.7% (7 of 9 patients). In this situation the
extrapancreatic extension was limited according to the range of transducer (5-7cm). Subse‐
quently, the hypoechoic areas with hyperechoic dots progressed to pancreatic abscesses [27].

In another study involving 36 patients with biliary AP (mild and necrotizing), Chak et al
evaluated the following parameters: increasing of the pancreatic parenchyma, peripancreatic
fluid, echogenicity, echotexture and heterogeneity, and edema of the gastroduodenal wall,
correlating them with the hospitalization time until clinical condition improves [47]. Under‐
standably, patients with peripancreatic fluid collection present a longer hospital stay. How‐
ever, the authors were unable to explain the correlation between the coarse echotexture and a
longer hospital stay [47]. We agree it would be very difficult to explain.
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2.1.4. Biliary etiology

2.1.4.1. Choledocholithiasis

According to Sugiyama et al [27], mentioned above, EUS sensitivity for diagnosis of choledo‐
cholithiasis was 100% against 43% and 57%, for US and CT respectively. The US sensitivity for
diagnosis of gallstones varies between 87 and 98% [48] and for choledocholithiasis between 22
and 75% [49]. Table 1 shows the results of several studies evaluating US, CT, and EUS findings,
in the diagnosis of choledocholithiasis.

Author, year n Method Sensitivity% Specificity% VP+% VP-% Accuracy%

Amuoyal, 1994 [49] 62 US 25 100 100 56 -

CT 75 94 92 78 -

EUS 97 100 100 97 -

Sugiyama, 1995 [27] 23 US 43 - - - -

CT 57 - - - -

EUS 100 100 - - 100

Sugiyama, 1997* [50] 142 US 63 95 - - 83

CT 71 97 - - 87

EUS 96 100 - - 99

Sugiyama, 1998[51] 35 US 47 90 71

CT 47 95 74

EUS 100 100 100

Chak, 1999 [47] 36 US 50 100 100 74 83

ERCP 92 87 79 94 89

EUS 91 100 100 95 97

Ardengh, 2000 [52] ** 22 ERCP 53.3 100 100 50 68.2

EUS 86.7 80 92.9 66.7 77.3

Liu, 2001 [29] 100 US 26 100 - - 75

ERCP 97 95 - - 96

EUS 97 98 - - 98

*patients with or without history of AP

**choledochal microlithiasis

Table 1. Results of different image methods in the diagnosis of choledocholithiasis.

In our experience, we evaluated 22 patients with suspected choledochal microlithiasis during
outbreaks of AP. We found that EUS identified the presence of stones in 86.7% of cases (mean
stone size: 5mm), when compared to ERCP (sensitivity of 53.3%). The common bile duct was
studied in all patients. No procedure-related complications were observed. We conclude that
EUS is able to identify small stones and biliary dilatation, and should be considered as a
diagnostic alternative in patients with suspected choledochal stones (Figure 6) [52].
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Figure 6. EUS image shows hyperechoic arciform area, with acoustic shadow, within choledocolithiasis in a patient
with UAP. This finding was confirmed by ERCP.

2.1.4.2. Microlithiasis

After systematic diagnostic investigation (clinical, biochemical and by imaging methods) to
identify the etiology of AP, about 10% to 30% of patients have no known cause and were labeled
as UAP [53, 54]. It is at least controversial the assertion that if the etiology of an episode of AP
remains unclear, after detailed endoscopic investigation (ERCP or ERCP + bile collection), this
condition should be labeled as "idiopathic" [26, 32].

The identification of patients with microlithiasis arouses great interest due to the possibil‐
ity of recurrent outbreaks of AP, and allowing early treatment, especially when the disease
is  silent  or  little  symptomatic  [25,  36,  55].  For  this  reason,  the  introduction  of  sensitive
diagnostic  and minimally invasive methods,  and the resurgence of  old methods (collec‐
tion of bile for crystals search) became attractive along with more invasive methods such
as endoscopic manometry [56].

About this point of view, seem to loom in importance the advanced endoscopic techniques:
ERCP, ERCP with bile collection, for research of crystals [81, 82] and EUS in order to detect
GML [57-62]. Thus, the diagnosis of stones less than 3 mm (ML) is of fundamental importance
for the adoption of an appropriate therapeutic measure.

The radiological demonstration of biliary stones depends on the difference of tone between
the stone and the environment that surrounds it [63]. Patients with migrant and radiolucent
stones have episodes of biliary colic, AP recurrence and transient jaundice [14], despite normal
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appearance of the biliary tract seen in MRCP, ERCP, and US. We consider the biliary sludge
(Figures 3, 4 and 5a) as ML, because biliary sludge and stones larger than 4 mm diameter,
present acoustic shadow, can be identified by the US, [64], and being confused "in vivo"
according to Simeone et al. [65] and can be differentiated "in vitro" according to Filly et al. [43].

Simeone et al. [65] showed the presence of microlithiasis in 8.3% of patients with "biliary
sludge" undergoing surgery. Filly et al. [43] concluded that the presence of "biliary sludge"
should be considered abnormal because there may be calcium bilirubinate or cholesterol
precipitates (ML).

The possibility of finding GML in a patient with gallstones detected by imaging methods,
according to the concept of less than or equal to 3 mm diameter size, is around 25% [25, 42].
This rate increases to 40% when the stone changes from 3 mm to 5 mm. When the criterion of
radiolucency is used, it drops to 10% [66, 67].

Thus, due to the small size, stones smaller or equal to 3 mm are difficult to identify by MRCP,
ERCP, and US, remaining a diagnostic challenge, especially for the latter, due to possible
confusion with biliary sludge. Patients with AP recurrence that have no changes in US may
present stones during surgery. The size and density of the stones are the most important factors
in the occurrence of false results [68].

The ERCP is used in the etiological diagnosis of patients with UAP, identifying potentially
treatable conditions in 30% to 70% of cases and stones (Figure 7) between 4% to 15% [56, 57].
But one must keep in mind that this test is able to raise the levels of amylase in 30% to 75% of
asymptomatic patients, and that AP is the most frequent complication after this procedure,
ranging from 0.5% to 17% [69]. Thoeni et al reported CT signs varying from mAP to nAP in
28% of patients undergoing diagnostic ERCP [70].

Figure 7. ERCP image showing microlithiasis within the bile duct without dilatation.
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Dahan et al, in a prospective study, compared the accuracy of EUS and collecting bile for
detecting biliary crystals in patients with suspected biliary etiology. They had symptoms of
AP, transient jaundice and cramping in the right upper quadrant, and a negative US for biliary
stones. The study included 45 patients, 24 with gallstones confirmed by surgery. The sensi‐
tivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values for EUS were, 96%, 86%, 89% and
95% and for the collection of bile, 67%, 91%, 89% and 70%, respectively. The major problem
related to EUS was the existence of 3 false positives. According to this author the images taken
as stones were due to acoustic reverberation produced by the movement of the gallbladder
wall, forming artifacts confused with ML [71].

In our study involving 36 patients with UAP, sensitivity was 92.6% and positive predictive
value was 86.2%, for identifying GML. Based on these data, it appears that EUS is safe and
provides good diagnostic accuracy. The probable responsible factors for a high rate of GML
detection include the proximity of gallbladder related to stomach and duodenal wall; the
reduced distance (0.5 mm) between the EUS transducer and the gallbladder compared to the
US abdominal transducer. Besides that the facility to obtain the ideal focal point to produce
undistorted images; the study of the entire gallbladder (infundibulum, body, and fundus) and
cystic duct, even in patients with nAP and the use of frequencies of 5.0, 7.5 and 12 MHz,
producing detailed images [72].

Moreover,  specificity and negative predictive value were 55.6% and 71.4%,  respectively.
These data are questionable and imprecise. The main responsible factors for these rates, to
a greater or lesser degree include a very small sample of individuals without the disease
and the greater likelihood of patients included in the study having biliary etiology as the
cause of episodes of AP [72].

In a study involving 168 patients with UAP, Frossard et al using EUS could identify the
presence of gallstones in 103 (61%) cholelithiasis or microlithiasis in 52, biliary sludge in 12
choledocholithiasis in 10, and more than one of these findings in 29. Ruling out other causes
(chronic pancreatitis, tumors, etc.), only 37 remained with unchanged diagnosed [58]. A similar
study using EUS in 44 patients with UAP, Norton & Alderson found a definite cause for AP
in 18 patients (41%) and a probable etiology in 14 (31.8%). Only 9 had no diagnosis. EUS showed
2 false-positive results, and due to technical problems in 1 patient it was not possible to do the
procedure [48].

Liu et al prospectively studied 89 patients with UAP. All of them underwent CT, ERCP, and
US up to 24 hours from hospital admission. After these procedures, 18 patients were labeled
as having UAP. All underwent EUS, which revealed GML in 14 (77.7%) and 3 had concomitant
stones in the common bile duct (21.4%). These findings suggest that a patient with AP should
not be labeled as UAP before underwent EUS [73].

Tandon & Topazian evaluated the role of EUS in etiological diagnosis of UAP episodes. In
21/31 patients (68%) EUS revealed the etiologic factor. Biliary stones in 14%, initial chronic
pancreatitis in 45%, pancreas divisum in 6.5%, and tumor in 3.2%. In 32% of cases, EUS was
normal and could not identify the cause. The results of this study show that EUS is less invasive
than ERCP, effectively demonstrating the etiology of AP in more than two thirds of cases [30].
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In biliary AP, EUS performed before ERCP helps in selecting patients requiring endoscopic
therapy, reducing the need for diagnostic cholangiography (and its potential risks) in about
50% of them [51].

Levy et al in a multicenter study evaluated various factors to predict biliary etiology of AP. In
213 patients with AP, biliary etiology was present in 62%, alcohol in 35% and other causes in
13%. In 15% of patients with biliary etiology, only EUS was able to make diagnosis. The other
tests were negative. The authors conclude that EUS is useful to confirm or exclude biliary
stones, as a source of AP, and the age, sex and alanine transaminase obtained during admission
are the only predictive factors in favor of biliary origin [73].

Shimpi et al demonstrated the diagnostic accuracy of EUS and ERCP in patients with UAP.
EUS revealed the diagnosis in 44% [28/63] of patients, whereas ERCP made the diagnosis in
71% [45/63]. The rate of occurrence of AP after ERCP and manometry was 17%. There was no
adverse event related to EUS and EUS-FNA in two patients. The authors conclude that EUS
has an important role in diagnosis of UAP etiology [56].

2.1.4.3. Personal casuistic

From 1999 to 2006, we studied prospectively 143 patients (76 women) with a mean age of 51
years (8-84y). According to ultimate etiology, the causes included biliary, parenchymal
and/or ductal, vesicular and neoplasm. We compared the results of EUS and surgery in 103
patients. Forty patients had a mean follow up of 36 months (13-56m). The final diagnosis was
obtained by EUS [72], surgery [16], EUS-FNA [12] and ERCP [9]. EUS detected changes in 101
patients (70%). The cause of AP was biliary in 68 patients, parenchymal and/or ductal in 14,
neoplastic in 14, vesicular in 9, and no cause in 37. When compared to a multidisciplinary
investigation, EUS (diagnosis of biliary, parenchymal, neoplastic, and vesicular etiologies) we
found these rates for diagnostic accuracy: 89.7%, 64%, 44% and 86.6%, respectively. EUS
clarified the etiology of AP in 89.7%. Therefore, EUS is of great value in identifying the etiology
of patients with UAP. This diagnosis should be made after EUS evaluation.

Moreover, EUS-FNA can help diagnose of UAP episodes. In the former group, 16 patients
underwent EUS-FNA. Previously, all had undergone at least to US and CT, which revealed no
biliary-pancreatic alterations, and 64% of patients had more than one episode of AP. EUS
findings, up to 1 week of the outbreak, found solid [11] and cystic lesions [5]. The final diagnosis
of malignancy [11] and benign lesion [5] was confirmed in 15 cases by surgery and in 1 by
clinical follow-up. We compared the results of EUS-FNA with surgical findings and follow-
up. In this population of patients with UAP [143], the finding of tumors occurred in 9.8%. The
final etiologic diagnosis was ductal adenocarcinoma [7], intraductal mucin-producing
neoplasm [3], cystadenocarcinoma [2], inflammation of the common bile duct with stenosis [2],
mucinous cystadenoma [1] and neuroendocrine tumor [1]. Isolated EUS and EUS-FNA showed
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and accuracy for diagnosis of
malignancy of 92.3% and 80%, 33.3% and 100%, 85.7% and 100 %, 50% and 75%, 81.3% and
87.5%, respectively. In this series, no adverse events occurred. EUS-FNA is safe and effective
for diagnosing of neoplastic etiology in patients with UAP, and should be performed in
suspected tumors, because it increases the specificity and negative predictive value.
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3. The role of EUS-therapeutic intervention in acute pancreatitis

The pancreatic fluid collections (PFC) develop by fluid extravasation or from liquefaction of
pancreatic necrosis after an episode of AP, chronic pancreatitis (CP), surgery or abdominal
trauma. The Atlanta classification defined the nomenclature of PFC. The presence of under‐
lying ductal injury; the severity of AP and the maturation of PFC relative to the beginning of
AP are factors that influence formation and composition of a PFC (Figure 8) [74, 75].

Figure 8. Pancreatic fluid collection without debris after 8 weeks from acute pancreatitis.

3.1. Pseudocyst (PSC)

PSC is the most common cystic lesion of the pancreas. By definition it is a localized fluid
collection, rich in pancreatic secretions, within or adjacent to the gland, surrounded by a non-
epithelial wall, which results from an episode of AP or CP, pancreatic ductal obstruction or
trauma. The pancreatic secretion leakage causes an inflammatory response, resulting in a cystic
wall formation composed by fibrotic tissue, granulation tissue, which appears weeks after the
clinical onset. The development of a well-defined wall of granulation tissue differentiates a
PSC from an acute fluid collection and thus facilitates the therapeutic approach [74].

The term PSC emphasizes the non-neoplastic origin of this encapsulated collection, which
should be differentiated from pancreatic cystic neoplasm (PCN), which contains an epithelial
lining [76, 77]. Moreover, they must be distinguished from other forms of evanescent fluid
collections often seen by imaging. The most important are the acute fluid collections that occur
in more than 50% of patients with moderate or severe AP. These collections should not be
confused with PSC, as over 50% resolve spontaneously. They generally occur near the pancreas
and have no granulation tissue wall. They represent an exudative reaction to a pancreatic
injury, with inflammation, and have no communication with the MPD. Pancreatic enzymes
are present in low concentrations, being similar to plasma fluid. Seen by image methods, these
collections are irregular in shape and have no interface with the adjacent organs (Table 2) [76,
77]. Therefore, PSC is a cystic cavity lined by the pancreas and inflammatory epithelium [78].
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Acute fluid collections Pseudocysts

Moderate / severe AP CP, ductal obstruction or trauma

About 65% have spontaneous resolution Located liquid Collection

No well-defined wall Well defined wall without epithelial lining

Irregular Shape Rounded or oval

May be multiple Located, adjacent to the pancreas

No communication with the pancreatic duct Frequent communication with the duct

Can turn into PSC Spontaneous resolution in 30%

Table 2. Fluid collection within or adjacent to pancreas in AP [2, 6, 7].

3.1.1. Incidence and etiology

The incidence of PSC varies from 1.6 to 69% [75, 78, 79]. This wide variation is due to the
diagnostic method used. In the past, studies based on contrast radiography of the esophagus,
stomach and duodenum reported very low incidences (1-3%) [80]. From the 70s, with the
advent of US and CT, its diagnosis has become more frequent [81-83]. They appear as a
complication of AP in 10 to 50% of cases, and 20 to 40% appear after CP, which is the most
common etiology. PSC accounts for approximately 75% of pancreatic cystic lesions. Retention
cysts account for 10% of the cystic lesions, and represent a MPD dilatation near a local
obstruction, caused by CP or carcinoma. Other cystic lesions include congenital cysts (5%) and
PCN (10%) [77, 81, 83]. PSC is associated to AP and is frequently seen in patients between 30
and 50 years old. Chronic pancreatitis (CP) secondary to alcoholism seems to be the main cause
in most studies, accounting for 59-78% of cases [77, 81, 83]. However, most of these studies are
retrospective. In a French study, chronic PSC was associated with chronic alcoholic pancreatitis
in 94% of cases, and acute PSC was associated with cholelithiasis in 45% [84].

3.1.2. Differential diagnosis

Approximately 90% of pancreatic (or peripancreatic) cystic lesions are PSC (Figure 9). The
remaining 10% are due to others disorders [83]. The differentiation between PSC and PCN is
essential in determining the best therapeutic approach, especially before draining. In a
prospective study based on clinical and radiological criteria Sand et al. considered a cystic
lesion as a PSC when it occurs after AP of known cause, preceded by CP of known cause, or
when ERCP showed changes compatible with CP. The cystic lesion was considered as a
probable PCN when there was no history of AP or CP or when ERCP showed a normal
pancreatography [85]. However, Warshaw et al did not show any reliable clinical or radio‐
logical criteria for the differentiation of cystic lesions (Figure 10) [86]. In this context, EUS is
an excellent method for diagnosis of PCN, which can identify structural details (wall and
contents) [12, 29, 44, 45]. Mucin producers PCNs (intraductal papillary neoplasms) shows
similar appearance to PCS when delineated by CT and US. Mucinous PCN frequently are
complex cysts with thick walls and irregular internal septa (Figure 11) [29].
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Figure 9. EUS Image of a pancreatic pseudocyst. Note the debris inside, which can be confused with PCN.

Figure 10. Tomographic image of alleged pancreatic pseudocyst. Note the thickness of the cyst wall located in the body
of pancreas.

Figure 11. EUS image shows a 2.9 cm anechoic area, bilobed, and homogenous. This lesion was located in the tail. The
pathologic study revealed a mucinous cystadenoma.
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Solid components inside and calcifications in the walls can also be found. EUS images can often
differentiate mucinous cystadenomas from mucinous cystadenocarcinoma and mucin
producing intraductal neoplasms. These tumors may present regional MPD dilatation, with
elevated areas and mass inside. Pancreatic parenchyma may be normal or shows atrophy,
without calcifications and / or fibrosis. Intraductal tumors are premalignant lesions. EUS can
identify focal mass [87].

Serous cystadenomas appear as large solid-cystic masses with predominantly microcysts, but
macrocystic serous cystadenomas may cause confusion with PCS. These cysts contain fluid
without "debris" inside. These lesions are not associated with mass or changes in MPD, but
may show calcifications inside. The accuracy of EUS for differentiate serous and mucinous
cystadenoma is around 84% and is superior to helical CT. EUS associated with fine needle
aspiration (EUS-FNA) has been used to differentiate PSC and PCN. The fluid analysis includes
the determination of amylase, CA19-9, CEA, and microhistopathology (Table 3) [88-90].
Although PSC shows low levels of CEA, high values may occasionally be found, especially in
infected PSC. The tumor marker CA 19-9 is commonly elevated in inflammatory conditions
and is not specific for malignancy. There is some concern about the possibility of infection after
diagnostic puncture of a pancreatic lesion [91]. Wiersema et al observed infectious complica‐
tions in 14% of patients with cystic lesions underwent puncture, well above the 0.5% after
punctures of solid masses. In addition, a negative puncture does not completely rule out the
presence of PCN. For these reasons, some authors do not advocate routine puncture in all cystic
lesions [91, 92].

PSC Serous cystadenoma Mucinous Neoplasia Cystadenocarcinoma

Viscosity low Low Often High High
Amylase High Variable Variable Variable
CEA* Low Low High High
CA 19-9 Variable Variable Variable Variable
Cytology Inflammatory Cells rich in glycogen Mucinous cells Mucinous cells

* Carcinoembryonic antigen

Table 3. Tumor Markers in fluid aspirated from pancreatic cystic lesions [46-49].

3.2. Endoscopic and EUS-guided Management

3.2.1. Which PSC need drainage?

In a review of published articles, Andren-Sandberg & Dervinis [93], showed a wide variation
in spontaneous resolution of PSC range from 20% to 70%. Bradley et al. [94] followed 31
patients with PSC after AP and 62 after CP. The spontaneous resolution has occurred in 10/24
patients (42%) in PSC occurring in less than 6 weeks. However, only 1/23 (8%) of PSC which
persisted for 7 to 12 weeks had spontaneous resolution. None of the remaining 12 PSC resolved
during 18 months of follow-up. Vitas & Sarr [95] followed 68 patients with spontaneous
resolution in 57% of 24 patients with satisfactory radiological follow up. In 38% resolution time
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was longer than 6 months. Maringhini et al [96] reported that 65% of PSC resolved until 1 year
after diagnosis, and those less than 5 cm resolved more quickly than larger ones. Aranha et al
[97] show that only 4/26 PSC greater than 6 cm resolved spontaneously. The average PSC,
which resolved spontaneously had 4 cm compared to 9 cm with no resolution.

Thus, we think there are still some conflicting data about PSC drainage, although there is a
greater tendency for resolution in those less than 6 cm and in asymptomatic cysts. Until
recently, surgical treatment was the only approach, with mortality rates of 5-12% and mor‐
bidity of 21-50%. Due to these data and with the advancement of imaging methods and
treatment, other modalities have been adopted [98].

3.2.1.1. Endoscopic drainage

The endoscopic treatment of PSC can be accomplished in two ways: transpapillary or trans‐
mural (cystogastrostomy or cystoduodenostomy) approach [99]. Success rates and recurrence
are similar to open surgery [100]. However, in experienced hands, endoscopic therapy has
significantly lower morbidity and mortality. In a literature review encompassing 437 patients
undergoing endoscopic drainage, Lo et al found initial success in 94%, with resolution of PCS
in 90%, recurrence in 16%, and 20% morbidity and mortality in 0.23% of cases [101].

Transpapillary drainage

It is possible only in cases where there is a communication between PSC and the MPD which
occurs in 55-80% of cases, more commonly CP (49%) against 20% in AP [75, 102]. The procedure
starts with pancreatography for delineate MPD communication. Then, a guide wire is inserted
into MPD, reaching PSC cavity. A pancreatic sphincterotomy (optional) is performed, followed
by insertion of a 5 or 7 plastic stent over the guide wire. Some authors advocate advancing the
prosthesis through PSC, while others claim a transpapillary prosthesis, or a simple sphincter‐
otomy are sufficient if there is no ductal stenosis [74]. The prosthesis stays for an average period
of 2-3 months [103]. About 6% of patients experience pain or pancreatitis by occlusion of
transpapillary prosthesis [104]. Removal or exchange must be done after 4-6 weeks due to high
occlusion rate after this period, reaching 100% after 9 weeks. Due to the possibility of infection,
antibiotic prophylaxis is always indicated.

Transpapillary drainage was successful in 84% of 117 patients treated by Beckingham et al [98]
with recurrence in 9% and complications in 12%. There were no deaths. The most frequent
complication was mild and self-limiting AP (6 patients), followed by infection (3 patients),
treated with prosthesis replacement. The presence of a stent within MPD duct can lead to
irregularities, similar to those found in CP, in 50% of patients. For this reason, some authors
prefer a transmural approach or simple pancreatic sphincterotomy in patients with acute PSC
and normal pancreatography. The success is higher for drainage in cephalic portion. In caudal
portion, success is lower because MPD diameter diminish as it progresses from proximal to
distal gland.

Transmural drainage

Transmural endoscopic therapy, by either cystogastrostomy or cystoduodenostomy, is only
possible if there is a clear bulging of gastrointestinal wall. Furthermore, the distance between
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the lumen of the digestive system and the cyst should not exceed 10 mm by CT and/or EUS
[105, 106]. When gastroduodenal bulging is not well defined or absent, during the endoscopic
examination, the chance of perforation is 10%. In these patients, in particular, EUS can identify
the best site for puncture and drainage [107].

Some authors advocate enlarging the hole of puncture with a balloon dilation, thus reducing
the risk of bleeding [107-109]. Others prefer to puncture the cyst with a needle, injecting
contrast material and aspirating cyst to reduce the possibility of hemorrhage. Cremer [110] has
shown success in cystogastrostomy and cystoduodenostomy in 100% and 96%, and recurrence
in 18% and 9%, respectively. Complications are rare in cystoduodenostomy, but significant in
cystogastrostomy (18%). A review covering 50 patients, showed success of cystogastrostomy
in 82%, with recurrence in 18%. There were no deaths. However, 8% had bleeding and 8% had
perforation. In 71 patients undergoing cystoduodenostomy, the success rate was 89%, with
recurrence in only 6%. Severe bleeding and perforation were observed in 4% of cases [82].
Based on these data, endoscopic drainage of PCS is considered one of the greatest risk
endoscopic procedures [111].

In some cases, transmural and transpapillary drainage can be combined. This combination
should be reserved for very large cysts associated with MPD stenosis, particularly if the cyst
present very dense material or "debris". In a retrospective study comparing surgery and
endoscopy (between 1985 and 1990), Froeschle et al [112] observed similar results after a follow
up period of 33 months (50% improvement after surgery and 52% after endoscopic treatment).
Similar results were observed by Barthet et al [113] in 143 patients. In summary, the guidelines
for endoscopic drainage of PSC are listed in Table 4.

1. Wait enough time until PCS become "mature"

2. Identify pseudoaneurysm

3. Evaluate the presence of portal hypertension and gastric varices

4. Ensure proximity between the cyst and gastric / duodenal wall

5. Perform a pancreatography before draining

6. Identify the presence of "debris" in PSC

7. Use the transpapillary route whenever possible

8. Use a needle to test the drainage site before puncture (hemorrhage seems to be avoided)

9. Clinical findings should confirm the nature of PSC

10. If there is some doubt between a PSCS and PCN, use EUS-FNA and collect material before the procedure

Table 4. Guidelines for safe endoscopic drainage of PSC.

3.2.2. EUS-guided drainage of PSC

EUS is a "weapon" available to endoscopists for approaching PSC, as it can obtain high quality
pancreatic images. It is considered useful in the detection and treatment of PSC, and can be
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used prior to drainage, acting as a complement to conventional endoscopy or can be used for
treatment itself. EUS meets several principles listed in Table 5 and for this reason, several
authors recommend its use in the treatment of this disease. The main advantages of EUS are
listed in Table 5 [108, 111].

1. Safely measure the distance between PCS and the gastrointestinal wall

2. Identifies gastric varices (high sensitivity)

3. Detects gastric submucosal vessels

4. Identifies pseudoaneurysm

5. Identifies "debris" inside the cystic cavity

6. Differentiates between PCS and PCN

7. Shows the puncture site in the absence of bulging [29, 86]

8. Allows drainage of PCS in a single procedure

Table 5. Applications of EUS- guided drainage in PSC.

The development of therapeutic echoendoscopes with an operative channel of large diameter
represented a great technological advancement in the treatment of PCS. The passage of large
caliber prostheses can be achieved without the necessity to replace the device (for a duode‐
noscope) and no fluoroscopy is used [107]. Wiersema et al [114] reported the first case of
drainage performed entirely by EUS in 1996 using a Pentax FG 36UX device. Vilmann et al
[115] described a new method of EUS-guided drainage ("one step"), using the Pentax FG 38UX
device. Regardless of some small technical variations of EUS-guided PSC drainage includes
the following steps:

1. location of the cyst and the contact zone between it and the gastric / duodenal wall;

2. evaluation of gastric/duodenal wall with Doppler to rule out the presence of large vessels;

3. puncture of the cyst, which can be performed in two ways:

4. with a 19G needle,

5. with a cistostomo catheter

6. removing the "needle-knife" wire, and using the teflon sheath

7. passage of a guidewire (0.035 inch) through the teflon sheath up to the cyst;

8. enlarge the tract by balloon dilatation (up to 20mm) and

9. exploration of the cystic cavity with endoscopic ultrasound device and

10. introducing one or two “pig tail” prostheses over the guidewire to maintain the hole.

Some studies show the effectiveness of this technique. Giovannini et al [116] conducted
drainage of 15 patients with PSC and of 20 with pancreatic abscess. Thirty-three patients
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underwent cystogastrostomy and 2 were submitted to cystoduodenostomy. Endoscopy
revealed gastric bulging in only 1 patient. Plastic stents of 8.5 F or 7 F nasocystic drains were
placed. The drainage was successful in 33 of 35 patients (failure in 2 cases of abscess), with
only one episode of pneumoperitoneum, treated by clinical measures. One patient had
recurrence of PSC (treated with new puncture) and 2 had recurrence of abscesses. Four patients
with abscess underwent surgery (final successful 31/35 to 88.5%). No bleeding was observed.
A potential disadvantage of this approach is not performing a pancreatography, thus the
identification of stenosis or disruption of the MPD is not possible. In theory, this limitation
may lead to a higher rate of relapse.

Ardengh et al [117]treated 12 patients with PSC without bulging (8 drainages and 4 aspira‐
tions), all by EUS. After a 12 months follow up, 10 had complete resolution, 1 recurred and
undergone a new EUS-guided drainage, and 1 required surgical treatment. This technique
allows the insertion of prostheses in unusual locations such as PSC in the uncinate process and
tail, placement of drains near the esophageal hiatus, and allow drainage of PSC without
bulging of the wall of the digestive system (Figure 12). In an attempt to reduce the rates of
complications related to endoscopic drainage, some authors advocate the use of EUS, and
compared it with the traditional technique. Poley et al [118] performed 53 drainages in 49
patients with PSC. Twenty-five submitted to the endoscopic drainage and 28 EUS-guided
drainage. In the first technique there were fewer cases of abscess and infected necrosis
compared to EUS group (p = 0.016). The success of EUS group was 96% [27/28] versus 56%
[14/25] for endoscopic group (p <0.001). A higher number of prostheses was insert in the EUS
group compared to endoscopic (average of 3 to 1 with p <0.001). The long-term results were
superior to patients undergoing EUS: 81% [22/27] versus 42% [10/22] for endoscopic group (p
= 0.003). More complications occurred in this group: 28% [7/25] vs. 7% [2/28] for those under‐
going EUS (p = 0.04). In this work, although some cases has been analyzed retrospectively, has
a great impact and endorses the opinion of these authors that the EUS-guided drainage of PSC
should be the method of choice when endoscopic techinique is the best way of proceeding.

7. exploration of the cystic cavity with endoscopic ultrasound device and  
8. introducing one or two “pig tail” prostheses over the guidewire to maintain the hole.  
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Lopes et al [119] demonstrated that EUS-guided drainage is a minimally invasive, safe and
effective procedure for patients with PSC or abscesses. The authors retrospectively studied 51
patients who underwent 62 EUS-guided procedures. This procedure was successful in 94% of
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patients; 3 patients were referred to surgery. There were two minor complications treated
medically and recurrence at 39 weeks was 17.7%. There was no mortality in this series. The
insertion of a nasocystic drain for treat abscesses did not reduce the possibility of complica‐
tions, but the insertion of two prosthesis diminished the number of complications.

We studied 77 patients with sterile non-necrotic pancreatic or peripancreatic collections.
Patients were referred for echoendoscopic evaluation after CT scans [75], MRI [29] and ERCP
[47]. None had a bulging or communication with MPD according to endoscopic pancreatog‐
raphy or MRI. Thus, transpapillary or endoscopic transmural drainage (cystoduodenostomy
or cystogastrostomy) was not feasible. All patients had some type of symptom such as
persistent abdominal pain or cholestasis. Simple EUS-guided aspiration was indicated in the
following situations: patients with PSC without debris or visible wall, parenchymal collection,
when the gap between the gastric wall and cyst was greater than 2.0 cm, and for cysts up to
3.0 cm in diameter. Thirty-three underwent EUS-guided aspiration using a 19G needle (Group
II) and 44 were treated by transmural EUS-guided drainage and prosthesis placement (Group
I). The vast majority of patients was treated (90.6%). A complete cyst aspiration occurred in all
cases (100%) and transmural EUS-guided drainage, based on intention to treat, occurred in
83.3%. No complications occurred in group II. In group I occurred 3 complications (4.4%).
These results reveal that EUS-guided drainage is possible in most patients with PSC. Those
who underwent aspiration showed a high relapse rate. Thus, EUS-guided aspiration is an
alternative in cases where EUS-guided transmural drainage is difficult.

3.3. Abscess

3.3.1. Definition, incidence and etiology

Defined by the Atlanta classification as a "circumscribed collection of pus containing little or
no necrotic pancreatic tissue, which arises as a consequence of AP or trauma [120]. Its incidence
has been estimated at around 1% to 5% [121] with mortality rates around 20% to 60% in some
studies [122]. As a large proportion of patients are affected by episodes of severe AP, a greater
number have developed this condition secondary to pancreatic infections. The search for a
correct nomenclature has created discussions in the literature. Several reports in the literature
between the years 60-80, named pancreatic abscess as an "infected pancreatic necrosis". With
a better understanding of the pathophysiology of AP we know that infectious complications
occur early in the course of AP resulting in infected pancreatic necrosis [123].

The difference between the natural history of pancreatic abscess and infected pancreatic
necrosis and the management of these conditions has been better understood over time. In a
series of 1,200 patients, Lumsden & Bradley [124] reported that alcohol is the main etiological
factor (34%), followed by lithiasis (25%), postoperative complications (22%), idiopathic (10%),
trauma (3%), and post-endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) in 8%. The
average time between the episode of AP and pancreatic abscess formation has been reported.
Analyzing the literature reviews, Widdison et al. [125], showed that 50% of patients developed
pancreatic abscess two weeks after the episode of AP. Kaushik et al. [126] reported an average
period of 3-60 days. Warshaw & Jin [127] reported an average time of 32 days, and, in 58% of
patients, the onset occurred in 2 weeks.
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3.3.2. Diagnosis

Laboratory tests are nonspecific for this clinical condition, but leukocytosis with left shift may
be an important factor. The abdominal X-ray shows the presence of gases, fluid level, and
aspect of soap bubble or speckled gas in up to 35% of cases. Chest X-ray may show pleural
effusion. CT and US allow not only defining the exact location of abscess as well as its follow-
up during treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers no advantage besides having
a higher cost. EUS allows locating, characterizing, and draining it (Figures 13 e 14).

 

(a)  (b) 
 

Figure 13. (a) echoendoscopic aspect of infected pancreatic collection. Note the numerous debris scattered throughout
the content, which is not homogeneous. (b) echo-guided aspirative puncture performed at Intensive Care Unit for con‐
firming the type of bacteria and then echo-guided drainage was performed using a plastic stent.
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Figure 14: Endoscopic drainage of pancreatic abscess. A) Note an enormous bulging on the gastric wall. B) After 
puncturing the bulge, a guide wire is insert. C) Then the placement of a prosthesis. 

iii. Treatment 

The best treatment is surgery. CT-guided percutaneous drainage has become an option, but is still a 
controversial method. Sunday et al. (128) reported bad a success rate of around 25% in patients with infected 

Figure 14. Endoscopic drainage of pancreatic abscess. A) Note an enormous bulging on the gastric wall. B) After punc‐
turing the bulge, a guide wire is insert. C) Then the placement of a prosthesis.

3.3.3. Treatment

The best treatment is surgery. CT-guided percutaneous drainage has become an option, but is
still a controversial method. Sunday et al. [128] reported bad a success rate of around 25% in
patients with infected pancreatic collections when submitted to CT-guided drainage. Steiner
et al [129] showed the results in 25 patients with pancreatic abscess. Nineteen were initially
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3.3.2. Diagnosis

Laboratory tests are nonspecific for this clinical condition, but leukocytosis with left shift may
be an important factor. The abdominal X-ray shows the presence of gases, fluid level, and
aspect of soap bubble or speckled gas in up to 35% of cases. Chest X-ray may show pleural
effusion. CT and US allow not only defining the exact location of abscess as well as its follow-
up during treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers no advantage besides having
a higher cost. EUS allows locating, characterizing, and draining it (Figures 13 e 14).

 

(a)  (b) 
 

Figure 13. (a) echoendoscopic aspect of infected pancreatic collection. Note the numerous debris scattered throughout
the content, which is not homogeneous. (b) echo-guided aspirative puncture performed at Intensive Care Unit for con‐
firming the type of bacteria and then echo-guided drainage was performed using a plastic stent.
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treated by percutaneous drainage and 6 required surgery after percutaneous drainage due to
the presence of residual collection. Among 19, eight were cured, 1 died and the remaining 10
required surgery for proper drainage. In the group of 6 patients who underwent surgery after
percutaneous drainage, all had a good outcome. We conclude that percutaneous drainage
alone is not effective as an initial method, but that may be a good option for treating residual
collections. However, other studies show conflicting results; Baril et al [130] evaluated 42
patients with positive culture of peripancreatic abscess, or collection. Among these, 25 were
initially treated with percutaneous drainage and 6 required surgery after this drainage due to
the presence of residual collection. None among these six required percutaneous drainage for
a residual collection after surgery. In this six patients the surgical indication was: 3 with
persistent sepsis, 1 with colon perforation after percutaneous drainage, 1 with thrombosis of
the splenic vein evolving to variceal bleeding and 1 underwent surgical intervention due to a
worsening in clinical condition. Of the 19 initially underwent percutaneous drainage, 18 were
cured and 1 died, with success of 72% in this group. Van Sonnenberg et al [131] reported 86%
success with percutaneous drainage in 59 patients with pancreatic abscess.

Endoscopic therapy also has its place. Park et al [132] drained 11 pancreatic abscess compress‐
ing the stomach, duodenum, or both through the creation of a fistula between the abscess and
the digestive wall, washing the abscess cavity and stenting. The resolution was considered
complete in the absence of symptoms and by CT imaging. Ten abscesses resolved within 32
days after placement of prosthesis. In 2 there was a need to put a nasocystic drain for washing
and cleaning the abscess cavity of debris. Bleeding and relapse occurred in 1% and 13%,
respectively, after a period of 18 months.

In recent years, EUS has gained acceptance in the therapeutic armamentarium for pancreatic
abscesses. Giovannini et al [116] drained PSC and abscesses in 35 patients with an average size
of 7.8 cm. A 7 F nasocystic drainage was successfully located in 18/20 cases of pancreatic
abscess. The surgery was performed in 2 other patients. Drainage of PSC with 8.5 F prosthetic
was successfully in 10 patients. The overall success of EUS was 31/35 patients (88.5%), and only
4 patients with abscess required surgery. Seewald et al [133] drained 13 patients with pancre‐
atic necrosis and abscess, avoiding an emergency surgery. Transpapillary drainage was carried
out by ERCP and transmural drainage was performed by EUS. Surgery was avoided in 9
patients with a mean follow up of 8.3 months. Surgery was combined with endoscopy in 1 case
because of the extension of the abscess. Lopes et al [119] demonstrated that DEE is feasible and
safe and that nasocystic drain did not reduce the possibility of complications, but the insertion
of two prosthesis reduced the number of complications.

Our experience includes 12 patients. All had a strong suspicion of pancreatic abscess and were
referred for an attempt to EUS-guided drainage. The presence of abscess was confirmed in
100%. Ten were drained successfully by EUS with 10 F prosthesis interposition and 2 under‐
went aspiration to confirm the presence of infection. Once confirmed, we opted for surgical
treatment. There was no mortality in this series. None of the patients had bulging of the wall
of the digestive system. In 3 cases surgical intervention was necessary because EUS-guided
drainage was not sufficient. These results demonstrate that EUS-guided is a good method for
the treatment of pancreatic abscess.
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3.4. Walled off pancreatic necrosis

3.4.1. EUS-guided necrosectomy

The Atlanta classification defines pancreatic necrosis as focal or diffuse areas of non-viable
pancreatic parenchyma, typically associated with peripancreatic fat necrosis, and sometimes
accompanied by the development of severe pancreatic duct disruption. During several weeks,
an initial focus of necrosis can expand and may contain liquid and/or solid residues. In many
cases, pancreatic necrosis progresses, reaching the retroperitoneal space with corrosion of
retroperitoneal vessels. The radiological iconography of organized pancreatic necrosis (OPN)
may be similar to an acute pseudocyst by CT. Radiographically, some characteristics help to
identify the presence of solid residues. These include significant necrosis of the gland and large
filling defects seen during contrast injection in CT and MRI, which indicates the presence of
solid residues. Pancreatic abscess is defined as an intrabdominal circumscribed purulent
collection, usually located near the pancreas, containing little or no necrosis. It has a well-
defined wall, can be multilocular and is prone to rupture [123, 134].

The surgery is the preferred treatment to pancreatic necrosis and abscess, however, this
modality is associated with high rate morbimortality. In selected patients the CT-guided
percutaneous drainage may be effective but this method is not effective, when the fluid is thick
and contains purulent debris. Furthermore, a catheter is invariably associated with bacterial
colonization and fistula formation of difficult treatment. Endoscopic drainage of pancreatic
fluid collections has been performed for more than two decades. It is noteworthy that pancre‐
atic necrosis and abscesses are the biggest challenges to deal rationally and consciously! The
development of EUS has expanded the indications for transmural drainage of collections
without bulging the wall of the digestive system and allows the treatment of high risk fluid
collections. Endoscopic therapy involves in most cases: ERCP/pancreatic sphincterotomy,
transmural stent, EUS-guided puncture, dilation and drainage, endoscopic necrosectomy and
exhaustive washing associated with a gastrocystic/duodenocystic fistula [135].

3.4.2. Technique and accessories

The procedure starts with a puncture 19 G needle, through which can be passed a 0.035-inch
terumo or Teflon type guide wire. The fistulous tract should be enlarged with a 20 mm
(Maxforce; Microvasive) wire guided balloon. Another attractive accessory for necrosectomy
are the 10F or 6.5F cistostomy catheters (EndoFlex, Voerde, Germany) used before insertion of
one or more double pigtail" stents. An appropriate "input window" is necessary before start
drainage, to define the patient’s anatomy and to distinguish whether the content is a simple
fluid, or complex, with solid debris. Most expert authors using this technique recommend
assessing the integrity of the main pancreatic duct by endoscopic retrograde pancreatography.
We are included this salutary practice.

The decision to the endoscopic intervention in patients with WOPN should be carefully
discussed, because it is not easy to decide the moment of intervention. This technique, although
safe, has high rate of adverse events, and involves patients in poor condition. Generally it
should be performed when the collection is already organized, a fact that occurs after the fourth
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week of the initial episode. On the other hand if identified infected collection should be treated
immediately. A pancreatic abscess is already infected by definition, requiring a faster ap‐
proach. The absence of bulging of a pancreatic collection in the wall of the digestive system,
the presence of portal hypertension, which carries a high likelihood of bleeding, failure of
transmural endoscopic therapy and the need to exclude a cystic neoplasm, are reasonable
arguments to priority the use of EUS as an approach for endoscopic drainage. Only skilled
endoscopists in ERCP and EUS should perform these procedures. Moreover, it should be done
in a tertiary hospital where pancreatobiliary surgeons and interventional radiologists are able
to deal with an eventual complication.

3.5. Patient preparation

Endoscopic drainage is a lengthy and technically difficult procedure involving the use of
fluoroscopy and ultrasound in several stages. Therefore, the aid of anesthesia is recommended.
All patients should receive antibiotics before and during the procedure.

3.6. Evaluation prior to drainage

3.6.1. Description of the procedure

As described by Baron, transmural drainage is the preferred method for such collections. After
entering the collection through the stomach or duodenal wall, the hole is enlarged to 15 mm,
allowing the output of solid material around the endoprosthesis (generally two pigtail 10 F
stents). A 7 F tube located inside the retrogastric space for irrigation and removal of solid debris
is realized (Figure 15) [136]. Initially, up to 200 or 400 ml of saline is infused through the tube
every 4-6 h. Preventive antibiotics should be administered. After irrigation, patients should be
hospitalized for observation. Antibiotics and irrigation should be continued until latent serial
imaging revealed complete resolution of the collection. Thus, internal drains can be removed
endoscopically (Figure 16).

Figure 15. Note the 10 F-pigtail prosthesis inside the cavity with debris. Frontal vision endoscope shows the gastrocys‐
tic fistula.
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Figure 16. The same patient shown in the previous figure. Note another prosthesis "pig tail" passing through duodeno‐
cystic fistula (a). (b) Note the introduction of a Dobbhoff feeding tube passing near another duodenocystic fistula, lo‐
cated in the second portion of duodenum, below the papilla.

As described by Seewald, the procedure involves a aggressive algorithm. The first session
includes ERCP with transpapillary sphincterotomy, then, EUS-guided transmural access, with
balloon dilatation of the fistulous tract and after this procedure is followed by repetitive
necrosectomy for washing [137]. The technique of endoscopic necrosectomy is performed day-
by-day until full evacuation of liquid and purulent necrosis. A basket or a rat tooth forceps
can be used to remove necrotic material. Endoscopic wash is performed using a 10 F spray
catheter connected to a Water-Jet Endo system. After MPD has been evaluated, if there is a
communication between that and the cavity, a 7 F teflon nasopancreatic catheter should be
placed over the guide wire after pancreatic sphincterotomy.

Coelho & Ardengh [135] described an aggressive algorithm similar to those described by
Sewald et al In patients with WOPN the first session includes the following sequence: ERCP
with detailed assessment of the pancreatic duct, and then, EUS. Depending on the aspect of
MPD, according to Takishima classification, we choose the type of drainage (transpapillary,
transmural or combined). If there is bulging a necrosectomy is made without performing an
EUS, but if the bulging is not evident an endoscopic ultrasound is performed for approaching
necrosis (Figures 15 and 16). If we opt for EUS to make a transmural access, a 20 mm balloon
is used for dilation, and then a front-view endoscope is introduced for suction of liquid content
and mobilization of solid residues. This procedure is performed every 7 days until the apparent
improvement in the patient's condition. The technique of EUS-guided necrosectomy is
performed every 7 days until complete evacuation of fluid and purulent necrosis. A basket
(FG-18Q-1, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) or rat tooth forceps can be used to remove necrotic
material.

4. Literature review of EUS-guided necrosectomy

In 2002, Baron et al, compared the results of endoscopic drainage for acute pancreatic necrosis,
pseudocysts, and chronic pancreatic pseudocysts. In this retrospective study, patients with
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necrosis and chronic pseudocysts showed no satisfactory resolution after endoscopic drainage
with rates ranging from 72% to 74%, respectively. These rates were lower than the resolution
rate of 92% for the drainage of acute pseudocysts. In patients with necrosis the complications
were more frequent (37%) than patients with acute pseudocysts (19%), or chronic pseudocysts
(17%). Recurrence of collections occurs more frequently in patients with necrosis (29%) than
in patients with acute (9%) or chronic pseudocysts (12%) [74].

Park et al [132] assessed 11 pancreatic abscesses in nine patients drained endoscopically. Ten
abscesses (91%) completely disappeared after stenting during 32 days. In two patients, one
nasopancreatic catheter was necessary for irrigation, dilution of thick pus and disintegration
of necrotic residues. There was one case of uncomplicated bleeding. The recurrence rate was
13% during a median follow-up of 18 months.

In 2000, Venu, et al [138], have shown similar results using the transpapillary approach. In this
study, 11 patients underwent endoscopic transpapillary drainage with technical success in 10
patients (90%). Eight (74%) had resolution of pancreatic abscess. The installation of an
intracavitary nasopancreatic drain and instillation of gentamicin were used in two patients.
The patient who presented failure of endoscopic treatment underwent percutaneous drainage
successfully.

In 2000, Seifert et al [139] were the first to describe the use of EUS for transmural approach in
necrotizing pancreatitis or abscess, followed by dilation of the fistula created to perform an
endoscopic direct debridement of the retrogastric space. The gastric fenestration and debride‐
ment of infected necrosis by pneumoretroperitonioscopy was performed in three patients. This
method obtained rapid clinical improvement and no adverse events.

Other study with EUS-guided drainage of PSC and abscesses in 35 patients (20 abscesses). The
drainage was successful in 18/20 patients with a 7F nasocystic drain. Two patients required
surgery, and a median follow-up of 27 months two relapses were observed [116].

Another retrospective study with a EUS-guided procedure associated or not with transpapil‐
lary drainage, and followed by balloon dilatation of the fistula (cystogastrostomy or cysto‐
duodenostomy), was done in patients with WOPN and abscess. Endoscopic necrosectomy
were performed daily. In 13 consecutive patients, 5 with infected necrosis, and 8 with abscesses.
This technique was successful in solving the infection in 12/13 patients during a mean follow-
up of 9.5 months. One patient required a surgical treatment for necrosis resection in paracolic
space. Two patients with ductal rupture developed recurrent collections after 2 and 4 months.
These patients required resection of the pancreatic head. Three episodes of locally controlled
hemorrhage were reported. The average number of necrosectomies was 7 [133].

In 2006, Hookey et al [140] evaluated the results of endoscopic drainage for pancreatic
collections in 116 patients. Eighty had necrosis and 9 had pancreatic abscess. In this study,
drainage of organized necrosis showed failure rates significantly greater than in other
collections. The clinical and technical success of necrosis drainage was only 25% and 50%,
respectively. Six of the eight undergone to a nasocavitary catheter insertion and one had
recurrence. There were two complications related to the procedure in this subgroup. Nine
patients underwent endoscopic drainage of pancreatic abscess. Seven/9 were treated by
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nasocavitary catheter. All procedures were successful, and 8/9 (88.9%) patients had clinical
success. One had abscess relapse and there was no procedure-related complications.

In 2007 Papachristou et al [141] performed a retrospective analysis of 53 patients underwent
endoscopic transmural drainage/debridement of sterile collection (27 patients) and infected
WOPN (26 patients). An average of three sessions per patient were performed. The result after
the initial endoscopic intervention proved successful in 81% (43 patients) and persistence of
organized pancreatic necrosis in 19% (10 patients). Twenty-one patients (40%) required
simultaneous radiologic/echo-guided drainage, and 12 patients (23%) required open surgery,
due to the persistence of organized pancreatic necrosis [3], recurrence [2], fistula formation [2],
technical failure [1], persistent pain [1], colonic obstruction [1], perforation [1], and abscess [1].

Coelho & Ardengh treated 56 patients with WOPN. 49/56 (87%) patients were successfully
treated by 20 mm balloon dilation in serial sessions every 7 days. During this period, we had
3 cases of recurrence and no case of death. Ardengh et al in the DDW 2013 presented the results
of programmed EUS-guided necrosectomy in patients with severe necrotizing acute pancrea‐
titis. The programmed EUS-guided necrosectomy allows created multiple transluminal
gateways to improve transmural removal of necrosis. We treated 17 patients with infected
WOPN with this technique. One or more transmural fistulas were performed. The necrosec‐
tomy was performed and after a plastic pigtail stents were placed. The average sessions was
2.5 [1-6]. Successful resolution of WOPN occurred in 15/17 (88.2%) patients. Plastic pigtail were
placed in 12, self-expandable metallic stents (SEMS) in 3, and in 2 patients no stents were
placed. Three patients experienced bleeding (entry side [2], inside cavity [1]) and worsening
of infection (33.3%), all of which were successfully treated endoscopically by another session
of EUS-N. The mortality rate was (11.7%). One underwent surgery (5.8%) and other patient
died due to poor medical conditions. The mean duration of hospital stay was 19 days (6-48
days). We concluded that the programmed EUS-N is an effective option for the treatment of
infected WOPN because it eliminates the need for surgery and can be performed in the absence
of a visible bulging [142].

One of the biggest challenges during EUS-guided drainage was the sequential transgastric
stent placement and positioning of nasocystic drain, which can be difficult due to a reduced
visual field. Abundant fluid, the tangential axis of puncture, and the presence of solid residues
makes the passage of a catheter up to cavity, a difficult maneuver. The use of conventional
plastic stents for drainage of necrosectomies is troublesome. The insertion of a removable self-
expandable metallic stent, maybe facilitate drainage of infected pancreatic necrosis after
several unconventional necrosectomies, but this approach needs to be better evaluated [143].

5. Conclusion

PSC, WOPN and abscess are the most serious adverse eventss of acute pancreatitis. The
endoscopic approach for these problems has developed and, more recently, we have seen an
increasing in drainage of pancreatic fluid collections. A variety of studies has been conducted
and the opinion of experts has been analyzed searching for the answer to the question: the
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endoscopic drainage is superior to surgical or radiological intervention? However, to date no
randomized, controlled, multicentric, and prospective study was performed. Anyway,
endoscopic approach is minimally invasive, eliminating the morbidity associated with
postoperative healing of surgical drainage and the possibility of fistula after percutaneous
drainage.

The advantages of EUS-guided drainage include: the ability to accurately define the charac‐
teristics of pancreatic fluid collections, the exclusion of other possible diagnoses and determine
the presence of vascular structures which at least hypothetically could reduce one of the
complications of endoscopic drainage. From a therapeutic standpoint, we can access collec‐
tions without bulging in sites of difficult access. The biggest disadvantage of endoscopic
treatment is that it is not available in all institutions, and the general time is over for its
implementation, especially if we decided to use EUS. Placing nasocystic drainage is associated
with patient discomfort when the daily necrosectomy is required. The development of new
accessories and stents can make it more effective and safe.
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Chapter 7

Role of Surgery in the Treatment of Pancreatitis and Its
Complications

Vincenzo  Neri

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction

The nosography of pancreatitis has been modified because the established distinction between
acute and chronic pancreatitis is under critical revision. In this argument there is a reduced
availability or absence of histological data connected to a clinical picture; on the other hand
the various classifications are based exclusively on clinical or laboratory data or on imaging
exams [1]. Moreover, the extremely diversified territorial distribution of the various forms of
pancreatitis generates uncertainties: this often provides different experiences to different
observers. The rigorous distinction between acute and chronic pancreatitis has represented
the basis of classifications in which there have been two distinct diseases. More recently, more
comprehensive, prolonged and detailed clinical observations have enabled a more thorough
knowledge of pancreatitis. These observations show that acute and chronic pancreatitis
overlap [1]. According to these new perspectives, two clinical pictures should be reviewed and
reconsidered: the onset and/or the acute manifestations of chronic pancreatitis due to severe
tissue inflammation more evident than main/branch duct dilation; and acute pancreatitis that
evolves anatomo-clinically towards chronic forms, because of the recurrence of acute episodes
with evolution of inflammation in fibrosis, sclerosis and calcifications. The aim of the chapter
is to evaluate surgical procedures with a minimally invasive approach as the preferred choice,
demonstrating separately the diagnostic and therapeutic pathways for acute and chronic
pancreatitis.

2. Acute pancreatitis

Acute pancreatitis is one of the most common gastrointestinal diseases. An increase in the
annual incidence for acute pancreatitis has been reported in many countries. In the United

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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States, pancreatitis is among the most common gastrointestinal diseases requiring acute
hospitalization [2,3]. The incidence of acute pancreatitis varies between 4.8 to 24.2 cases per
population of 100,000 following data from England, Denmark and theUS, but has been also
associated with an incidence of 40-50 cases per 100,000 habitants a year [4]. While part of this
increase is certainly due to better clinical and diagnostic knowledge of these diseases, the
possibility of a real increase cannot be ruled out [5]. Acute pancreatitis is a complex gastroin‐
testinal disease with various aetiologies, most frequent biliary and alcoholic. Clinical presen‐
tation shows different degrees of severity with biphasic evolution. Acute pancreatitis is an
inflammatory disease that can occur in an oedematous reversible form, most frequently, or in
a necrotic one that is less frequent. Inflammatory diseases of the pancreas are characterized by
autodigestion processes of the gland carried out by enzymes that have been inappropriately
activated in the gland. Activation of trypsinogen into trypsin within the acinar cells is the
starting event. The activation of other pancreatic proenzymes follows (proelastase, chymo‐
trypsinogen, etc.). This autoactivation process of trypsin leads to pancreatic acinar cell damage
with spillage of activated enzymes into the pancreatic and peripancreatic tissue [6-8].

2.1. Aetiological and nosographic assessment as a guide for surgery in therapeutic
programmes

Many factors play an aetiological role in acute pancreatitis. In most countries biliary lithiasis
and excessive alcohol consumption are the most frequent causes reaching a total incidence of
80%. Moreover, numerous other causes of pancreatitis are recognized that represent 20% of
the total [9]. This remaining 20% constitutes a rather various group of causes of pancreatitis:
hypercalcaemia, hypertriglyceridaemia, hereditary causes, sphincter of Oddi dysfunction,
pancreas divisum, pancreatic neoplasms, medications, infections and parasitic agents,
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) trauma (table. 1).

Common causes Uncommon causes Rare causes

Gallstones
Alcoholism
Hypertriglyceridaemia
Post–endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography
Drug use

Autoimmunity
Genetics
Abdominal trauma
Postoperative causes
Sphincter of Oddi dysfunction
Ischaemia
Infections
Hypercalcaemiaand
hyperparathyroidism

Pancreas divisum
Annular pancreas
Scorpion venom
Posterior penetrating ulcer

Table 1. Aetiology of acute pancreatitis

Therefore pancreatitis can be considered diseases with different aetiological incidences in
different countries based on environmental features and lifestyle.
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In the current  clinical  appearance of  acute pancreatitis  the majority of  patients  (70-80%)
present with a mild-moderate disease; however, approximately 20-30% run a severe course
and require  appropriate  management  in  an  intensive  care  unit.  In  the  severe  forms,  in
approximately  20% of  cases,  development  of  persistent  organ failure  and/or  of  infected
pancreatic complications necessitates the definition of the most severe forms, identified as
critical, early severe acute pancreatitis [10,11]. Critical forms are characterized by a short
course,  progressive  multiple  organ  dysfunction,  early  hypoxaemia,  high  computed
tomography  severity  index  (CTSI),  and  increased  incidences  of  necrosis,  infection  and
abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS). Early severe acute pancreatitis mortality rate can
be very high: 40% according to the literature. [12-16]

Severe acute pancreatitis can be seen as a biphasic disease, with the first two weeks phase
characterized by early toxic-enzymatic injury (systemic inflammation response syndrome
(SIRS)) and a late phase—in the third and fourth week—characterized by septic complications
(infection of necrotic tissue and of peripancreatic fluid collection). Pancreatitis can present
different severities in the first (toxic) phase: it can be self-limiting or quickly responsive to
intensive care (especially rehydration), or it can quickly evolve into SIRS and multi-organ
failure (MOF). The acute pancreatitis may progress and worsen from local disease to general
involvement. The key of this evolution is the tissue response of the pancreas to acinous cell
necrosis. Local actions of phlogosis lead to the activation of local macrophages and attraction
of activated polymorphonuclear cells. General diffusion of phlogosis (SIRS) can develop from
the passage of inflammatory mediators (pro-anti inflammatory mediators released from the
splanchnic area) to systemic compartments by the lymphatic system, portal veins, and general
circulation. Vascular alterations cause gut barrier failure with translocation by bacteria and
endotoxin diffusion. The final results are distant organfailure (MOF) and generally later
infection of fluid-necrotic pancreatic-peripancreatic gatherings [17-25].

The examination and evaluation of homogeneous clinical cases allows us to clarify the surgical
options in the overall treatment programme. In our institution between 1998 to 2013 we
observed and treated 304 pancreatitis cases, 294 acute biliary pancreatitis cases, and ten chronic
alcoholic pancreatitis cases. The mean age was 49 years (range 30-86 years). Male:female ratio
was 1:1.33 (table 2).

304 pancreatitis-mean age 49 yrs. (range 30-86 yrs.)- M:F ratio 1:1.33

Acute pancreatitis Chronic pancreatitis

294 10

Table 2. Demographic data, 304 pancreatitis.

An acute episode of pancreatitis was defined, at first assessment, on the basis of the clinical
appearance of nausea, vomiting and abdominal pain in mesogastrium radiating through the
back with abdominal wall tenderness (superficial/depth) and muscular rigidity of varying
degrees, and laboratory data with almost twice the normal increase of the serum lipase and
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pancreatic amylase. This initial diagnostic phase was completed by evaluation of the involve‐
ment of general conditions and of the degree of pancreatic impairment by abdominal US.

Biliary aetiology was confirmed in 294 patients. This group included 93 patients with previous
repeated episodes (31.63%). Among the 93 recurrent pancreatitis cases were also 20 patients,
recently observed, with recurrent unexplained pancreatitis at first aetiological evaluation [26].
The biliary aetiology of pancreatitis has been established in a large majority of patients at initial
etiological assessment by the research on abdominal US, gallbladder lithiasis, and/or gall‐
stones, sludge, microlithiasis, etc. in the common bile duct (CBD), or also a dilation of the CBD
(>8mm) with the addition of liver function tests, fasting serum calcium, and lipid profile (Tab
3). In 20% of these patients alcohol consumption slightly over the average has also been noted.
Twenty patients (6.8%) have been diagnosed with recurrent unexplained forms at first-level
aetiological assessment. The following diagnostic study, MRCP and/or endoscopic US,
confirmed the biliary origin of pancreatitis in the majority of cases (14 patients). Only in six
cases did the aetiology of pancreatitis remain unexplained. Following empirical criteria, four
cholecystectomies and two ERCP/ES procedures were carried out in these six patients whose
aetiology remained undefined and who had already undergone cholecystectomy.

Dir Bil
(0.02-0.30 mg/dL)

<2 mg/dl

Dir Bil
(0.02-0.30 mg/dL)

2 -5 mg/dl
AST/ALT X3

g-GT (7-38 u/L)
>200 u/L

61.2% 38.8% 29.4% 63.4%

Serum calcium
(8.4-10.5 mg/dL)

>10.5 mg/dL

Triglyceridaemia
(40-170 mg/dL)

>170 mg/dL

Cholecystic lithiasis/
sludge

CBD size (US)
(8mm)

Undefined
aetiology

16% 43% 84% 41.3% 6.8%

Table 3. 294 acute biliary pancreatitis: percentage incidence of biliary lithiasis and cholestasis indexes at first level
aetiological assessment

Acute pancreatitis shows a wide range of disease, ranging from a mild form to a severe or early
severe, rapidly progressive illness. The most common cause of acute pancreatitis is biliary
lithiasis—almost the total number of cases in our experience. The majority of our patients had
a mild-moderate disease. Mild acute pancreatitis takes a self-limiting form characterized by
pancreatic or peripancreatic oedema and normal enhancement of pancreatic parenchyma on
contrast-enhanced CT. Moderate pancreatitis develops early acute fluid collections located in
or near the pancreas without a wall of fibrous tissue, almost always with spontaneous
regression. These forms are not accompanied by impairment of the patient’s general condition.
In summary, regarding a first-line therapeutic approach, mild-moderate acute pancreatitis
requires only supportive therapy and generally evolves towards a spontaneous recovery.
Among 294 acute biliary pancreatitis cases we have observed and treated 167 (56.80%) mild-
moderate forms, 61 (20.74%) moderate severe forms, 51 (17.34%) severe acute pancreatitis
cases, and 15 (5.10%) early severe acute pancreatitis cases. Moderate-severe acute pancreatitis
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is characterized by large, broad peripancreatic and pancreatic involvement with fluid/necrotic
collections but without impairment of general clinical conditions. Organ failure is transient or
absent. Severe forms have diffuse or local areas of non-viable pancreatic parenchyma,
peripancreatic fat necrosis, non-enhanced pancreatic parenchyma on contrast CT, and/or fluid-
necrotic peripancreatic collections with persistent or transient organ failure [27-28]. Within the
severe forms there are also critical or early severe forms with persistent or transient organ
failure and infected pancreatic and peripancreatic collections. In our patients (294) we have
applied CTSI with Balthazar scoring for the grading of acute pancreatitis and points for
necrosis [29-31]. This classification is based on morphological and functional features: local or
diffuse enlargement of the pancreas, pancreatic gland abnormalities, peripancreatic inflam‐
mation with pancreatic and peripancreatic fluid collections, and areas of non-enhanced
parenchyma. In this morphologic assessment moderate (167), moderate-severe (61), severe (51)
and early severe acute pancreatitis (15) cases have been included (table 4).

Grade B1 160 (54.42%)

Grade C2 68 (23.12%)

Grade D3 51 (17.34%)

Grade E4 15 (5.10%)

Pancreatic necrosis

0 None 228

2 Less than/equal to 30% 49

4 >30-50% 17

6 >50% -

Table 4. 294 acute biliary pancreatitis. CT severity index: CT grade point+point for necrosis (Balthazar)

The therapeutic approach of acute biliary pancreatitis usually develops in two phases follow‐
ing the evolution of the disease. The first phase in mild-moderate forms consists of simple fluid
rehydration and control of abdominal pain. In severe acute pancreatitis the first phase is
conventionally referred to the first two weeks from onset, and the initial approach is based on
intensive care, initial aggressive fluid resuscitation, low dose steroids, anticoagulatory agents
for anti-inflammatory properties, correction of hypoxaemia, enteral nutrition to preserve the
intestinal wall integrity and antibiotic prophylaxis [32]. In this phase the most important
purpose is to control and treat—by intensive care support—the impairment of the general
conditions and single or multiple organ failure that can occur. Besides, the central key in the
global therapeutic programme for acute biliary pancreatitis is the control and treatment of
papillary patency. ERCP and endoscopic sphincterotomy (ES) can assure papillary flow and
CBD cleaning if lithiasis obstacle, sludge, and microlithiasis are present. We scheduled ERCP/
ES for within three to four days from onset in 217 patients (73.8%); three patients needed to be
excluded because the procedure was not feasible. This therapeutic programme was performed
in the following cases: 64 patients with severe and early severe acute pancreatitis, 60 with
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moderate-severe disease and 73 with recurrent pancreatitis, and finally in 17 with moderate
pancreatitis. In these patients we achieved laboratoristic or US or MRCP confirmation of a
papillary or CBD lithiasic obstacle. In seven patients with severe acute and moderate-severe
pancreatitis ERCP/ES was delayed for ten days. Among 214 patients who underwent
ERCP/ES, CBD cleaning was confirmed in 163 (76.16%). The therapeutic programme of acute
biliary pancreatitis ends with videolaparocholecystectomy (VLC). The timing of the VLC is
connected with the evolution of acute pancreatitis, waiting for the stabilization of the local
phlogistic process, and of the general condition. In any case, in our opinion, the cholecystec‐
tomy should be performed in the same hospital stay [33,34]. The severe and early severe forms
of acute biliary pancreatitis were evident for local and/or systemic complications. The degree
of pancreas impairment with Balthazar score was five in severe acute pancreatitis (SAP), and
eight in early severe acute pancreatitis (ESAP). Abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) was
demonstrated in only one patient with ESAP (1/15–6.6%), multiple organ dysfunction syn‐
drome (MODS) in six patients with ESAP (6/15–40.46%), simple organ dysfunction in 26
patients with SAP (26/51–50.98%) versus eight patients with ESAP (8/15–53.33%), pancreatic
sepsis in four patients with SAP (4/51-7.84%) versus three patients with ESAP (3/15-20%),
hypoxaemia in 34 patients with SAP (34/51-66.66%) versus 11 patients with ESAP (11/15–
73.33%). Mortality rate was 3.92% (2/51) (late) in SAP versus 13.33% in ESAP (2/15) (early).
Mortality occurred early in patients with ACS (fifth postoperative day) and in patients with
multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (first week from onset), and later in two patients who
had not undergone surgical treatment, for prolonged organ dysfunction (third and fourth
week) (table5).

SAP ESAP

Impairment degree of pancreas
(Balthazar CT score)

5 8

Abdominal compartment syndrome
(ACS) (%)

- 6.6% (1/15)

Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome - 40.46% (6/15)

Simple organ dysfunction 50.98% (26/51) 53.33% (8/15)

Pancreatic sepsis 7.84% (4/51) 20% (3/15)

Hypoxaemia 66.66% (34/51) 73.33% (11/15)

Mortality 3.92% (2/51) late 13.33% (2/15) early

Table 5. Comparison of the clinical appearance of early severe acute pancreatitis (ESAP) and severe acute pancreatitis
(SAP)

These forms required appropriate management in intensive care. In early severe forms there
was a great compromise of general conditions by early toxic-enzymatic injury and high rate
of early mortality (13.33%). The later phase of the disease (third and fourth week) was
characterized by septic complications of pancreatic or peripancreatic fluid-necrotic collections.
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The preferred approach to fluid and necrotic collections was US/CT guided percutaneous
drainage. In our experience, considering 66 patients (51 SAP and 15 ESAP), we intervened only
in eight patients: three US/CT guided percutaneous drainages of peripancreatic septic
gatherings, two US/CT guided percutaneous drainages of fluid intrahepatic gatherings, and
two US/CT guided percutaneous drainages of necrotic gatherings. These minimally invasive
approaches were followed by clinical improvement without further intervention. We per‐
formed an open approach for decompression with midline laparotomy and immediate skin
coverage in one patient with ACS. In the case of late evolution of acute pancreatitis we
performed two pseudocyst-jejunostomies by an open procedure for acute postnecrotic
pseudocysts.

Complications of ERCP/ES, including post-procedural pancreatitis, perforations, bleeding and
infections are not unusual. The incidence of overall complications is evaluated to be about 10%,
with a major morbidity of 1.5% and mortality less than 0.5% [35,36]. Recent data from the
literature have shown an overall complication rate that is never negligible, but the majority of
events are of mild-to-moderate severity [37]. In our experience, we registered two duodenal
perforations (2/214-0.93%). One patient was treated with conservative therapy, and the other
case was submitted to surgical intervention by cholecystectomy, duodenostomy and gastro‐
jejunal anastomosis. Severe post-procedural pancreatitis occurred in three patients
(3/214-1.40%) and was treated with medical therapy followed by resolution with a prolonged
hospital stay (ten days). We also observed two post-ERCP bleeding cases (2/214-0.93%) treated
with an endoscopic approach (adrenalin infiltration). Minor complications such as mild
pancreatitis with hyperamylasaemia alone and rapid self-limiting evolution were observed in
18 patients (18/214–8.41%). In this endoscopic procedure it is important to identify the risk
factors in order to lower complication rates: physiopathological conditions such as Oddi
sphincter dysfunction and biliary duct dilation, technical difficulties of the manoeuvres
performed such as the use of a guide-wires, necessity to perform a pre-cut, and finally elderly
high-risk patients.

A clinical and instrumental follow-up programme, three and six months after discharge, based
on clinical control, laboratory tests and abdominal US has been planned for 294 patients with
acute biliary pancreatitis. The follow-up programme has divided the patients of ERCP/ES
(214/217 scheduled) from the patients not submitted to this therapeutic procedure (80), with
mild-moderate forms of pancreatitis. Delayed control was carried out for 124 patients
(124/214-57.94%) of the first group (submitted to ERCP/ES); 90 patients could not be reached.
The results of the follow-up, at three and six months, showed the absence of critical episodes,
and stable normalization of laboratory and instrumental cholestasis tests (table 6)

Four patients (4/124-3.22%) had a recurrence of a mild-moderate pancreatitis before the first
control. The persistence of the papillary obstacle for incomplete sphincterotomywas assessed:
the new sphincterotomy and medical therapy for resolution was performed. The same check
was performed in 38 patients with mild-moderate pancreatitis not submitted to ERCP/ES
(38/80-47.50%); 42 patients could not be reached. This control at three and six months from the
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discharge was normal. No patient had a relapse of the acute attack and the haematochemical
values of cholestasis indexes and pancreatic enzymes were normal (table 7)

Direct bilirubin (range 0,1-0,3 mg/dL) 0.21 mg/dL

Gamma-GT (range 31-64 iU/L) 48 iU/L

AST (range 22-57 iU/L) 24 iU/L

ALT (range 25-64 iU/L) 29 iU/L

Lipasaemia (range 120-221 iU/L) 171 iU/L

Pancreatic amylasaemia (range 34-72 iU/L) 42 iU/L

Alkaline phosphatase (range 67-220 iU/L) 105 iU/L

CBD size (range 5-8 mm, Abdominal US) 5 mm

Detection of CBD stones (Abdominal US) -

Table 7. 38 patients with acute biliary pancreatitis not submitted to ERCP/ES. Follow-up at three to six months (mean
of two controls)

2.2. Role of surgery in the treatment of acute pancreatitis

General guidelines for surgical treatment can be found for acute pancreatitis, mainly with
biliary pathogenesis,,which are clearly geared towards less aggression and minimally invasive
approaches.

In mild-moderate acute biliary pancreatitis the minimally invasive therapeutic approach is
the rule. The management programme includes the first-line diagnostic evaluation with the
control  of  cholestasis  laboratory tests  and of  CBD imaging (size,  lithiasis,  microlithiasis,
sludge)  by  non-invasive  instrumental  exams  (US).  Usually  the  mild-moderate  form
undergoes a favourable self-limiting evolution; in fact, it needs only supportive therapy. In

Direct bilirubin (range 0,1-0,3 mg/dL) 0.17 mg/dL

Gamma-GT (range 31-64 iU/L) 52 iU/L

AST (range 22-57 iU/L) 25 iU/L

ALT (range 25-64 iU/L) 31 iU/L

Lipasaemia (range 120-221 iU/L) 165 iU/L

Pancreatic amylasaemia (range 34-72 iU/L) 47 iU/L

Alkaline phosphatase (range 67-220 iU/L) 115 iU/L

CBD size (range 5-8 mm, Abdominal US) 7 mm

Detection of CBD stones (Abdominal US) -

Table 6. 124 patients with acute biliary pancreatitis submitted to ERCP/ES. Follow-up at three to six months (mean of
two controls)
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some patients the onset of moderate pancreatitis can be more aggressive but not with heavy
impairment of general conditions. In these cases it is useful to direct intensive care with
rehydration, control of abdominal pain, antibiotic prophylaxis, and enteral nutrition [38,39].
In patients with cholestasis index increases and/or dilation of the CBD, the MRCP should
be mandatory.  In patients  with mild-moderate forms,  without  an increase of  cholestasis
indexes, and in the absence of a dilation of the intra-and extrahepatic biliary ducts, it is all
the same useful to know if obstacles not clinically manifest are present in the CBD, and
these patients should be submitted to an MRCP before cholecystectomy. In all these cases
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even after imaging exams (US and/or CT). Aggressive fluid therapy is the rational treatment
in the early phase of severe acute pancreatitis. This treatment allows the correction of hypo‐
volaemia by third space fluid loss and a reduction of the high haematocrit that can serve as a
marker of haemoconcentration, which is present in up to 60% of patients who develop organ
failure. Aggressive fluid resuscitation with associated leaking capillaries can increase tissue
oedema with concause intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) and ACS [54,55]. Therefore, severe
pancreatitis fluid resuscitation and capillary leakage can lead to intra-abdominal hypertension.
For this reason monitoring of intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) is necessary for patients at risk
of developing ACS. If IAP reaches 12 mmHg conservative methods such as appropriate
restriction of intravenous fluids, gastrointestinal decompression by nasogastric tube, and
drainage of ascites fluid should be applied to prevent the development of ACS. This conser‐
vative management can be successful. If ACS develops in spite of these procedures, surgical
emergency decompression should be performed. The surgical procedures used in the treat‐
ment of ACS are very complex; they can be grouped under the definition of surgical decom‐
pression. The most commonly employed surgical procedure is the midline laparotomy. All the
layers of the abdominal wall are divided by a xiphopubic vertical incision and complete
exposition of the abdominal cavity. A similar result can be achieved with a transverse bilat‐
erally extended incision few centimetres below the costal margins [56-57]. A reduction of IAP
can be achieved with both techniques. The clinical scenarios of the management of the open
abdomen are very difficult. The various methods to cover the abdominal viscera for the
necessary time until ACS improvement—generally some days—include a plastic silo (Bogotà
bag), vacuum-assisted wound closure, or a vacuum pack or self-made negative pressure
dressing. Finally vacuum-assisted wound closure combined with a mesh-mediated fascial
traction [58] has been proposed. After surgical decompression and ACS has been treated, the
following step is the abdominal wall closure. The available techniques encompass the primary
fascial closure or planned hernia with skin coverage and subsequent delayed abdominal wall
reconstruction.

In our experience, urgent surgical decompression with midline laparotomy and immediate
skin coverage has been useful in patients who have developed ACS. The uncertainty of the
diagnosis in SAP is rather unusual because of the diagnostic efficiency of laboratory and
instrumental exams. Furthermore in doubt of the acute abdomen the emergency laparotomy
is mandatory. Outside of these aforementioned clinical situations, surgical procedures should
be avoided in patients with severe pancreatitis due to the high death rate when performed
within the first few days of onset.

Patient choice and the timing of ERCP/ES are a much-debated issue in the therapy of acute
biliary pancreatitis. Papillary obstruction is widely recognized as the pathogenic factor of acute
biliary pancreatitis. The role of papillary obstruction by stones, sludge, and microlithiasis
migration to the CBD from the gallbladder with bile reflux into pancreatic ducts, was described
by Opie in 1901 [59]. It must also be remembered that the obstacle can be transitory, with the
spontaneous migration of the stones in the duodenum; in addition the transit of the stones
may be followed by inflammation and papillary sclerosis. The diagnostic confirmation of acute
biliary pancreatitis is almost always possible on the basis of clinical, laboratory and instru‐
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mental data. The severity of the disease can also be established by multifactorial scores (Ranson
[60], Glasgow [61], Apache II [62]) at the point of admission and in the first 24-48 hours, by
unifactorial markers (PCR, TAP [63], Procalcitonin [64], Hct), and subsequently by means of
imaging (Balthazar score and CTSI). In severe or early severe acute pancreatitis the initial
therapeutic approach, as mentioned, is based on aggressive fluid resuscitation, invasive
hemodynamic monitoring, intensive care, correction of hypoxaemia, and enteral nutrition [65].
Next, the cornerstone of the therapeutic programme required, in the opinion of many authors
[38-48], an urgent ERCP with endoscopic sphincterotomy. This is also in the absence of
cholangitis and sometimes without the verification of cholestasis, because the papillary
obstacle is the cause of pancreatitis. Recent evidences suggest that can useful to modify this
therapeutic choice; ERCP/ES should be performed based on clinical-laboratory evidence of
cholestasis and/or cholangitis or on demonstration of biliary or papillary obstacle by MRCP
[38,49,66,67]. Furthermore, in the course of mild-moderate acute biliary pancreatitis the ERCP/
ES is reserved for cases with a documented papillary obstacle based on the increase of
cholestasis indexes and/or of CBD size, or with obstacle presence (stones, odditis, etc.) in the
CBD demonstrated by US/MRCP. On the other hand, only the therapeutic role of ERCP/ES has
been established, while the diagnostic role for detection of CBD/papillary obstacles is played
by MRCP.

There is a difficult decision to be made about the indication of ERCP/ES in a patient with acute
pancreatitis with deterioration of general condition. Emergency ERCP in a patient submitted
to intensive care, with the requirement of assisted ventilation, is a procedure with risk. In this
clinical situation the therapeutic choice is not unanimously defined. In practice urgent ERCP/
ES (within three to four days from the onset) should be performed in severe and early severe
acute pancreatitis with cholangitis, or cholestasis or jaundice with evidence of SIRS. In
conclusion, there is no clear-cut answer to the question as to whether or not early ERCP/ES in
cases of acute biliary pancreatitis (within 24-72 hours from onset) reduces the risk of progres‐
sion of acute pancreatitis to severe disease (organ failure and/or necrosis). [38]

It is, however, determined in severe and early severe cases without evidence of cholestasis, in
recurrent acute pancreatitis, in moderate-severe pancreatitis and in patients with mild-
moderate forms, to be appropriate and useful to confirm papillary or CBD lithiasis obstacle by
laboratory, US or MRCP before therapeutic ERCP/ES. In patients with mild-moderate pan‐
creatitis without instrumental, clinical-laboratory demonstration of papillary-CBD obstruc‐
tion, the ES is not indicated. This therapeutic choice is based on the consideration that in mild-
moderate forms the papillary obstacle (without cholestasis) may be transient and the treatment
is not required [49,51].

A flow-chart of ERCP/ES employment in acute biliary pancreatitis is shown in figure 1.

The management of acute severe necrotizing pancreatitis has been much modified over time.
The prevalence of acute necrotizing pancreatitis is 15-20% and its pathological basis is the
hypoperfusion of the parenchyma on a contrast-enhanced CT (Balthazar score) [31]. The
necrotic process involves the pancreatic gland and the peripancreatic tissues with very variable
extension. The extensive interstitial oedema is associated with pancreatic and peripancreatic
necrosis in a short period of 48-72 hours after the onset of acute attack. These inflammatory,
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necrotic tissues subsequently cause acute fluid collections with an amount of devitalized tissue.
The further evolution of these fluid gatherings is characterized by demarcation between viable
and necrotic tissue, and the limit is set with a wall of granulation tissue. The management of
these pancreatic peripancreatic fluid-necrotic collections and their complications is the longest
and most debated therapeutic problem.

Particularly in question are some specific surgical decisions: how long the control and
observation of uncomplicated fluid-necrotic gatherings may be prolonged; which clinical,
laboratory and instrumental data we must follow to differentiate between infected and sterile
pancreatic necrosis; whether the intervention may be delayed for a few (four to eight) weeks
in some patients with infected necrosis when the gathering has become walled off; and finally
the choice of the best surgical approach for the treatment of fluid-necrotic complicated
collections.

In severe acute pancreatitis (necrotizing) we can distinguish between two phases in the
evolution of the disease, as is already reported; however, these two distinct phases can also be
considered in relation to the surgical procedures. There is an early toxic phase (one to two
weeks from the onset), characterized by the severe involvement of general conditions and the
start of the dreaded SIRS: in this phase the main purpose is minimizing the mortality from
MODS, and all surgical procedures should be avoided. The late phase (from the third week)

Figure 1. Flow-chart: ERCP/ES in acute biliary pancreatitis
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is characterized by the fluid-necrotic collections with or without septic complications, such as
infected pancreatic necrosis.

Uncomplicated fluid necrotic gatherings may be submitted to conservative procedures that
can be extended for four to eight weeks, when persisting peripancreatic fluid collections are
referred to as acute postnecrotic pseudocysts. If these gatherings in this phase are not symp‐
tomatic, surgical manoeuvres and percutaneous drainages should be avoided. Placement of a
drain into a sterile necrotic collection can result in secondary infection, and prolonged drainage
may increase the risk further [68,69]. Most patients with sterile necrosis show results with
conservative non-surgical management. It is debatable as to which patients the surgical
procedure to treat sterile pancreatic necrosis can be useful for. In the data from the literature
there is no complete solution, but there is a suggestion that, in selected cases with persistent
organ failure and severe impairment of general conditions despite intensive care unit therapy,
surgery may be useful in sterile necrosis [70-72]. In our experience we have undergone US/CT
guided percutaneous drainage in two patients with symptomatic fluid intrahepatic gatherings.

After diagnosis of pancreatic necrotic collections the next step is the differentiation between
sterile and infected necrosis. This diagnostic data may be essential for the therapeutic choice.
The exam of choice is the fine-needle aspiration for bacteriology (FNAB), which can usually
be guided by CT and/or US. The suspicious of infection may be based on the demonstration
by CECT of gas bubbles into the gatherings. Moreover, this should be performed in patients
with evident pancreatic peripancreatic necrotic gatherings and clinical signs of sepsis. This
diagnostic procedure is accurate and safe with a very low incidence of complications such as
bleeding. If the clinical, laboratory, and instrumental data do not raise suspicion of sepsis in
necrotic collections, the FNAB should not be performed, owing to a potential risk of secondary
infection [73-76]. Surgical intervention is required in patients with fluid-necrotic septic
collection, also because the septic condition worsens the impairment of general condition and
organ failure On the other hand, not all patients with infected necrosis but without compromise
of general conditions and/or organ dysfunction will require urgent intervention [77,78]. This
therapeutic choice is based on the purpose to delay the surgical procedure for some weeks
when the collection has become walled off [79].

2.3. Choice of surgical approach for gatherings

All therapeutic choices in acute pancreatitis should be connected with the evolution of the
disease, which may be very complex. Organ failure (MODS) in the first phase of the disease is
usually not related to infection but to SIRS. However, septic complications of disorganized
necrotizing tissue can also occur in this phase, with further worsening of disease evolution [80].
The latter phase of the disease is characterized by a counteractive anti-inflammatory response
syndrome (CARS). In this phase there is the risk of infected necrosis and organ failure related
to infections. Gooszen et al. [81] report three scenarios in the late evolution of severe acute
pancreatitis. First is improvement with intensive care after early onset organ failure, but this
is followed by deterioration in the third or fourth week, often due to infection of necrosis.
Another scenario is clinical impairment without distinct early organ failure, most likely to be
caused by infected necrosis in the third or fourth week. In both cases further interventional
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procedures should be indicated. Finally, stable early onset organ failure without improvement
is also indicated in the second to third week; in this case the verification of collection infection
(FNAB, gas bubbles on CECT) can be useful for the programming of surgical intervention.

Sterile pancreatic peripancreatic fluid-necrotic collections require observation and conserva‐
tive treatment. This choice is based on the physiopathological evolution of necrotizing
pancreatitis. The principal characteristic that should be considered is the time of evolution of
necrotizing pancreatic gatherings: this period is usually very long, from 24-36 hours up to 12
weeks. This evolution goes through three phases until the resolution or constitution of acute
postnecrotic pseudocysts if the collection remains sterile [82]. In the first phase is true pancre‐
atic necrosis with minimal separation of devitalized tissues, with a high solid/liquid ratio. Then
comes the transitional pancreatic necrosis, also called the intermediate lesion. Infection can
arise in every occurrence of this phase. The following phase is organized pancreatic necrosis
with good separation of devitalized tissue within a fluid gathering, with development of a
fibrous-granular wall. This last phase can be defined as a walled-off pancreatic necrosis. The
acute postnecrotic pseudocyst is the final evolution characterized by the complete separation
of the tissues, with a liquid content and fibrous wall. Therefore, in most cases the sterile
asymptomatic pancreatic peripancreatic fluid-necrotic gatherings do not need treatment,
instead requiring only clinical-instrumental observation by US-CT every 4 to 6 weeks, because
the resolution can occur in 8 to 12 weeks in mean. There also exists in the literature extreme
data up to 280 days [83] or one year [84]. In the phase of walled-off pancreatic necrosis, infected
pancreatic peripancreatic necrotic fluid collections diagnosed by FNAB or gas bubbles on
CECT, or suspected infection but with the impairment of general condition, has traditionally
been considered an accepted indication for intervention. Based on the evolution of pancreatic
peripancreatic necrosis the importance of choice on the timing of intervention is evident. From
the data of the literature the almost unanimous conclusion is that the best choice is to delay
intervention until the fluid-necrotic collections are encapsulated, and thus called walled-off
necrosis. This process is usually completed in 4 to 6 weeks. If, during this evolution process of
pancreatic peripancreatic necrosis, the deterioration of general conditions occurs, the admin‐
istration of broad-spectrum antibiotics can prevent infections and it allows to delay of the
surgical procedure. Surgery in the first two weeks from the onset—frequently necrosectomy
for infected collections—has a mortality rate of 75% with a gradual decrease to 5% if performed
later than four weeks from the onset. Compromise of general condition and multiple organ
dysfunction causes a worsening of results [69,85-87]. In spite of the benefit of the postponing
intervention, it is not always possible to delay surgery if the general condition of patient
deteriorates, because infected collections can worsen organ failure in the first week of pan‐
creatitis [88]. In summary, the better results in the surgical treatment of fluid-necrotic pancre‐
atic gatherings are clearly connected to a suitable time interval—between the onset of
symptoms and intervention—for encapsulation of collection and the recovery of general
condition of the patient.

The surgical procedure employed in the treatment of pancreatic peripancreatic necrotic
gatherings in the last decade showed a progressive evolution to minimally invasive proce‐
dures. Nevertheless, in this setting there are no unanimously standardized and accepted
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surgical procedures, and so overall there are no clearly defined indications for various surgical
procedures. Until a short time ago, an open approach for infected necrotic collection (so called
open necrosectomy) was the standard, first choice, surgical procedure. In this open procedure,
the laparotomy is followed by complete debridement and necrosectomy and placement of a
retroperitoneal lavage system and drains in the lesser sac. The mortality rate of this procedure,
reported by Rau, is 25% [89]. Other open procedures are proposed but not commonly adopted,
and have uncertain result, such as closed packing with referred mortality 11% [90], and the
open abdomen strategy with planned relaparotomies, which has a very high mortality rate
(70%) [81]. These results should be considered in a very severe disease scenario.

Recently necrosectomy by a minimally invasive procedure, such as percutaneous minimally
invasive retroperitoneal necrosectomy, has been proposed [91]. Moreover the video-assisted
retroperitoneal debridement (VARD) [92,93], by the minimally invasive surgical approach,
aims to remove only some pieces of less adherent necrosis rather than all parts of the necrosis.
In this way we can reduce the risk of bleeding, and the remnant necrotic tissue can be resorbed.
This percutaneous procedure can be repeated, and drainage into cavity planned. Further
minimally invasive procedures for the treatment of infected pancreatic necrotic collection
include:

• Necrosectomy with minimally invasive step-up approach.

• Endoscopic transluminal necrosectomy (ETN).

• Percutaneous drainage.

The step-up approach has been proposed and compared with open necrosectomy in a Dutch
multicentre randomised study on acute necrotizing pancreatitis [94]. The comparison showed
minor complications with a step-up approach. This procedure consists of percutaneous or
transgastric drainage, and then drain-guided necrosectomy if necessary. This procedure,
which has been performed in some patients (35%), has achieved stable results only once.

In ETN the endoscopic access is usually transgastric. The procedure has a very low invasivity
but there is the need for repeated procedures to remove the necrotic collection [95].

2.4. The global evaluation of this minimally invasive procedure is in progress.

Finally we have to consider the simple, basic percutaneous drainage of septic necrotic
gatherings. The drainage is not necrosectomy but from the perspective of a minimally invasive
approach, with a real possibility that the necrotic tissue can be resorbed, the percutaneous
catheter drainage can be considered the first therapeutic approach in the case of (suspected or
documented) infected necrotic pancreatic gatherings. Percutaneous drainage has been largely
employed, but there is no complete therapeutic evaluation of this method. Recently many
results of systematic reviews have become available [87]: the technical success rate was 99%,
and the number of patients with necrotizing pancreatitis treated with percutaneous drainage
alone was high (22-55%). In summary, we can accept that after the first step (percutaneous
drainage) of a therapeutic programme for septic necrotic gatherings, if the drainage of the
collection is incomplete, it should be necessary to perform a complete necrosectomy. Finally
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we can conclude that it is not clear what the best procedure is for the treatment of septic necrotic
pancreatic collections. Open necrosectomy remains the last option after the failure of less
invasive procedures. A flow-chart of the management of pancreatic peripancreatic gatherings
is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow-chart: management of pancreatic-peripancreatic gatherings

Acute postnecrotic pseudocysts are the final evolution of necrotizing pancreatic gatherings,
characterized by complete separation of the tissues, with liquid content and a fibrous wall. The
incidence of acute pseudocysts is low, at 5-16% [82]. The evolution of a lesion with a fibrous
wall can be complete in many weeks (12-16 weeks). Small cysts (<5-6 cm) can be observed for
many months without clinical appearance. In some cases there is some spontaneous improve‐
ment until the resolution of the pseudocysts [96]. Treatment is required for a pseudocyst larger
than 6-7 cm, or one that is symptomatic or persistent over many months. There are various
surgical procedures for the treatment of pseudocysts. The pathological characteristic of acute
pseudocysts is the connection with pancreatic ducts. In fact simple percutaneous US/CT
guided drainage can be often followed by persistent leakage from the drain; other complica‐
tions of this procedure include infections and the repeated changes required of the drain [97].
Based on the communication of the pseudocysts with pancreatic ducts, all surgical procedures
should involve a cystodigestive prolonged connection (anastomosis, fistulas) for the steady
drainage of pancreatic secretions. During its development, the pseudocysts establish a
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connection with adjacent intestinal organs to which the cyst is adherent: usually the stomach,
small intestine, and duodenum. From this perspective there are various possible procedures.
Drainage of the pseudocyst by endoscopic techniques has been proposed [98,99]: this is
performed by creating a small opening between the cyst and stomach. The disadvantage of
this technique is incomplete drainage with recurrence of pseudocysts and infection because
the communication can be small and in site not declive. The surgical procedures use the
adjacent intestinal organ (stomach, duodenum, small intestine) involved in each case for
anastomosis with the cyst: cystogastrostomy, cystojejunostomy, cystoduodenostomy [96].

For cysts located in the body or tail of pancreas the cystojejunostomy or cystogastrostomy is
performed depending the development of the cyst above or under the mesocolon. For
pseudocysts developed in the head, cystoduodenostomy is usually performed. The same
surgical procedures can be performed with a laparoscopic approach with the advantage of the
minimal invasiveness.

3. Chronic pancreatitis

Chronic  pancreatitis  is  a  continuing,  progressive  inflammatory  process  of  the  pancreas,
characterized by irreversible changes in the morphology of the gland. The gradual fibrosis
of the parenchyma causes the loss of exocrine and endocrine functions. The incidence of
chronic  pancreatitis  ranges from 1.6  to  23 cases  per  100,000 population per  year  world‐
wide [100, 101]. The incidence and prevalence of chronic pancreatitis is low, and more than
50% are  alcohol  related.  The incidence of  the  disease  appeared to  be increasing in  past
decades  [102].  Whereas  in  acute  pancreatitis  tissue  alteration  may  be  reversible  in  the
oedematous form, chronic pancreatitis is characterized by irreversible tissue changes and
exocrine dysfunction. Chronic pancreatitis lies on a protracted inflammation of the pancreas
characterized by the permanent alteration of the basic anatomical structure accompanied
by functional deficits, even if the cause is eliminated. The cause of chronic disease is stable
tissue inflammation by various causes. Therefore, there are multiple hypotheses as to the
pathophysiology of chronic pancreatitis: necrosis-fibrosis, toxic-metabolic causes, plug and
stone formation,  duct  obstruction,  or  sentinel  acute  pancreatitis  event  (SAPE) [100].  The
pathological  features  are  pancreatic  parenchymal  fibrosis,  duct  dilation,  and  pancreatic
stones. Chronic abdominal pain characterizes the clinical appearance of the disease. Acute
and chronic diseases are connected based on pathological features: both are characterized
by a phlogistic process with autodigestive and/or ordinary varieties, interchangeable with
each other but with different development processes [103,104]. Inflammatory processes of
pancreatitis  are  generally  characterized  by  autodigestion,  but  less  frequently  ordinary,
uncharacteristic  interstitial  pancreatic  phlogosis  (as  reaction  to  general  disease)  without
signs of autodigestion can be observed. Both varieties of phlogosis can have an acute or
chronic course. The ordinary variety of pancreatitis can transgress to an autodigestive or a
chronic progressive variety at any time [105].
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3.1. Aetiological and nosographic assessment as a guide for surgery in the therapeutic
programmes

Chronic pancreatitis, in most cases caused by excessive alcohol consumption, is due to tissue
injury by persistent inflammation based ontoxic-metabolic hypothesis [106]. The pathologic
features are destruction of pancreatic parenchyma, substitution with large fibrosis, and
infiltration of inflammatory cells in various degrees [107].

Generally the effect of alcohol is amplified by a high fat diet and smoking [108]. Smoking can
be an independent risk factor for the development and progression of chronic pancreatitis.
Smoking can have adverse effects on the secretion of pancreatic bicarbonate and water and
causespancreatic calcifications through oxidative stress.. Other less common causes of chronic
pancreatitis include autoimmune-immunologic causes in autoimmune diseases such as
primary autoimmune pancreatitis or associated with Crohn’s disease; genetic/hereditary
pancreatitis with autosomal dominant or recessive mutations in the cationic trypsinogen gene
(PRSSI-SPINK1); severe hypercalcaemia with protein plug obstructive hypothesis; obstructive
chronic pancreatitis (pancreatic adenocarcinoma, neuroendocrine tumours, intrapapillary
mucinous tumours, annular pancreas, pancreas divisum, etc.); nutritional factor deficiencies;
and idiopathic causes (table 8).

Common causes Less common causes

Alcohol
Tobacco smoking

Severe hypercalcaemia
Autoimmune
Genetic
Duct obstruction
Hyperlipidaemia
Idiopathic

Table 8. Aetiology of chronic pancreatitis

Recurrent episodes of heavy abdominal pain with back bilateral diffusion, but without
compromise of general condition, and a history of abnormal alcohol consumption for many
years, characterized the clinical appearance of ten patients with chronic pancreatitis. Our
patients were subdivided into stage A and B of Amman’s classification [109]: six patients in
Stage A, initial, characterized by recurrent acute attacks, with mild impairment of pancreatic
function; and four patients in Stage B, later, with increasing abdominal pain and more frequent
acute attacks, with some complications such as chronic pseudocysts and main pancreatic duct
dilation, and impaired pancreatic function. In end-stage disease (none of our patients were in
this stage) there are decreases in acute attacks and abdominal pain intensity, and marked
impairment of pancreatic function. The diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis is simple in the later
stages, but difficult in the initial stages. Laboratory and instrumental (EUS, CT) examinations
have confirmed the diagnosis following a EUS-based criterion. The new Rosemont classifica‐
tion [110] of chronic pancreatitis identifies major criteria such as main pancreatic duct calculi
and lobularity with honeycombing and hyperechoic foci with shadowing. Minor criteria were
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cysts, dilated ducts >3.5 mm, irregular pancreatic duct contour, dilated side branches >1 mm,
hyperechoic duct wall, and non-shadowing hyperechoic foci.

In our experience the diagnosis was based on imaging exams with confirmation of the main
pancreatic duct and branch ducts being irregularity dilated or having stenosis and calcifica‐
tions in some ducts. The common pancreatic function tests (focal elastase, fasting blood
glucose/oral glucose tolerance tests) do not detect mild or moderate exocrine pancreatic
insufficiency. Therefore these tests are subsidiary in the current clinical evaluation of chronic
pancreatitis. In chronic pancreatitis the indication of the surgical approach comes after a long
clinical evolution of the disease with a well-established diagnosis. In our experience chronic
pancreatitis has been treated through an operative therapeutic approach in four patients: direct
ductal-enteric drainage (Puestow procedure) in two patients; longitudinal pancreaticojeju‐
nostomy combined with a local pancreatic head resection (Frey procedure) in one patient; and
pancreatoduodenectomy (Whipple procedure) in one patient. The remaining six patients have
undergone conservative treatment that involves control and management of steatorrhoea,
malnutrition and pain.

3.2. Role of surgery in the treatment of chronic pancreatitis

The pathological patterns of chronic pancreatitis are focused on inflammation and fibrosis of
pancreatic parenchyma, stricture, and obstruction of the main and accessory ducts and
intraductal calcification [111,112]. The particular histopathological characteristics are areas of
acute inflammation and foci of pancreatic cell necrosis. The pain is connected with the foci of
parenchymal inflammation and ductal hypertension. Also, the inflammatory damage of the
sensory nerves of the pancreas can play a role in the development of the symptoms in chronic
pancreatitis [113]. The first question concerns the indications for surgery in chronic pancrea‐
titis: the principal symptom of chronic pancreatitis is abdominal pain. The most severe
intractable pain is the cornerstone of surgical indication. The surgical treatment of chronic
pancreatitis should be based on the clinical and pathological scenario: two types of surgical
procedures are proposable. Decompression procedures with the aim of improving or elimi‐
nating ductal hypertension by intestinal anastomotic drainage can be performed. Resectional
procedures aim to eliminate areas of chronic inflammation that are especially present in the
head of the pancreas. There are also denervation procedures involving neurolysis of the celiac
trunk and ganglia; the data from the literature report variable results [114]. The decompression
procedure can involve the endoscopic treatment [115]. In the course of chronic pancreatitis,
evident ductal dilation can develop as a late complication. The incidence of these chronic
pseudocysts is high: 20-40% [85]. The endoscopic procedure aims to perform cystogastrostomy
or duodenocystostomy following the development and anatomical connection between the
pseudocyst and intestinal organ (stomach or duodenum) [116]. The morbidity of this proce‐
dure ranges from 3-11% with no mortality. The endoscopic approach can allow the treatment
of the chronic pseudocyst by drainage through the duodenal papilla and ductal system. The
procedure develops with selective endoscopic pancreatic sphincterotomy retrograde pancrea‐
tography and the positioning of the transpapillary endoprotesis as drainage. The morbidity
ranges from 2-7% with no mortality [116]. If intraductal stones are present, this approach can
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allow transluminal stone removal and/or lithotripsy, followed by prolonged pancreatic duct
stenting [115-117]. Unfortunately the endoscopic approaches are not always feasible because
the anatomic difficulties such as location of the cysts, papillary patency, etc. The surgical
management of pancreatic duct stones and stenosis has shown better results than endoscopic
treatment [118,119]. The Puestow procedure [120] and its modification of Partington and
Rochelle [121] are the standard surgical drainage methods in chronic pancreatitis with dilated
ducts. In the original presentation there is the resection of the tail of pancreas, longitudinal
incision of the main dilated duct along the body of the pancreas, and invaginating anastomosis
with a Roux-en-Y loop of jejunum. The following modification is the elimination of the
resection of the pancreatic tail. The immediate results of the procedure show very low mortality
(less than 1%) and morbidity (less than 10%) [122]. Pain is relieved in 85-90% of patients;
recurrent pain is observed in 30% [123-125].

In some patients with a dilated pancreatic duct, a fibrotic, inflammatory mass may be present
in the head of the pancreas. In these patients, surgical approaches that couple drainage and
resective procedures can be indicated. These interventions can be defined as ‘hybrid’ [125] and
show numerous variants. In duodenum-preserving pancreatic head resection (DPPHR)
proposed by Beger [126], the neck of the pancreas is divided, most of the head is resected
sparing the CBD and duodenum, and the procedure is completed by side-to-side pancreato‐
jejunostomy (Roux-en-Y). Berne modification of DPPHR consists of excavation of the head of
the pancreas, without division of the pancreatic neck, completed by pancreaticojejunostomy
(Roux-en-Y) [127]. Frey described the local resection of the head of the pancreas and longitu‐
dinal pancreatico-jejunostomy (LR-LPJ) [128]. Subsequently local resection of the pancreatic
head with longitudinal pancreaticojejunostomy (Roux-en-Y) by Frey Hamburg modification
[129], with the inclusion of the excavation of the central portion of uncinate process, in
continuity with the V-shaped excavation of the body along the main pancreatic duct, has been
proposed. All these hybrid surgical procedures give results that overlap, with a very low
mortality (less than 1%) and a rate of morbidity from 20-30% [125]. Pain relief occurs in 80-85%
of patients, also in late control [130].

The resective procedures had a general indication for the prevalence of the chronic phlogistic
process in the pancreas parenchyma with lesser duct dilations. Pancreatoduodenectomy,
generally called the Whipple procedure, is effective in managing pain in 70-90% of patients.
The mortality is less than 5% but the morbidity can reach 40% [131]. Similar results are obtained
with pylorus-preserving pancreatoduodenectomy (PPPD). The major problem of these
surgical resective procedures is the pancreatic anastomotic leak that can occur with a variable
incidence range from 10-30% or more. Although the pancreatic parenchyma in chronic disease
generally has a hard consistency, the size of the main duct in the gland with diffuse sclerosis
can be very small, at around 2-3 mm, and consequently difficult for anastomosis. Other
resectional procedures are also proposed. Distal pancreatectomy, for example, has been
proposed for the patients in whom the fibrotic process of the pancreas is located in the body
and tail. These procedures have had medium results, resulting in pain relief in 60% of patients
[132]. Almost total distal pancreatectomyand total pancreatectomy achieve good relief of
abdominal pain but the metabolic consequences are an adverse result [133]. Pancreatectomy
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with islet auto-transplantation has been proposed [134] with interesting results but its use is
limited by diffusion. A flow-chart of therapeutic management in chronic pancreatitis is shown
in figure 3.

Figure 3. Flow-chart: management of chronic pancreatitis

4. Conclusions

The management of severe acute pancreatitis requires a radical revision. The role of the surgery
should be limited to percutaneous drainage of septic-necrotic collections, a procedure that in
most cases could reduce the need for surgical intervention. If major surgical interventions are
required, these should be as conservative as possible, and minimally invasive approaches are
preferred [135].

In summary, chronic pancreatitis with duct obstruction, stones and protein plugs, chronic
pseudocysts and abdominal pain exacerbation may be treated with drainage operations. Major
resection procedures have infrequent indications based on prevalent phlogistic involvement
of pancreatic parenchyma, non-dilated pancreatic ducts, and enlarged pancreatic head.
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In conclusion, based on pathological and clinical observations, we can believe that the surgical
interventions that couple the drainage of the distal pancreas and resection of the core of the
head are procedures with acceptable results in the treatment of chronic pancreatitis.
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Chapter 8

Stem Cell Therapies on Pancreatitis

Mukaddes Esrefoglu

Additional information is available at the end of the chapter

http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/58883

1. Introduction

Pancreatitis is an inflammatory acute or chronic disease of the pancreas. Although etiology of
acute and chronic pancreatitis remains poorly defined, so far a variety of environmental,
hereditary and immunological factors and bile duct obstructions have been described.
Treatment of patients suffering from severe acute pancreatitis (AP) remains challenging, and
despite improved strategies, mortality is still between 30 and 50 % [1]. The prognosis of patients
with acute pancreatitis is largely determined by the presence of organ failure and infected
pancreatic necrosis with associated mortality rates of 15%-30% [2].

AP is an inflammatory disease of the pancreas characterized by edema, acinar cell necrosis,
hemorrhage and severe inflammation of the pancreas [3,4] and some of the other organs
including liver [3,5]. Some inflammatory factors including interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, IL-8, C-
reactive protein, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), nitric oxide (NO) and endothelin are suggested
to be involved in the genesis and progression of AP as well as in the progression from slight
AP to severe AP [6]. By electron microscopic observation, dilatation of irregularly arranged
cisternae of rough endoplasmic reticulum and of some of the cisternae of Golgi apparatus are
prominent. The mitochondria with increased translucence of the matrix, partial destruction or
loss of the cristae are edematous. Sometimes myelin figures are observed within the mito‐
chondrial matrix. Numerous, large autophagosomes containing amorphous, membranous or
granular masses and zymogen granules are present within the cytoplasm (Figure 1,2). Nuclear
chromatin clumping and margination indicating apoptosis are present [4] (Figure 2).

Chronic  pancreatitis  (CP)  characterized  by  fibrosis,  and  pain  is  a  long-standing  inflam‐
mation  of  the  pancreas  that  alters  its  normal  structure  and  functions.  Regions  of  the
pancreas  are  transformed  from  glandular  tissue  to  a  mass  of  almost  complete  fibrosis.
The secretory parenchyma is destroyed by processes such as necrosis/ apoptosis, inflam‐
mation  or  duct  obstruction.  Pancreatic  stallate  cells  present  in  the  periacinar  space  and
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Figure 1. Mitochondral edema and degeneration, and accumulation lysosomes containing identifiable cytoplasmic ele‐
ments, amorphous, membranous or granular masses are observed in the cytoplasm of an acinar cell in cerulein-in‐
duced experimental acute pancreatitis. X 10.000

Figure 2. Nuclear chromatin clumping and margination indicating apoptosis, and organelle degeneration as well as
lysosome accumulation are observed in the cytoplasm of acinar cells in cerulean-induced experimental acute pancrea‐
titis. Note that apoptotic cell is engulfed by a neighboring acinar cell. X 8.000
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have  long  cytoplasmic  processes  that  encircle  the  base  of  the  acinus  are  strongly  in‐
volved  not  only  in  the  pathogenesis  of  CP  but  also  in  pancreatic  cancer.  They  are  lo‐
cated  in  the  periacinar,  perivascular  and  periductal  regions  of  the  pancreas  [7,  8].

Over the past decades, our understanding of the pathogenesis of pancreatitis has significantly
improved. Animal models including caerulein, taurocholate, L-arginine studies are important
in order to understand the pathogenesis of pancreatitis, however none of them are fully
satisfactory. It is now widely accepted that AP is triggered by premature activation of proen‐
zymes within pancreatic acinar cells, thereby leading to autodigestion of the pancreas.
Esrefoglu et al [3,4,9] emphasized the role of oxidative stress on the pathogenesis of careulein-
induced pancreatitis. They showed potent therapeutic effects of some antioxidant agents
including melatonin, ascorbic acid and N-acetyl cysteine on AP in rats. In fact, in recent years,
valuable data on the efficiency of antioxidants against oxidative damage have been obtained
from experimental studies with rodents. With the inspiration of the results of these experi‐
ments, efficiency of some of these antioxidants has been tried on the patients with AP and
found beneficial. However, at present there is insufficient clinical data to support the benefits
of antioxidants, alone or in combination with conventional therapy, in the management of AP
in humans [10]. The effects of stem cells transplantation on tissue oxidative stress level have
been studied lately. In fact, stem cell transplantation helps to maintain tissue regeneration by
replacing the degenerated cells as well as by regulating oxidative stress production. Stem cells
have been shown to be able to scavenge reactive oxygene and nitrogen species, and to limit
oxidative stress-induced tissue damage [11]. Recently, mesenchymal stem cells have been
found beneficial in a traumatic brain injury in vitro model and myocardial ischemia/reperfu‐
sion model decreasing oxidative stress levels by their paracrine effects [12,13]. Mesenchymal
stem cells have been shown to increase tissue SOD, activity but decrease tissue MDA level on
AP in rats [14].

Development of evidence based therapies for pancreatitis has lagged behind advances in
understanding of the pathophysiology of the disease. Herein, no pharmacologic therapy has
been shown to affect disease progression. Several potential reasons for the lack of progress in
development of treatments for pancreatitis includes a lack of sustained effort to transition basic
science findings into clinical trials and a lack of appropriate preclinical models for testing
potential therapeutic agents. In recent years, the efficacy of stem cell transplantation applica‐
tions is widely investigated in the course of several diseases in experimental animals and also
in humans. In pancreatitis, stem cells might recover the damaged pancreatic tissue by their
excessive proliferating and differentiating capabilities and regulatory functions on oxidative
stress levels under the regulatory control of the microenviroment. Unfortunately, the results
obtained from rodents studies might not be similiar to those obtained from human studies.
Herein I tried to review the results of stem cell transplantation therapies obtained from rodent
and human studies on AP and CP. However, I realize that although researchers agree about
the therapeutic potency of transplanted progenitor and stem cells on acute and chronic
pancreatitis, any clinical trial has been performed so far.
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2. Catagorization of stem cells

Stem cells are different from the other cell types since they are unspecialized cells that are
capable of changing themselves into various types of specialized cells. The main features of
stem cells are the capability to divide, proliferate, and self-renewal; to differentiate to one or
several cell types and to survive in an undifferentiated stage for a while. In fact, they may
remain in such an undifferentiated state for long time periods. When the morphological as
well as functional differentiation begins, these cells differentiate into multiple specialized cell
lineages. One stem cell may divide into two identical stem cells by symmetrical division or it
may divide into one stem cell and one progenitor cell by asymmetrical division. One progenitor
cell also may divide into identical progenitor cells by symmetrical division. The committed
progenitor cells exhibit a capacity to give rise to terminally differentiated cells under favorable
influences which are not fully known yet.

Stem cells are classified depending on the potential for differentiation into specialized cell
types. The most capable stem cells which are totipotent cells of the zygote within first 4 days
of the intrauterine life are able to form a full organism in appropriate microenvironment.
However, pluripotent cells, known as ‘embryonic stem cells’(ESCs), principally derived from
the inner cell mass of the embryo can form virtually any cell type derived from any of three
embryonic germ layers; ectoderm, mesoderm or endoderm. Thus, an embryonic stem cell can
form enterocyte (endodermal in origin), cardiomyocyte (mesodermal in origin), and kerati‐
nocyte (ectodermal in origin). Surplus embryos obtained from in-vitro fertilization laboratories
are the main sources of the ESCs. However, some disadvantages including high immune
reaction risk and some ethical concerns limit their applications. The third type of stem cells is
multipotent stem cells which are also known as ‘adult stem cells’. These cells with a relatively
limited differentiation potential can form several cell types of the tissue. These cells reside
together with the specialized cell types of the adult tissues and they are thought to be respon‐
sible for the tissue maintenance and repair. The exact mechanisms that affect them to stay in
undifferentiated stage for a period of time and force them to differentiate into a specialized
cell type are not fully known yet. The two major populations of adult stem cells are bone
marrow mesenchymal and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Hematopoietic stem cells have a
predetermined fate to form all types of the mature blood cells. Mesenchymal stem cells can
differentiate into multiple cell lineages, including tendon cells, muscle cells, osteocytes, fat
cells etc. The term ‘multipotent stromal cell’ implies the multipotent stem cells of both bone
morrow and of none-morrow tissues such as umbilical cord blood, adipose tissue, muscle
tissue, dental pulp etc. Important data obtained from mainly cell culture studies have provided
clues about the ability of adult stem cells to differentiate into various cell types from different
germ layers. For instance; the HSCs which are derived from mesoderm can transform into
hepatocytes which are derived from endoderm or brain stem cells which are derived from
ectoderm can form skeletal muscle fibers which are derived from mesoderm. Multipotent cells
are genetically identical to their hosts, thus they don’t cause any immune reaction. However,
these cells are restricted in their ability to form different cell types in comparison with ESCs.
Moreover, they have some disadvantages including slow rate of cell division and difficulties
to isolate in sufficient numbers for application because of their sparsity within the tissues. The
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last type of stem cells is unipotent stem cells that have a very limited capacity for differentiation
and can give rise to only one type of cell under normal conditions. For instance; unipotent stem
cells of colony forming unit of erythrocytes (CFU-E) can only give rise to mature erythrocytes
of blood.

In recent years stem cells are widely studied for their promising potential therapeutic use in
both rodents and humans. However, some of the human studies failed to be successful.
Researchers agree that as well as isolation of adequate numbers of healthy stem cells, selection
of most convenient transporting route, regulation of stem cell differentiation into a special cell
type, and obtainment of the usual functions of the differentiated cells are very important
regarding the benefit of stem cell applications. The most important risk of the transplanted
stem cells is generation of tumors if cell division continues in an uncontrolled manner.
Unfortunately, the stem cell transplantation therapy may be considered as a sort of two-edged
sword.

2.1. Stem cells in exocrine pancreas

Identification of stem and/or progenitor cells in the adult pancreas has been an area of intense
investigation in the past decades, but the results remain controversial [15]. Determined stem
cells for pancreatic cell therapies have not been considered an option based on evidence that
there are no or only rare pancreatic stem cells in postnatal tissues [16]. Rare stem cell popula‐
tions have been identified within the pancreas and that express pluripotency genes (OCT4,
SOX2) [17-19]. The few studies in which OCT4 and SOX21 multipotent stem cells have been
identified in adult pancreas have indicated also their rarity [19]. Smukler et al [17] described
pancreas-derived multipotent cells, which are rare (1/5000 pancreas cells) and form spheres in
vitro. They can differentiate into multiple lineages, including several endocrine cell types and
neurons. Gong et al [20], using stem cell marker nestin, reported experimental clues supporting
the lack of primary stem cells in adult pancreas tissue. They suggested that the so-called
pancreatic stem cells may actually originate from bone marrow stem cells. When pancreatic
tissue is injured, bone marrow stem cells may participate in the repair.

The location of stem cells in each organ has been widely investigating. Wang et al [21] provide
evidence that the biliary tree is a reservoir of stem cells for the pancreas. They present evidence
to suggest the biliary tree and pancreatic networks are connected anatomically and function‐
ally to comprise maturational lineages relevant to pancreatic organogenesis. They showed that
determined stem cell populations, present throughout life, are precursors for pancreatic
committed progenitors in the pancreatic duct glands (a novel ductal compartment that is
gathered in gland-like outpouches), and are present in the ramifying, continuous network of
ducts and associated glands of the biliary tree.

The postnatal pancreas has long been thought to contain only committed progenitors, found
in pancreatic ducts [22,23] and, in the pancreatic duct glands [24]. These precursors are
reported to be limited in their proliferative and self-renewal potential. A recent study of
Stanger et al [25] suggested that the final size of the pancreas is also determined by the number
of embryonic progenitor cells, each with an autonomous restriction on the amount of tissue it
was capable of generating. Centroacinar cells and terminal duct cells lie at the junction between
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peripheral acinar cells and the adjacent ductal epithelium. Both of these cell types are supposed
to be candidate pancreatic progenitors. Specifically, these cells express high levels of Ptf1a,
Sox9, Sca-1, SDF-1, c-Met, and Nestin [26]. Magliano et al [27] have reported that although Sox9
is expressed throughout the pancreas epithelium, pancreatic ductal cells in the adult pancreas,
excluding acinar and centroacinar cells, it is reactivated in acinar cells that undergo de-
differentiation after induction of pancreatitis with cerulein. The findings suggest that at least
a subset of cells residing in a centroacinar/terminal ductal location is capable of progenitor
function. The finding that this population undergoes dramatic expansion during an epithelial
injury suggests that these cells are involved in pancreatic epithelial regeneration. Together
with their location at the junction between peripheral secretory cells and more central ductal
epithelium, these features suggest similarity between centroacinar/terminal ductal cells and
hepatic oval cells which are progenitor cell type capable of multilineage differentiation in the
event of any injury [28].

In the primary transition pancreas, primary stem cell type is multipotent stem cells, capable
of contributing to all epithelial cell lineages of the pancreas parenchyma. These cells coexpress
important transcription factors including Pdx1, Ptf1a, Nkx6.1, Hnf1β, and Sox9 [29-31]. During
the secondary transition period, pancreatic epithelium forms finger-like projections into the
surrounding mesenchyme generating a tree-like epithelial structure with recognizable ‘tip’
and ‘trunk’ segments [32,33]. The bipotential progenitor cell population within the trunk
segment seems to be progenitors of both endocrine and duct lineages [31,34,35]. Solar et al [34]
provided clues on the potency of these cells to contribute to the endocrine and ductal lineages
by genetic lineage tracing of Hnf1β positivity. Following their specification, endocrine
precursor cells leave the trunk compartment to form mature islets [36-38] whereas the
remaining cells that remain within the trunk contribute to the pancreatic duct [39]. Recently
we investigated prenatal and postnatal development of the rat pancreas as well as the other
organs of the digestive system (Unpublished data). At prenatal 10th day pancreas premordium
was composed of a few tubes lined with a simple epithelium and surrounding mesenchymal
tissue rich in vessels. Many mitotic figures were observed within the epithelium (Figure 3A).
At prenatal 14th day, branching of the tubes was prominent. The tips of the branhcing trunk
were formed as primitive acini (Figure 3B). The epithelium was still rich in mitosis. At prenatal
17th day, further branches gave rise to increased number of acini (Figure 3C). Endocrine cell
islets were observed at prenatal 17th day for the first time. However, at postnatal 15th day, it
was so clear that the same trunk gave rise to both exocrine and endocrine compartments of the
pancreas (Figure 3D).

Pancreatic regeneration involves two pathways; proliferation and differentiation of pancreatic
progenitor cells, and replication of preexisting differentiated acinar, islet, and ductal epithelial
cells [40]. Expression of transcription factors and cell differentiation are under the control of
some regulating signalling factors either secreted from neighbouring tissues or pancreatic
mesenchymal cells (e.g. fibroblast growth factors) [41,42] or are expressed on the surface of
differentiating pancreatic cells (e.g. Notch) [43]. Mammalian pancreas displays a significant
capacity for regeneration following injury. A variety of cell types have been proposed as
possible pancreatic progenitors, including cells associated with ductal epithelium [19],
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mesenchymal-like nestin expressing cells [44] and preexisting acinar cells [45]. Centroacinar
cells and terminal duct cells are frequently supposed to be candidate pancreatic progenitors.
These cells are markedly enriched for transcripts encoding Sca1, Sdf1, c-Met, Nestin, and Sox9
markers which were previously associated with progenitor populations in embryonic pan‐
creas. Fluorescent Activated Cell-Sorted centroacinar/terminal duct cells are shown to be able
to form self-renewing “pancreatospheres” in suspension culture. The progenitor cells of the
spheres have capacity for spontaneous endocrine and exocrine differentiation; additionally
they have ability to glucose-responsive insulin secretion. Moreover, when injected into
cultured embryonic dorsal pancreatic buds, these adult cells display capacity to contribute to
the embryonic endocrine and exocrine lineages. Finally, the number of these cells is shown to
be significantly increased in the setting of chronic epithelial injury [26].

Taguchi et al [40] observed newly formed acinar cells on day 7 following the induction of acute
necrotizing pancreatitis in rats. They reported that proliferation started in the main and large

Figure 3. The histological features of the pancreas during development. A. Prenatal 10th day. Pancreas premordium is
composed of a few tubes lined with a simple epithelium and surrounding mesenchymal tissue rich in vessels. Many
mitotic figures are observed within the epithelium. B. Prenatal 14th day. Branching of the tubes is prominent. The tips
of the branhcing trunk form primitive acini. C. Prenatal 17th day. Increased number of acini was formed by further
branches (red arrows). Many figures of mitosis are present within the epithelium (black arrows). D. Postnatal 15th day.
The same trunk gives rise to both exocrine and endocrine compartments of the pancreas.
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ducts at 24 h; marked mitotic activity was evident in small ductal epithelial cells and tubular
complexes on day 3, and in acinar cells on day 7. The lobular structure returned to normal
appearance on day 28. These results suggest that regeneration after necrotizing pancreatitis
involves proliferation and differentiation of pancreatic progenitor cells. Ductal epithelial cells
with duodenum homeobox protein 1 (PDX-1)-positive nuclei may contribute to the differen‐
tiation of the stem cells in the main duct of pancreas.PDX-1-positive cells in the main duct
might be quiescent pancreatic stem cells. PDX-1 might be a marker of cells that regain their
multipotency to differentiate into any pancreatic cell types [46], and is thought to be an intrinsic
signal determining the region of gut endoderm that ultimately becomes the pancreas [47].
PDX-1 has an important role in the determination of pancreatic progenitors [48] and neuro‐
genin-3 is required for determination of endocrine precursor [49].

3. Stem cell transplantation therapies

The use of stem cells for the treatment of various diseases in both humans and animals has
been the focus of considerable interest. Stem cell technology gives hope of effective treatment
for a variety of diseases through the rapid developing field that combines the efforts of cell
researchers and clinicians. However; it seems to be early to carry out a Bench-to-Bedside
program applying stem cell therapeutics in the clinical setting yet. Detailed researches are
necessary to understand the optimal transplantation routes and doses as well as the mecha‐
nisms of stem cell interaction with the injured microenvironment as clues for realizing stem
cell behavior.Stem cell therapy offers the possibility of repairing acutely or chronically injured
tissue and has the potential to regulate immune function and reduce inflammatory changes.

Recently, I reviewed the role of stem cells in repair of liver injury and experimental and clinical
benefit of transferred stem cells on liver failure [50]. I was suprised to recognize of how many
fundemantal and clinical trial on stem cell transplantation have been performed on acute and
chronic liver failure. In this chapter, I review cell types involved in pancreas regeneration and
cell transplantation therapies for both acute and chronic pancreatitis, with an emphasis on
regeneration. However, I realise that even fundamental studies are very limited. Adipose-
derived, bone marrow-derived and umblical cord-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
have been subjected to the basic stem cell trials. To my knowledge any clinical trial has been
performed so far.

3.1. Mesenchymal stem cells

The MSCs, belong to a class of mesodermal adult stem cells population are found in numerous
living tissues including bone marrow, adipose tissue, amniotic fluid, liver, lung, skeletal
muscle and kidney. It has been reported that among MSCs obtained from bone marrow,
adipose tissue, umbilical cord blood and placenta could be expanded extensively in vitro. The
studies have confirmed that MSCs could differentiate into a range of cell types. For instance;
bone marrow derived MSCs could differentiate into a range of cell types such as adipocytes,
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osteoblasts, nerve cells, and liver cells under different conditions [51-53]. Additionally, the
experimental and clinical studies have shown that the MSCs could reduce the expression of a
variety of inflammatory factors [54,55], inhibit immune responses [56,57], and promote the
regeneration of various tissues and organs [58,59] including lung, kidney, liver and heart
[60-63]. Imunomodulatory functions of MCSs include suppression of T cell and B cell prolif‐
eration, and suppression of terminal differentiation of B cells, and immune modulation of other
cell of the immune system including NK cells and macrophages [64]. Here are the results
obtained from various trials related with stem cell transplantations on acute and chronic
pancreatitis.

3.1.1. Bone morrow derived MSCs

Bone marrow-derived MSCs harbor a biological basis which can be used as a candidate for
severe AP therapy. Cui et al [65] found transplanted and mobilized bone marrow stem cells
beneficial on mice with severe AP. They mobilized bone marrow stem cells by injection of
granulocyte colony stimulating factor. The mortality rate and serum level of amylase were
found to be significantly decreased in the mice pretreated with bone marrow-derived MSCs’
transplantation or G-CSF injection. Chen et al [66] injected 1x106 mL MSC via tail vein at 0th,
0th and 6th, 0th, 6th and 12th hours after AP induction by 5% sodium taurocholate injection
to biliopancreatic duct. After treatment with MSCs, the damage was less severe than that in
the untreated AP groups. Besides, MSCs therapy could improve renal injury in rats with severe
AP, probably by reducing the damage to renal interstitial capillary endothelial barrier, and
up-expression of AQP1 in kidney. Tu et al [14] reported that MSCs can effectively relieve injury
to pancreatic acinar cells and small intestinal epithelium. MSCs were shown to be able to
promote the proliferation of enteric epithelium and repair of the mucosa as well as to attenuate
systemic inflammation in rats with severe AP. Serum malondialdehyde (MDA) level was
reduced while superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity was increased the rats from AP + MSCs
group. They concluded that MSCs transplantation could reduce pancreatitis-related oxidative
injury by inhibiting lipid peroxidation, by protecting the stability of the membranes, and by
improving the scavenging ability of oxygen-derived free radicals. Recently, Sun et al [67]
intraperitoneally injected the third-generation bone marrow-derived MSC at a dose of 5×10(6)
once daily for 3 days. All rats were sacrificed after 72 h. Compared with severe AP group,
histomorphological alternations of small intestine were significantly lower in MSC injected
group. The relative expression quantity of TNF-α mRNA and IL-1β mRNA in small intestine
was both significantly higher in severe AP and MSC groups than those in control group.
Compared with AP group, the expression quantity of TNF-α mRNA and IL-1β mRNA in
pancreas was significantly lower in MSC group. The relative expression quantity of TNF-α
mRNA and IL-1β mRNA in small intestine were both significant higher in severe AP and MSC
groups than those in control group. The expressions of TNF-α mRNA and IL-1β mRNA in
MSC group were lower than those in severe AP group. The beneficial effects of MSCs seem to
be primarily mediated via indirect actions but not by their differentiation into target cells.
Wang et al [68] showed beneficial effects of bone marrow-derived MSCs on AP-associated lung
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injury in rats. Results showed that serum amylase activity was decreased and pulmonary
edema and the expression of TNF-α was significantly diminished in MSC transplanted group.

It has also been reported that autologous bone marrow MSCs can be used for the treatment of
CP.

It has been suggested that bone marrow-derived MSCs has a role in pancreatic tissue repair
by contribute to the pancreatic stellate cell population. In the absence of preneoplastic lesions,
these cells contribute at a very low level to the ductal epithelium of the chronically inflamed
pancreas [69]. MSCs are thought to alleviate pancreatic edema and inflammatory infiltration
by regenerating pancreatic cells. Jung et al [55] proposed that MSCs alleviate AP through
specific accumulation in injured pancreatic tissue rather than through cell regeneration. In this
study, inflammation was inhibited by promoting apoptosis of CD4+ T cells. Bone marrow-
derived MSCs reduced expression of inflammation mediators and cytokines in rats with mild
and severe AP. MSCs suppressed the mixed lymphocyte reaction and increased expression of
Foxp3(+) (a marker of regulatory T cells) in cultured rat lymph node cells. Rats with mild or
severe AP that were given infusions of hcMSCs had reduced numbers of CD3(+) T cells and
increased expression of Foxp3(+) in pancreas tissues. MSCs might alleviate pancreatitis by
regulating immune function rather than by regeneration of pancreatic tissue.

3.1.2. Adipose-derived MSCs

After in vivo administration, human adipose-derived stem cells (hADSCs) migrate into injured
tissue, where they inhibit the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, promote the survival of
injured cells, and finally inhibit inflammation [70]. Baek et al [71] have shown that the migration
of hADSCs into injured/inflamed sites in vivo is mediated by various factors including growth
factors and chemokines. hADSCs would be a potential therapeutic strategy for AP, based on
its properties that control inflammation, immune response, and tissue repair. Further research
should focus on the interaction between hADSCs and pancreatic acinar cells, immune cells,
pancreatic stellate cells, and fibroblasts [72]. Although reserachers agree about the potency of
adipose-derived MSCs on tissue repair, to my knowledge, any related experimental and
clinical study has been reported so far.

3.1.3. Umblical cord-derived MSCs

The studies about the umblical-cord derived stem cells (UCMSCs) are also limited. Yang et
al [73] injected 5x104, 5x105 5x106 or 1x107 cells/kg of umblical cord stem cell suspension into
the tail vein at 0 h, 1 h, 6 h and 12 h after the induction of severe AP by sodium taurocholate
in rats. Mortality in rats receiving 5x106 cells/kg of UCMSCs at 0 h was 10% compared with
58% in the severe AP group. Ascites, serum amylase and wet-dry pancreatic weight signifi‐
cantly decreased. Pathologic injuries of pancreatic and pulmonary tissues were markedly
alleviated. Administration of umblical cord-derived MSCs at the doses of 5x105, 5x106 and
1x107 cells/kg at 1 h or 5x106 cells/kg at 6 h significantly reduced the severity of AP. The data
of the study of Yang et al [73] showed that UCMSCs cannot differentiate into other cells in 24
hours. The authors conclude that the prevention of damage has nothing to do with a differ‐
entiation of cells and that it seems to be a paracrine effect that can modulate immune function.
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UCMSCs may also be a promising therapeutic intervention for human CP in the future. In the
study of Zhou et al [74] a rat model of CP induced by dibutyltin dichloride (DB) was used.
UCMSCs were administered intravenously on day 5 after the administration of DB. UCMSCs
were detected in inflamed pancreatic tissues on days 14 and 28. Umbilical cord mesenchymal
stem cell treatment reduced the histological scores of pancreas samples and improved the
fibrosis. The expression of cytokines in the DB group was significantly higher than that of DB
+ UCMSC group. Pancreatic stellate cell activation was also inhibited by UCMSC treatment.

Stem cell types, dosages, application routes, main benefits and adverse reactions of stem cell
therapies on acute and chronic pancreatitis are summarized in Table 1.

1 
 

Table I. A brief summary of characteristics of included studies 

Source 
(Country)  

Pancreatitis 
type 

Experimental 
design  

Species Stem cell 
type 

Dosage Route 
 

Sacrification 
time 

Examined 
organ/ 
organs 

Main benefits Adverse 
effects 

Cui et al; 2003 
China (Ref. 
no: 65)  

Severe AP L-arginin-
induced   

Female 
Balb/c mice 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
MSC 

2x107; 4 days 
prior to SAP 
induction  

Tail vein 24th., 48th. and 
72th.after 
induction of 
SAP 

Pancreas    Mortality rate  
   Amylase level 
   Pathological changes 

 

Chen et al; 
2013 China 
(Ref. no: 66) 

Severe AP 5% sodium 
taurocholate-
induced 

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
MSC 

1ml 
(1x106/mL) at 
0. hour of SAP 
induction  

Tail vein 6th., 12th, 24th. 
hours after 
induction of 
SAP 

Pancreas 
Kidney 

    Amylase level 
    Creatine level  
    BUN level 
    Pathological 

changes  
US changes 

 

Tu et al;  
2012 China 
(Ref. no: 14) 

Severe AP Sodium 
deoxycholate-
induced 

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
MSC 

2ml (1× 106 
cells/mL) 2 
min after SAP 
induction 

Caudal vein 6th., 24th., 72th. 
hours after 
induction of 
SAP 

Pancreas 
cells (in 
culture) 
Small 
intestines 

   Amylase  
LD  level         

    MDA content 
Pathological 
changes 

    SOD activity    

 

Sun et al; 2013 
China (Ref. 
no: 67) 

Severe AP L-arginin-
induced   

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
MSC 

5×106, once 
daily for 3 
days 

Peritoneal  72th. hour after 
induction of 
SAP 

Pancreas 
Small 
intestines 

TNF-α mRNA 
IL-1β mRNA 
Pathological 
changes 

 

Wang et al; 
2012 China 
(Ref. no: 68) 
 

Severe AP 5% sodium 
taurocholate-
induced 

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
MSC 

1 ml 
(1×106/mL), 2 
hours after 
SAP induction 

Injection 1th., 3th., 6th., 12th. 
and 24th. hours 
after induction 
of SAP 

Lung     Amylase level 
    MPO level 

TNF-α  
Substance P 
Pathological 
changes 

 

Marrache et 
al; 2008 USA 
(Ref. no: 69) 

Severe CP Cerulein-
induced 

Female 
C57BL/6 rats 

Bone 
marrow-
derived 
progenitor 
cells 

Total 5×106 

bone marrow 
cells, 4 weeks 
before CP 
induction 

Tail vein 0, 6, 20, 30, 45 
weeks after CP 
induction 

Pancreas    Pathological 
changes 

Eosinophilic 
metaplasia (a 
reactive 
change to 
BMT) 
 

Yang et al; 
2013 China 
(Ref. no: 73) 

Severe AP Sodium 
taurocholate-
induced 

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Umbilical 
cord-derived 
MSC 

5x104- 5x106, 
1x107 cells/kg 
of UCMSC 
suspension 

Tail vein 48 hours after 
AP induction 

Pancreas 
Lung 

Mortality rate 
Amylase level 
Ascite  
TNF-α 
Interferon-γ  
Pathological  
changes 

 

Zhou et al; 
2013 China 
(Ref. no: 74) 

Severe CP Dibutyltin 
dichloride-
induced 

Male 
Sprague-
Dawley rats 

Umbilical 
cord-derived 
MSC 

2×106  
UCMSCs in 
100 μL of PBS 
on day 5 after 
CP induction 

Jugular vein On days 14th and 
28th  after CP 
induction 

Pancreas     Amylase level 
    Pathological 

changes 
    Fibrosis 

 

Abbreviations: AP: Acute pancreatitis, BMT: Bone marrow transplantation, BUN: Blood urea nitrogen, CP: Chronic pancreatitis, IL: Interleukin, LD: Lactate dehydrogenase,  MDA: Malondialdehyde, MPO: Myeloperoxidase,  MSC: 
Mesenchymal stem cell, SAP: Severe acute pancreatitis, SOD: Superoxide dismutase, TNF: Tumor necrosis factor, UCMSC: Umblical cord mesenchymal stem cell, US: Ultrastructural  AP: Acute pancreatitis, BMT: Bone marrow transplantation, BUN: Blood urea nitrogen, CP: Chronic pancreatitis, IL:

Interleukin, LD: Lactate dehydrogenase, MDA: Malondialdehyde, MPO: Myeloperoxidase, MSC: Mesenchymal stem cell,
SAP: Severe acute pancreatitis, SOD: Superoxide dismutase, TNF: Tumor necrosis factor, UCMSC: Umblical cord
mesenchymal stem cell, US: Ultrastructural

Table 1. A brief summary of characteristics of included studies

As a conclusion, although stem cell transplantation to patients with acute or chronic pancrea‐
titis has not been performed so far, it is clear that stem cell transplantation might be a promising
therapeutic approach for acute and chronic pancreatitis in the very near future.
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1. Introduction

Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGBI) has been defined as persistent or recurrent bleeding
from the gastrointestinal tract, even though initial gastrointestinal- and colon-endoscopy or
small bowel radiological imaging were performed for initial evaluation [1].

In 10-20% of cases of patients who present with gastrointestinal bleeding, the underlying
etiology may not be evident on initial evaluation. About half of these patients were observed
in recurrent or persistent bleeding and had to need the further challenge to both diagno‐
sis  and  management.  The  underlying  etiology  often  remains  difficult  to  define,  despite
extensive examinations.  This  fact  results  in  recurrent  hospitalization and multiple  blood
transfusions [2, 3].

Hemosuccus Pancreaticus is known to be a cause of OGIB. Lower and Farrel first reported that
blood was expelled into the duodenum via the main pancreatic duct [4]. The term ‘hemosuccus
pancreaticus’ was coined by Sandblom in 1970 [5]. Hemoductal pancreaticus was proposed
by Longmire and Rose in 1973 [6]. These terms describe the emission of red blood cells along
pancreatic ducts through the papilla.

Diagnosis of hemosuccus pancreaticus is often difficult because the condition involves
intermittent gastrointestinal bleeding. In this paper, we describe two rare cases of hemosuccus
pancreaticus from our clinical experience and discuss the diagnosis and pathogenesis of this
disease with a review of the literature.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



2. Case reports

2.1. Case report 1

A 47-year-old Japanese male had a past history of peritoneal drainage for acute necrotizing
pancreatitis at 23 years of age and a lateral pancreaticojejunostomy (Puestow procedure) for
chronic pancreatitis at age 31. The patient experienced several episodes of tarry stools follow‐
ing the Puestow operation. Physical examination on admission revealed severe conjunctiva
pallor and tarry stools.

Emergent gastrointestinal fiberscopy was performed, and no abnormal lesions were found in
the stomach or duodenum. Hemorrhagic scintigraphy and abdominal computed tomography
(CT) were also carried out, but no hemorrhagic lesions were found. After blood transfusion,
total colonoscopy was performed via insertion up to the terminal ileum, which also revealed
no abnormal lesions. Although interventional radiology was considered as a treatment option,
hemostasis seemed possible through conservative therapy alone. The bleeding point was
assumed to be in the upper jejunum, including the reconstructed jejunum.

Two week later, more tarry stools occurred, the patient went into hemodynamic shock and
subsequently underwent laparotomy without delay. After inspection of the whole abdomen,
the intestine was found to contain coagulated blood in the upper jejunum. Intra-operative
endoscopy through an incision in the reconstructed jejunal loop at the close proximal end
revealed massive bleeding. After suction of the bleeding and coagulation clots, an active
bleeding site from the side-to-side anastomotic pancreatic duct became clear (Fig. A). Longi‐
tudinal jejunotomy was performed, and the bleeding point was sutured and ligated [7].

Figure 1. Active bleeding from side-to-side pancreaticojejunostomy

2.2. Case report 2

A 45-year-old Japanese male had been treated by medication for chronic pancreatitis and
gastroduodenal peptic ulcer. The patient had a complaint of hematomesis and emergent
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gastrointestinal endoscopy revealed massive duodenal bleeding. Emergent distal gastrectomy
was performed. After discharge, he had epigastric pain and was re-admitted with a diagnosis
of chronic pancreatitis. Abdominal CT revealed splenomegaly and a pancreatic cyst in the
pancreatic tail. Angiography revealed aneurysm of the distal pancreatic artery. Distal pan‐
createctomy and splenectomy were performed. The resected specimen included was a
pseudocyst filled with a blood clot in the pancreatic tail, and it communicated with the main
pancreatic duct. Furthermore, the splenic artery had ruptured into the pseudocyst [8].

3. Diagnosis

3.1. Symptoms

The usual presentation of hemosuccus pancreaticus is the development of symptoms of upper
or lower gastrointestinal bleeding, such as hematomesis, vomiting of bloody contents, melena,
tarry stool, hematochezia, or fresh rectal bleeding. The feature of gastrointestinal bleeding is
that it is intermittent, waxing and waning. The bleeding source is not determined by standard
endoscopic technique as usual. The symptoms of this condition are categorized as a cause of
obscure overt gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGBI) has been
defined as persistent or recurrent gastrointestinal bleeding, after negative initial examinations.

More than one half patients with hemosuccus pancreaticus also have symptoms as abdominal
pain, usually located in the epigastric lesion or upper part of the abdomen. The characteristics
of the pain is like being crescendo-decrescendo in nature, meaning that it slowly increases and
decreases in intensity with time. This symptom is thought to be due to transient blockage and
increasing pressure of the pancreatic duct from the source of bleeding or clots [9].

Table 1. Symptom of Hemosuccus Pancreaticus

3.2. OGIB: Obscure Gastrointestinal Bleeding

Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGBI) has been defined as persistent or recurrent gastroin‐
testinal bleeding after negative initial evaluation by pan-endoscope and radiological small
intestinal imaging [9]. On initial endoscopic evaluation with standard endoscopy, such as
esophago-gastroduodenoscopy and colonoscopy, as well as the limited capacity of endos‐
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copy to examine the small bowel the main challenges related to the evaluation of OGBI include
the high miss rate for lesions. Therefore, the management of these patients has traditionally
required invasive procedures such as intra-operative enteroscopy and exploratory laparoto‐
my. The technological advances such as the introduction of video capsule endoscopy, single
and double balloon enteroscopy,  spiral  enteroscopy,  CT enterography can overcome the
limitation of old diagnostic modalities.

3.3. Diagnostic features

Hemosuccus pancreaticus is known to be a cause of OGIB. It is often difficult to diagnose
hemosuccus pancreaticus because the bleeding is usually intermittent. Endoscopy represents
the first diagnostic step in patients with upper gastrointestinal bleeding. Although it is
essential to rule out other causes of bleeding such as peptic ulcers, esophageal, and gastric
varices, endoscopy rarely identifies blood in the ampulla of Vater. Pancreatic pseudocysts or
aneurysms of peripancreatic arteries can be visualize by ultrasonography. Doppler ultrasound
and dynamic ultrasound have been also reported to be useful diagnostic modalities [10, 11].
And contrast-enhanced CT is an further excellent modality for demonstrating the feature of
chronic pancreatitis, pseudocysts and pseudoaneurysm [12, 13]. Selective angiography of the
celiac axis and the superior mesenteric artery provides formal proof of hemosuccus pancrea‐
ticus by opacifying the main pancreatic duct, the presence of an aneurysm or pseudo-aneurysm
with a high sensitivity [14].(Table 2) Diagnosis of hemosuccus pancreaticus accomplished by
advanced technologies such as video capsule endoscopy, single-and double-balloon entero‐
scopy, spiral enteroscopy, and computed tomography enterography has not been reported
until now. These advanced technologies provide vital information for the diagnosis of
hemosuccus pancreaticus.

Table 2. Diagnostic Modalities of Hemosuccus Pancreaticus

4. Pathogenesis and etiology

Hemosuccus pancreaticus complicates an underlying pancreatic disease in 80% of cases and
vascular anomaly in 20% of cases [15]. Chronic pancreatitis is the cause of about 90% of
pancreatic diseases [15, 16]. Several mechanisms are thought to be involved. A pseudocyst is
thought to be one of causes of hemosuccus pancreaticus, because of hemorrhagic pseudocyst
or communication of cyst to pericystic artery. Arterial aneurysm and pseudo-aneurysm are
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also known to be a cause of hemosuccus pancreaticus. These aneurysms are frequent in about
10 % in chronic pancreatitis. Vascular ulceration by pancreatic intraductal stone is also thought
to be a cause of hemosuccus pancreaticus [10, 18]. Although aneurysm and chronic pancreatitis
are often associated, there is no clear causal relationship. Other causes of hemosuccus pan‐
creaticus are rare: neuroendocrine tumor [15], intraductal papillary-mucinous carcinoma [19],
ectopic pancreas [20], pancreas divisum [21], and Puestow procedure [7]. Finally, hemosuccus
pancreaticus can result from a post ERCP (endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography)
complication. As for acute pancreatitis, hemosuccus pancreaticus can occur after necrosis of
the adjacent arterial wall such as gastroduodenal artery, splenic artery, pancreaticoduodenal
arcade. The pathogenesis and etiology are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Pathogenesis and Etiology of Hemosuccus Pancreaticus

5. Management and treatment

The management for hemosuccus pancreaticus should be aimed at completely eradicating the
source of bleeding. Three therapeutic options are considered for this disorder: endoscopic
treatment, angiographic embolization, and surgery have been documented. Endoscopic
treatment was used in a rare case in which hemosuccus pancreaticus caused by post ERCP
pancreatitis was treated by endoscopic stent tree tamponade [22]. Interventional radiographic
methods are chosen for initial treatment when the hemodynamic situations is under control.
The treatment response rate was 67% to 100% of cases [23-25]. Most hemosuccus pancreaticus
cases can receive angiography. If the source of hemorrhage is found by angiography, inter‐
ventional radiological therapy should be done following this examination. Interventional
radiological therapy by implantation of an uncoated metal Palmaz stent across the aneurysmal
segment of splenic artery is also reported [26]. Transcatheter arterial embolization was
reported to be effective for hemosuccus pancreaticus treatment [27-29]. However, ischemia
also can develop in the tissue supplied by the artery if the collateral circulation is not sufficient,
and other complications of aneurysm infection and splenic infarction may arise. Sources
bleeding from a pseudoaneurysm were reported to arise from the splenic artery in most cases
but also the gastroduodenal artery, from the branch of the superior pancreaticoduodenal
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artery, from the branch of the inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery, from the superior mesen‐
teric artery or vein, and from an unnamed intracystic artery [30]. Some authors documented
that recurrent bleeding rates were about 30% [12]. Thus, arterial embolization is recommended
as the initial therapeutic method, either to stabilize the patient to perform elective surgery or
as a definitive treatment where possible [31, 32].

Surgical treatment is indicated in uncontrolled hemorrhage, persistent shock, where emboli‐
zation is not feasible or when embolization fails. Ligation of the pancreatic duct is one of the
surgical approaches, but results are unsatisfactory because the causal lesion remains intact.
Ligation of the causal artery is more effective but does not remove the risk of recurrence.
Pancreatic resection such as distal pancreatectomy, central pancreatectomy, or pancreatico‐
dudenectomy treats both the pancreatic and the arterial diseases. Distal pancreatectomy is
indicative for bleeding pseudoaneurysms in the body or tail of the pancreas. When the location
of the pseudoaneurysm is the head of the pancreas, pancreaticoduodenectomy is chosen.
However, increased mortality and morbidity have been reported, and consequently angioem‐
bolization alone has been proposed as the recommended treatment modality [25, 26, 31, 32].
Bleeding from the pancreaticoduodenal artery has a higher mortality rate than bleeding from
the splenic or gastroduodenal artery [31, 32]. Most patients suffer from chronic pancreatitis so
the potential perioperative complications and postoperative pancreatic insufficiency should
be noted. Most surgical series have documented success rates of 70% to 85% with mortality
rates of 20% to 25% and rebleeding rates of 0% to 5% [31-34]. The treatment options are
summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Treatment of Hemosuccus Pancreaticus

6. Conclusion

A flow chart for management of hemosuccus pancreaticus is shown in Figure 1. Hemosuccus
pancreaticus is a rare and potentially life threatening clinical entity. It is the least frequent cause
of upper gastrointestinal bleeding and is most often caused by chronic pancreatitis. Its
diagnosis is difficult because of its rarity and its anatomical location as well as its intermitted
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bleeding. During the intermitted phase, it cannot be diagnosed by the upper gastrointestinal
endoscope. The timely diagnosis is often delayed because of the intermitted nature of bleeding.
Therapeutic options consist of embolization, stenting, endoscopic stenting, and surgery.
Endovascular therapy by embolization is effective in most patients, although to achieve a
complete cure there is no consensus on the need for surgery. Embolization can control unstable
haemodynamics. Emergent surgery is required in patients with recurrent bleeding or failed
first-line therapies such as embolization or stenting.

Figure 2. Flowchart for the management of hemosuccus pancreaticus
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1. Introduction

Acute pancreatitis is the inflammation of the pancreas as a result of pre-mature activation of
the pancreatic enzymes leading to auto-digestion and inflammation.

The Atlanta’s classification is the most commonly used classification of acute pancreatitis. [1]
It defines acute pancreatitis as acute inflammation of the pancreas which is further classified
into mild, moderate and severe forms. Mild acute pancreatitis refers to an attack with no organ
dysfunction, local or systemic complications and usually resolves in the first week. Moderately
severe acute pancreatitis is defined by the presence of transient organ failure, local complica‐
tions or exacerbation of co-morbid disease. Severe acute pancreatitis is associated with
persistent organ failure, with or without local complications, for more than 48 hours. Local
complications include peripancreatic fluid collections, pancreatic and peripancreatic necrosis
(sterile or infected), pseudocyst and walled-off necrosis (sterile or infected).

The majority of patients suffer from mild disease but around 20% may suffer from severe
disease with local and systemic complications. [2, 3]The use of advanced endoscopy is
dramatically changing the management of these patients. Although morbidity and mortality
is usually encountered in the group with severe pancreatitis,, it is wise to treat every patient
aggressively until disease severity has been established. The goals of initial management are
fluid replacement, electrolyte balance, caloric support, and prevention of local and systemic
complications.

Gallstone is the leading cause of pancreatitis and accounts for 30-60% of patients in most series.
[4-8] Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is most helpful in patients
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Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
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with incarcerate bile duct stones and concomitant cholangitis and pancreatic ductal disruption.
Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) guided therapy is replacing surgery in the management of
pancreatic fluid collections.

2. Role of early endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography

Acute biliary pancreatitis is believed to result from transient obstruction of the common bile
duct (CBD). [6-8] The majority of stones will pass out spontaneously. However, some patients
will suffer from persistent obstruction and the duration of CBD obstruction is believed to be
a critical factor contributing to the severity of pancreatitis. [6] In patients suffering from acute
cholangio-pancreatitis, ERCP may provide drainage and relieve the obstruction caused by the
presence of a persistent common bile duct stone.

Two early meta-analyses summarized the outcomes from 4 initial randomized trials. [9, 10]
The results were controversial. (Table 1) The results from the United Kingdom and Hong Kong
studies showed that early ERCP reduced the odds of having complications in patients with
predicted severe disease. [11, 12] However, the effect was not significant in mild disease and
the reduction in mortalities was also not significant. On the other hand, the Germany study,
which only included patients with acute pancreatitis without obstructive jaundice, showed no
significant differences in mortalities and morbidities in both groups. [13] The Polish study was
the only study demonstrating the significant reduction in mortalities and morbidities in both
mild and severe disease. However, the results of this study should be reviewed with caution
and the study was only published in abstract form. [14]

After that, two more randomized studies had shown that ERCP in patients without biliary
obstruction and cholangitis offered no benefit. [15, 16] These results were included in two more
recent meta-analyses which showed that early ERCP in patients with biliary pancreatitis
without acute cholangitis did not result in reduced risk of local pancreatic complications,
overall complications and mortalities. [17, 18] The Dutch Acute Pancreatitis Study Group had
performed a prospective, multicenter study on 153 patients with predicted severe acute biliary
pancreatitis without cholangitis who were randomized to conservative treatment or ERCP
within 72 hours after symptom onset. [19] Patients without and with cholestasis and/or dilated
common bile duct were analyzed separately. They found that early ERCP was only beneficial
to the cholestasis group by lowering the complications rate.

The current AGA guideline on gallstone pancreatitis is that, urgent ERCP should be performed
in patients with concomitant cholangitis and this should be done within 24 hours after
admission. [20] While in patients with high suspicion of a persistent common bile duct stone,
early ERCP should be performed within 72 hours after admission. A numbers of studies have
attempted to look at the predictive value of ultrasound, biochemical or clinical factors in
patients with low to intermediate probability of ductal stones. [21-25] Where used in isolation,
these factors all suffer from low sensitivity. However, when used in combination, the variables
can help the clinician predict the probability of the presence a CBD stone.
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3. Who to perform endoscopic ultrasound on?

Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS) combines endoscopic visualization with 2-dimensional ultra‐
sound and is well suited for biliary imaging given the close proximity of the extrahepatic bile
duct to the proximal duodenum. (Figure 1) Both radial and linear array echo-endoscopes are
excellent in detecting common bile duct stones, with a reported sensitivity of 89% to 94% and
specificity of 94% to 95%. [26, 27] The benefit of EUS would be most pronounced in patients
with intermediate probability of CBD stones. The advantages include the avoidance of the risk
associated with a diagnostic ERCP and ERCP can be performed in the same session if stones
were detected. [28]

Two meta-analyses have showed that both EUS and magnetic resonance cholangiopancrea‐
tography (MRCP) demonstrated excellent efficacy in diagnosing choledocholithiasis. [26, 27]
The reported pooled sensitivity and specificity were around 90% for EUS and >95% for MRCP.
Furthermore, the use of EUS to select patients for therapeutic ERCP has a significantly lower
risk of complications as compared to performing diagnostic ERCP for detecting CBD stones.

United Kingdom [11] Hong Kong [12] Germany [13] Poland [14]

No. of patients 121 195 238 280

Timing of ERCP <72 hours <24 hours <72 hours <24 hours

Inclusion Acute pancreatitis Acute pancreatitis Acute pancreatitis without
obstructive jaundice

Acute pancreatitis

Intervention ERCP +/- ES ERCP +/- ES ERCP +/- ES ERCP +/- ES

Reduction in
mortality

18% vs 4%
(P =NA),

(Severe group)

18% vs 3%
(P = NA)

(Severe group)

NS 13% vs 2%
(P<0.001)

Reduction in
morbidity

61% vs 24%
(P = NA)

(Severe group)

54% vs 13%
(P = NA)

(Severe group)

NS 36% vs 17%
(P<0.001)

Other significant
outcomes

Reduction in hospital
stay (Severe group)

/ No difference between mild
and severe group

Reduction in both
mild and severe

groups

ERCP: Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography; ES: Endoscopic Sphincterotomy;

NA: Not Available; NS: Not Significant

Table 1. Outcomes from Initial Randomized Trials
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4. Pancreatic pseudocyst

It is estimated that 15 to 30% of patients will suffer from severe pancreatitis that is characterized
by the presence of local complications including pancreatic necrosis, pseudocyst and abscess
and organ failure. [20]

Pancreatic pseudocyst is a collection of pancreatic juice enclosed by a wall of fibrous or
granulation tissue, occurring at least 4 weeks after the onset of symptoms. (Figure 2) Clinical
presentation of pseudocysts varies, ranging form asymptomatic to life threatening condition.
Intervention is indicated if patients are symptomatic, suffering from complications, with size
greater than > 6 cm, increasing in size or if it does not resolve after 6 weeks.

When compared with surgery and percutaneous methods, endoscopic drainage of pseudocyst
is less invasive with decreased risk of morbidities. It can also provide direct access to the cyst.

Endoscopic drainage of pseudocyst can be performed under esophagogastroduodenoscopy
(EGD) or EUS guidance. An EGD-guided puncture is essentially a blind procedure, as this
requires bulging of cyst into the stomach for localization. Furthermore, there is a risk of
bleeding from interposed vessels and also mal-positioning of the stents during the procedure.
EUS overcomes these difficulties and has been shown by two randomized studies to be
associated with higher rates of success (100% vs 33% & 94% vs 72%) with comparable mor‐
bidities. [29, 30]

Figure 1. Endoscopic Ultrasound Image of Two Stones in Common Bile Duct
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The outcomes of EUS-guided pseudocyst drainage were reported in a number of studies.
[31-35] A high success rate ranging from 82 to 94% with an acceptable complication rate of 9.1
to 33.3% were reported. These studies demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of the proce‐
dure.

Endoscopic drainage of pseudocyst is usually performed with combined EUS and fluoroscopy
guidance. EUS is first used to identify the optimal site of puncture that is free of intervening
vascular structures. (Figure 3) The pseudocyst is then punctured with a 19-gauge needle and
the track dilated with a needle knife or cystotome. A guide-wire (or double guidewires) is then
advanced via the needle under fluoroscopic control. At least two loops should be formed before
the needle was withdrawn to prevent dislodgement of guidewire during manipulation. A
cysto-gastrostomy is then created and dilated to 6-8mm. Two or more double pigtail stents is
then inserted. (Figure 4)

The results of 20 EUS cysto-gastrostomies were compared with 10 surgical cysto-gastrostomies
in a retrospective review. The success rate, complication rate and re-intervention rate were
similar in both groups. The author concluded that EUS-guided cysto-gastrostomy, should be
considered as first-line treatment because of a lower cost and shorter hospital stay, with no
difference in clinical outcomes. [36] A recent randomized trial comparing endoscopic and
surgical cysto-gastrostomy for pancreatic pseudocyst drainage also produced similar results.
[37] Varadarajulu et al showed that endoscopic treatment was associated with shorter hospital
stays, better physical and mental health of patients, and lower cost.

Figure 2. CT film demonstrating the presence of an 8cm pseudocyst located at the pancreatic tail region.
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Figure 3. Picture of Pancreatic Pseudocyst by Linear Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS)

Figure 4. Fluoroscopic Picture of EUS-guided Drainage of Pancreatic Pseudocyst Showing the Guidewire Forming
Loops within the Pseudocyst.

5. Forward-viewing vs oblique-viewing EUS in drainage of pseudocyst

Conventional echoendoscopes are oblique viewing devices and the angle of the instrument
channel results in tangential puncturing of the pseudocyst. This may lead to inadequate
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transmission of force during insertion of the stents. Furthermore, re-cannulation of an
angulated track for multiple stent insertion may be difficult after tangential puncturing.

Recently, forward-viewing echoendoscopes have become available. This device allows
forward sonographic imaging, with an axis for puncturing and insertion of stents being parallel
to the direction of the scanning plane. In contrast to the oblique-viewing device where
tangential puncturing results in an angulated track, the forward-viewing endoscope allows
for insertion of the needle along the same plane as the direction of scanning.

Voermans et al studied the performance of forward viewing versus oblique viewing EUS in
drainage of pseudocyst under a multi-centered setting. [38] Four tertiary centers and 58
patients with pseudocyst greater than 6cm in size were recruited. There were no differences
in the procedural time, ease of the procedure, morbidities and success rates.

6. Pancreatic necrosis and abscess

Pancreatic necrosis is characterized by diffuse or focal areas of non-viable pancreatic paren‐
chyma, which is typically associated with peri-pancreatic fat necrosis. Radiologically, it is
defined as non-enhanced pancreatic parenchyma greater 3 cm or when more than 30% of the
area of the pancreas is involved on the computed tomography. (Figure 5)

Figure 5. This CT film of a patient with pancreatic necrosis characterized by non-enhanced pancreatic parenchyma.
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The presence of a sterile necrosis is not an indication for necrosectomy. However, if patients
develop worsening symptoms and deteriorating clinical condition, infected necrosis should
be suspected. Fine-needle aspiration of the collection should be performed. The sample should
be cultured and gram stained to document infection and necrosectomy is indicated in those
with documented infection.

Pancreatic abscess is a circumscribed, intra-abdominal collection of pus containing little or no
pancreatic necrosis, which arises as a consequence of acute pancreatitis or pancreatic trauma.
(Figure 6)

Figure 6. CT scan of a patient suffering from pancreatic abscess as evident by the presence of a fluid collection at the
neck of the pancreas and associated air locules.

For the treatment of pancreatic necrosis, open necrosectomy was once considered as the
standard definitive treatment. (Figure 7) However, it was associated with many problems such
as intraoperative collateral tissue damage, bleeding, worsening organ failure due to surgical
trauma, multiple operations, stormy postoperative course, lengthy stay in the intensive care
unit, incisional hernias, new-onset diabetes, and for the use of pancreatic enzymes, with a high
morbidity up to 95%. [39-42] The mortality of open necrosectomy is high, almost 40-75%,
particularly if performed early. [40, 43]
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7. Endoscopic necrosectomy

Recently, pancreatic necrosectomy has been performed by the endoscopic approach. [44, 45]
This was achieved by either the percutaneous retroperitoneal approach or the transgastric
approach. Endoscopic approach has been in favor, as it leads to reduced inflammatory
response and decreased complications. [46]

8. Percutaneous retroperitoneal approach

Percutaneous retroperitoneal pancreatic necrosectomy allows the use of high volume post-
operative lavage that can be performed under local anesthesia. [47, 48] Percutaneous drainage
was first achieved with ultrasound-guided pigtail insertion. The track was then dilated to allow
for insertion of a 30Fr drain and this would be used later for introduction of a 9.8mm endo‐
scope. On insertion of the endoscope, the necrotic pancreas was seen within the cavity with
surrounding pus and turbid material. (Figure 8) The procedure could be done under fluoro‐
scopic guidance. (Figure 9)

The cavity was irrigated generously with saline to flush out the material. Endoscopic ne‐
crosectomy was then performed to remove the necrotic pancreas. This could be performed
with a number of accessories including forceps, snares or grasping forceps. (Figure 10) The
loop snare allowed removal of larger pieces of necrotic material. The process should be
repeated until all the necrotic materials were removed.

Figure 7. Operative picture of open necrosectomy showing the necrotic materials being removed by the forceps.
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Figure 8. Endoscopic Picture of Pancreatic Necrosis

Figure 9. Fluoroscopic Image of Percutaneous Retroperitoneal Pancreatic Necrosectomy
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Figure 10. Removal of Necrotic Materials with Grasping Forceps via Percutaneous Approach

9. Endoscopic transgastric approach

The results and techniques of EUS transgastric drainage in walled off pancreatic necrosis were
well reported. [49-52] The procedure begins with the insertion of stents under EUS guidance,
followed by the dilation of the track to allow transmural introduction of the endoscope into
the walled of pancreatic necrosis for necrosectomy. Repeated endoscopic debridement could
be performed via the same route and it is indicated when there is lack of window for percu‐
taneous drainage. Figure 10 showed the necrotic materials that were removed.

The transgastric approach can avoid the complications associated with the percutaneous
approach including bleeding, visceral perforation and the risk of pancreatico-cutaneous
fistula. Furthermore, the approach provides a more direct approach to the necrotic cavity.
However, with this approach, one cannot monitor the output of the drainage material and also,
the presence of a fistula may lead to possible contamination of the abscess cavity by gastroin‐
testinal contents.

The outcomes of endoscopic necrosectomy were recently reviewed. [53] Between 1990 and
2009, 10 case series including 260 patients with 1100 endoscopic necrosectomies were per‐
formed. The overall mortality was 5% and the mean procedure-related morbidity was 27%.
Bleeding was most common complication followed by exacerbation of sepsis and free perfo‐
ration. Complete resolution of the pancreatic necrosis was achieved by endoscopic means
alone in 76% of the patients.
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In a Dutch multi-centred randomized study, 88 patients with infected necrotizing pancreatitis
were randomized to endoscopic step-up approach or open necrosectomy. [54] In the endo‐
scopic step-up approach, both the percutaneous left retroperitoneal and the transgastric routes
were used. The step-up approach had shown a number of benefits, including significantly
decreased rates of major complications, new-onset multi-organ failure and also the need for
intensive care admission. In addition, the rates of incisional hernias and new-onset diabetes
were also significantly reduced.

Figure 11. Pictures of Necrotic Materials Removed by Endoscopic Transgastric Approach

10. Retroperitoneal or transgastric approach for endoscopic necrosectomy

Currently, there is no study comparing which approach is superior. Both approaches are
complementary with their respective benefits and risks. Their application will depend on the
anatomical location of the collection and should be tailored according to the patient. Bleeding
is the most common complication encountered. [54] It could happen during the dilatation of
transmural tract debridement of necrotic materials. Care should be taken on necrosectomy as
any trauma to blood vessels could result in catastrophic bleeding, especially if branches of the
splenic artery or vein were injured. The use of EUS can enhance the identification of vascular
structure and reduce the risk of bleeding.

11. Is irrigation necessary?

A number of studies have reported on the use of repeat endoscopic irrigation as a part of the
treatment in endoscopic necrosectomy to improve outcomes. [49, 51, 55-61] (Table 2) It was
performed via an external nasocystic or percutaneous drainage. Dissolution of necroses could
be achieved through liquefying the necrotic material through constant flushing and drainage
of debris. On the other hand, Jurgensen et al found that neither endoscopic nor external
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flushing was needed for successful endoscopic treatment for symptomatic necroses once they
were grossly cleared mechanically by endoscopy and the discomfort from the use of nasocystic
or percutaneous drainage could be avoided. [62] Stenting alone demonstrated good short-and
long-term results. It can lead to avoidance of repeated and lengthy procedures, immediate
mobilization, better tolerance by patients and potential reduction of hospital stay.

Reference (year) N Mortality /
Surgery

Mean no. of Endoscopies for
endoscopic necrosectomy and lavage
(range)

Use of Irrigation

Seewald (2005) [49] 10 0/4 23.6 (4-64) Endoscopic 13/13
Nasocystic 12/13

Charnley (2006) [55] 13 2/4 4 (1-6) Endoscopic 13/13
Nasocystic 5/13

Papchristou (2007) [51] 22 1/NS 3 (1-12) Nasocystic 22/22

Voermans (2007) [59] 25 0/2 1.7 (1-4) Nasocystic 20/25

Escourror (2008) [56] 13 0/0 1.8 (1-3) Endoscopic 13/13
Nasocystic 13/13

Hocke (2008) [58] 19 2/2 NS Endoscopic 19/19

Coelho (2008) [60] 36 2/6 4 (2-8) Endoscopic 36/36

Gardner (2009) [57] 17 0/1 2.2 (NS) Nasocystic 14/17

Seifert (2009) [61] 93 7/11 NS NS

Jurgensen (2012) [62] 35 2/0 2.9 (1-11) None

NS: Not Specified

Table 2. Summary of Studies (with more than 10 patients) on Endoscopic Irrigation With Regard of Outcomes

12. Is immediate necrosectomy necessary for infected pancreatic necrosis?

While various guidelines have advocated surgical necrosectomy for patients with infected
pancreatic necrosis, [63, 64] the issue of conservative versus surgical treatment for infected
pancreatic necrosis has been intensely debated. [65] Current evidence suggests that conserva‐
tive treatment might be successful for infected pancreatic necrosis in a proportion of patients.
[66-71] In the recent decades, a number of case series and comparative trials, as well as a meta-
analysis, have shown that primary conservative treatment could be successful for infected
pancreatic necrosis. [66-68, 72-76] (Table 3) However, patient selection bias and/or publication
bias in these case series, which have shown a successful outcome following conservative
treatment for infected pancreatic necrosis, could be taken into account when interpreting these
results. Mouli et al, in a systemic review and meta-analysis, analyzed 8 studies that have
reported conservative treatment as the initial and primary treatment for all consecutive
patients with infected necrosis to minimize these biases. [76] They found that conservative
management was successful for 64% of patients (95% confidence interval, 51%–78%) and
mortality was 12% (95% confidence interval, 6%–18%). Among 324 patients included, 26% of
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patients required necrosectomy or additional surgery for complications (95% confidence
interval, 15%–37%).

Conservative treatment for infected pancreatic necrosis should include intensive care with full
organ support, use of effective antimicrobials, and aggressive nutritional support. Percutane‐
ous drainage, despite it is a form of intervention and not truly conservative, has also been
considered a part of conservative treatment because it does not involve surgery or formal
necrosectomy in some of the reported studies. [77-80]

Reference (year) No. of patients
with infected
pancreatic
necrosis on
conservative
treatment

Patients
undergoing
percutaneous
drainage (%)

Successful
conservative
treatment (%)

Need for surgery
(%)

Median/ mean
hospital stay
(days)

Mortality (%)

⌘Freeny (1998) [77] 34 100 (34/34) 47.1 (16/34) 52.9 (18/34) 45 11.8 (4/34)

Runzi (2005) [68] 28 18.75 (3/16) # 50 (14/28) 42.9 (12/28) 54 ± 10 * 14.3 (4/28)

Song (2006) [72] 19 NR 78.9 (15/19) 21.1 (4/19) 70 5.3 (1/19)

⌘Navalho (2006)
[78]

30 100 (30/30) 63.3 (19/30) 33.3 (10/30) 24 16.6 (5/30)

Lee (2007) [67] 31 67.7 (21/31) 71 (22/31) 12.9 (4/31) 37.7 ± 28.5 * 3.2 (1/31)

⌘Bruennler (2008)
[79]

80 100 (80/80) 47.5 (38/80) 20 (16/80) 51 33.8 (27/80)

⌘Mortele (2009)
[80]

13 100 (13/13) 46.2 (6/13) 53.8 (7/13) 33 7.7 (1/13)

Garg (2010) [66] 77 45.45 (35.77) 54.4 (42/77) 23.4 (18/77) 26.5 28.6 (22/77)

Van Santvoort
(2010) [54]

43 95.3 (41/43) 34.9 (15/43) 60.4 (26/43) 50 18.6 (8/43)

Zerem (2011) [73] 86 80.2 (69/86) 84.9 (73/86) 12.8 (11/86) 13 9.3 (8/86)

Gluck (2012) [74] 20 100 (20/20) 70 (14/20) 15 (3/20) 54 15 (3/20)

Alsfasser (2012)
[75]

20 50 (10/20) 65 (13/20) 30 (6/20) NR 5 (1/20)

⌘ Studies reported the results of only those patients who underwent percutaneous drainage for the management of
infected pancreatic necrosis

# Eliminated 12 patients required surgical treatment

* Data expressed in mean ± standard deviation NR: Not Reported

Table 3. Outcomes of Patients with Infected Pancreatic Necrosis Receiving Primary Conservative Management

The principle for the indication necrosectomy is shifting from infection-based to organ failure-
or complication-based. While conservative-first approach is a reasonable approach for the
management of infected pancreatic necrosis, it is important to recognize those patients might
require necrosectomy later as a step-up therapy at an appropriate time. [76] Indications for
necrosectomy include nonresponse to conservative treatment and development of local
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complications such as bleeding and colonic perforation. Extend and infection of pancreatic
necrosis correlated with the development of organ failure and mortality in acute pancreatitis.
[81,82] Large amount of thick necrotic debris at difficult-to-drain locations and resistant
organisms could be the reasons for failure of conservative therapy. Two studies sought to
identify the predictive factors for the need for early surgery. Zerem et al showed that Ranson,
Glasgow, and APACHE II scores, CTSI, and C-reactive protein could predict the need for
surgery in their patients, but the 95% confidence interval showed that none of the factors were
found to be a significant predictor. [73] Garg et al showed that high APACHE II score and
serum creatinine level were predictive of mortality. [66] Unfortunately, no predictive factor
that could guide a clinician to move towards early surgical intervention was identified in the
currently available studies.

13. Conclusion

In conclusion, the use of advanced endoscopy is dramatically changing the management of
patients with acute pancreatitis. With continued advancement of technology, there is a
diminishing need for open surgical intervention. Management of these patients is best under
a multidisciplinary team consisting of gastroenterologists, radiologists and surgeons.
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1. Introduction

The immune system and inflammation are processes with dual roles in cancer development.
Firstly, immunity responds to the presence of a tumour by producing anti-inflammatory
agents with the role of restoring the homeostasis and improving adverse health effects. On the
other hand, immune cells create a tumoural microenvironment which supports angiogenesis,
cell proliferation and migration, being thus correlated with cancer initiation and progression.
In the same vein, recent studies show correlations between pancreatic inflammation and
pancreatic cancer (reviewed in [1]). The most common causative agents of both conditions are
generally considered alcoholism, smoking, toxic-metabolic and genetic factors. Because
chronic pancreatitis is taken into account as an etiological issue of pancreatic cancer progress,
this review aims to explain the molecular pathways from inflammation to pancreatic carcino‐
genesis, in support of the prevention, diagnosis and therapies of this dreadful disease.
Moreover, inflammatory mediators are connected to pain and cachexia, the associated
conditions that dramatically affect quality of life in pancreatic cancer. In this context, it is clear
that the evaluation of the cellular pathways from inflammation to cancer is an important step
in revealing the mechanisms underlying cancer development and opening new avenues for
possible therapies. In this chapter, the common features of chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic
cancer linked by the inflammatory process will be presented along with some of the anti-
inflammatory therapies proposed so far.

© 2015 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



2. Incidence of chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic cancer

Over the last years, many studies have reported an increased burden of pancreatic disorders
that is expected to amplify even more over time. Acute, chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic
cancer are the major disorders described which affect the exocrine pancreas. Acute pancreatitis
is the condition with the higher incidence, between five and 80/ 100,000 people annually being
reported worldwide [2], and it is considered as one of the most frequent gastrointestinal
diseases for admission in hospitals in the US [3]. The annual incidence of chronic pancreatic
(CP) is much lower. In Europe and other regions six to seven/ 100,000 persons are affected [4]
with a slight increase in China and India [5]. Despite its lower incidence as compared to acute
pancreatitis and because of disease exacerbation and secondary endocrine deficiencies, it
dramatically impacts quality of life [6]. Although in industrialized countries, CP cases are
associated with long alcohol consumption, about 10-30% of them were attributed to unknown
causes. In these instances, the term idiopathic CP is used. An important change in the under‐
standing of the disease comes from genetic studies which show that idiopathic CP mainly has
a genetic background [7].

3. The role of inflammatory modulators in chronic pancreatitis and the
development of pancreatic cancer

Pancreatic cancer is a cancer with a lower incidence, but with one of the worst prognoses. From
among the many types of pancreatic tumours, 75% of pancreatic cancers refer to pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA). In an attempt to describe and cure these pancreatic diseases
(CP and PDA) the insightful question raised is whether there is a continuum of events among
them or whether each should be considered as an independent condition. The hypothesis of
CP-PDA interplay is based on the connection between chronic inflammation and the increased
risk of cancer of the organ affected [8].

Moreover, in the last years, it has become clear that inflammation may be, at least in part,
responsible for fibrosis of the pancreatic tissue. Chronic pancreatitis is characterized by
progressive, recurrent pancreatic injury leading to fibrosis, ductal and exocrine atrophy and
inflammatory response. In the last years, pancreatic stellate cells (PaSCs) have caught the
attention of the scientific community, being described as a principal source of fibrosis [9].
During the course of chronic pancreatitis, the fibrotic response depends on the activation of
PaSCs, which produce the extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins from the pancreatic tumour
stroma [10]. PDA is also characterized by a strong desmoplastic reaction, such that ~90% of
the tumour volume is represented by stromal content, a feature specific to PDA. Activated
PaSCs were also observed in the vicinity of pancreatic epithelial lesions [11]. Therefore, over
the last years many studies have concentrated on the signalling pathways and bidirectional
influence between PaSCs, PDA and chronic pancreatitis. Molecular studies showed that ECM
synthesis is mediated by the transforming growth factor β1 (TGF-β1) and the fibroblast growth
factor (FGF), whereas PaSCs proliferation is supported by ciclooxygenase-2 [11]. In addition
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to fibrosis, PaSCs may mediate PDA-associated inflammation via intricate paracrine interac‐
tions with inflammatory cells, acinar cells and PDA cells. During the development of chronic
pancreatitis or PDA acinar pancreatic cells, immune cells and endothelial cells produce
cytokines and growth factors which have the ability to activate PaSCs. Stellate cells also may
secrete cytokines and growth factors.

Despite these recent data, the exact link between the long-standing process of CP and pancre‐
atic carcinogenesis remains an open question.

As mentioned above, many inflammatory mediators that exist in CP have also been linked to
PDA [12]. Inflammatory processes consecutive to ductal or acinary injury represent the
activation of the immune system that releases pro-inflammatory factors in order to prevent
the harmful effect. These factors include cytokines (tumour necrosis factor (TNF-α), trans‐
forming growth factor (TGF) β interleukins (IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8), chemokines (e.g., monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-1, monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1, and growth-related oncogenes), adhesion molecules, reactive-oxygen and reactive-
nitrogen species. Many of these inflammatory products could also be involved in tumouri‐
genesis. In the digestive system, inflammation has been described in gastric carcinoma
subsequent to persistent Helicobacter pylori [13], colorectal cancer associated with inflamma‐
tory bowel disease [14, 15] and oesophageal adenocarcinoma following reflux esophagitis [16].
When treated inadequately, chronic inflammation may increase the risk of cancer, both
processes sharing the same signalling pathways in increased proliferation rate, apoptosis,
angiogenesis.

One mechanism that enhances the risk of cancer and strongly relates to the inflammatory
process is the infiltration of immune products into the tumour microenvironment. There is
also abundant evidence that pro-inflammatory cytokines and their receptors are expressed in
pancreatic cells and infiltrating immune cells within inflamed pancreatic tissues [17, 18]. We
review in the next paragraphs the best described pro-inflammatory mediators and their
participation in chronic pancreatitis and PDA.

3.1. Tumour Necrosis Factor (TNF-α)

Tumour necrosis factor (TNF-α) is a cytokine produced especially by activated macrophages
but also by other cells (e.g., fibroblasts, keratinocytes) as a pro-inflammatory cytokine. and in
concequence participates in regulating the cellular homeostasis and the defence of the harmed
organisms. In the immune systems, TNF-α contributes to the correct functioning of NK cells,
B cells and T cells. Other results suggest that besides these important roles, TNF-α is associated
with chronic inflammatory diseases and ultimate tumourigenesis. [19].

TNF-α was first describe by Carswell et al. [20] and many following studies have shown
that  immune  cells  produce  two  types  of  tumour  necrosis  factors:  TNF-α  produced  by
activated macrophages and TNF-β produced by mitogen stimulated lymphocytes. Pioneer‐
ing studies by Balkin et al. [21] showed that TNF-α is a tumour promoter of skin cancer.
An anti-tumour necrosis  factor-alpha antibody inhibits  the development of  experimental
skin tumours [22]. Thereafter, many studies have pointed out that this cytokine has a role
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in autoimmune diseases, chronic inflammatory processes and, despite its name, in malignan‐
cy. Systemic levels of TNF-α together with various cytokines such as IL-6, Il-8, IL-10 were
found to be significantly higher in patients with PDA compared to healthy subjects [23, 24].
PDA cells are exposed to TNF-α secreted by the infiltrated macrophages but also to their
own endogenous TNF-α.

The  major  role  of  this  cytokine  is  to  switch  between  inflammatory  and  tumourigenic
processes thus stimulating the ability of cancer cells to undergo migration and invasion.
The  detailed  signalling  pathways  through  which  TNF-α  exerts  this  role  are  yet  to  be
revealed. However, the TNF-α receptors are well-described (TNF-R1 and TNF-R2). While
TNF-R2 is expressed only in endothelial and immune cells, TNF-R1 was described in many
tumoural  tissues  including  PDA.  After  binding  to  its  ligands,  TNF-α receptors  suffer  a
conformational  change  leading  to  a  stable  trimeric  form  and  subsequent  activation  of
various signalling pathways. On the one hand, the NF-κb pathway may be activated and
this will trigger the inflammatory response, anti-apoptotic processes and cell survival. On
the other hand, TNF-α may induce the activation of the mitogen- activated protein kinase
(MAPK) signalling pathway with subsequent effects on proliferation, differentiation, and
apoptosis of cells. These rather conflicting signals raised even more questions whether TNF-
α  may  be  used  as  a  PDA  therapeutic  target.  Following  the  anti-apoptotic  signalling
inhibitors of TNF-α infliximab and etanercept were proposed as possible therapeutic agents
in  PDA,  especially  after  pancreaticoduodenectomy  [25].  Interestingly,  both  anti-TNF
compounds are currently used for the treatment of chronic inflammation. However,  this
study and others were not able to prove that TNF-α is the missing link between chronic
pancreatitis  and  PDA,  but  the  results  obtained  so  far  using  inhibitors  of  this  cytokine
support this assumption.

3.2. Interleukine-6 (IL-6)

Many other interleukins have increased levels in PDA as well as in CP. Among them, Inter‐
leukine-6 was systematically described in many studies as a pro-inflammatory cytokine
overexpressed in PDA tumours and in the systemic circulation of patients. Moreover, high
levels of IL-6 in the serum of diseased persons directly correlate with increased mortality [26,
27]. IL-6 binds to its specific receptor formed by two subunits; one ligand-specific IL-6Rα and
one signal transducer gp130. The intracellular domain of gp130 activates the Junus Kinase
(JAK) and MAPK pathways. JAK activates the transcription factor STAT3 involved in invasion
and metastasis, and identified in many tumours including PDA [28]. The inhibition of the
STAT3 phosphorylation pathway was considered a good therapeutic approach in previous
studies [29]. Although IL-6 has shown high levels in chronic pancreatitis, a genetic analysis
failed to prove a correlation with the prognosis for this condition [30].

The role of IL-6 and the signalling pathway has yet to be investigated because it is clear that
CP is a factor in the development of PDA.
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3.3. Cyclooxygenases

Cyclooxygenases (COX-1 and COX-2), also known as prostaglandin (PG) endoperoxide
synthases, are isoenzymes required for in the conversion of arachidonic acid to prostaglandins.
COX-1 and-2 share ~65 structural similarities and have almost identical catalytic domains.

COX-1 is a constitutive enzyme and is produced by almost all cells in normal physiological
processes, whereas COX-2 is an inducible enzyme with almost undetectable levels in normal
cells and with a high expression in many cancer types including PDA [31]. Importantly, COX-2
is induced by inflammatory factors, therefore, it may be one of the mediators between chronic
pancreatitis and PDA. The strongest evidence that favours this link comes from a mouse model
(BK5.COX-2) in which the over-expression of COX-2 induces pancreatic acinar to ductal
metaplasia progression to severe dysplasia [32]. In this model the authors have shown that all
transgenic mice develop pancreatic inflammation and metaplasia specific to human CP.
Afterward, the initiation of dysplastic lesions featuring PDA was observed. This is one of the
most convincing models that favour COX-2 as a key modulator of a tumour microenvironment
in response to inflammatory stimuli.

3.4. Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-β

Transforming growth factor (TGF)-β is a cytokine which inhibits cell proliferation and
modulates the immune response. In normal pancreas it blocks the G1/S phase cell cycle
progression, whereas in pancreatic cancer it decreases suppressive activity through an
impairment of the signalling pathway [33]. It was shown that (TGF)-β is involved in pancreatic
fibrosis, because collagen synthesis was augmented secondary to exogenous cytokine treat‐
ment. Moreover, in a rat model of caerulein-induced pancreatitis the levels of (TGF)-β were
upregulated [34].

The above presented results match the hypothesis that inflammatory products are the
hallmarks of pancreatic cancer and that they can bridge the conceptual gap between idiopathic
CP and PDA. The inflammatory products operate by shifting this pathway into a tumourigenic
one and promote cellular proliferation, invasion and migration. To do so they have to activate
oncogenic networks of transcription factors throughout the regulation of specific genes.

4. Oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes common in chronic pancreatitis
and pancreatic adenocarcinoma

In the last years, many studies have reported the detection of proto-oncogenes and tumour
suppressor gene mutations in the pathogenesis of CP and PDA. Developments in molecular
biology and biotechnologies such as ADN microarrays for genome-wide chromosomal
localization enable the detection of genetic causes in both conditions. Oncogenes are genes that
when mutated have the potential to cause cancer, whereas transcription factors represent a
group of proteins that regulate gene transcription by binding to specific DNA sequences and
modulate mRNA synthesis.
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4.1. K-Ras proto-oncogene

One of the genes involved in CP may be the K-Ras proto-oncogene. The product of K-Ras gene
is a small GTPase protein and a key player in many intracellular signalling processes. As all
GTPase molecules, K-Ras has an enzymatic activity that relies on the conversion of GTP to
GDP, consistent with the active state of the protein. The switch from the active to the inactivate
state is mediated by GTPase-activating proteins (GAP), whereas the activation of K-Ras is
promoted by guanine nucleotide exchange proteins (GEFs). In pancreatic cancer one point
mutation of the encoding K-Ras gene at codon G12 impairs the inactivation of K-Ras, placing
the protein in a permanent active state. All the downstream signalling pathways are subse‐
quently perturbed and thus drive the processes characteristic to cancer [35]. The main process
generated by the K-Ras mutation is the activation of the inflammatory microenvironment and
subsequent fibrosis. Without any doubt, K-Ras mutation is observed in most PDA. However,
a new concept has come out, centred around the mutation level that K-Ras has to reach in order
to initiate PDA. This new idea is based on studies showing that healthy people have high levels
of K-Ras oncogens at rates exceeding cancer patients. In other words, expression of the
oncogenic K-Ras from its endogenous locus is insufficient to activate downstream signaling
pathways, so that a pathological threshold is necessary for K-Ras mutation to be reached in
order to initiate PDA. When non-endogenous levels are reached, CP and not PDA will develop,
at least in one mouse model [36]. These results became extremely important in showing that
K-Ras mutation is not important per se in PDA, but rather the level of the subsequent activated
signalling pathway. This discrete modulation may be the reason why attempts to inhibit this
molecule as a cancer therapy, failed.

Moreover, the same studies suggest the oncogenic K-Ras accelerates tumour development only
in an inflammatory milieu in the sense that inflammatory mediators activate the oncogenic K-
Ras, which in turn stimulates the desmoplastic reaction. These results are consistent with data
obtained from patients showing that 30% of CP persons bear a K-Ras mutation. Therefore, the
idea that the K-Ras mutation is a PDA marker should be reconsidered in the context of the
inflammatory environment.

4.2. Notch

Notch is another well described oncogene in PDA and experimental CP in mice is connected
to the upregulation of Notch and acinar to ductal metaplasia. The Notch gene encodes for
transmembrane proteins that regulate the mechanism of lateral inhibition during embryogen‐
esis. Using mice with induced Notch activity, it was shown that only upon coactivation with
K-Ras, Notch initiates the promotion of pancreatic lesions [37]. Moreover, using cDNA
microarray technology, deregulated Notch pathways were found in CP [38]. This study
showed that Notch receptors, Notch1 and Notch2, as well as Notch targets such as HES-related
repressor protein, were upregulated in CP. Another study showed how crosstalk between
TNF-α and Notch sustains the intrinsic inflammatory profile of pancreatic cancer cells [39].
TNF-α stimulates the transcription factor NF-κB signalling and, together with Notch signals,
induced the optimal expression of Notch targets. The enhancement of these target genes
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suppresses the anti-inflammatory protein expression and creates a feedback loop that keeps
the cells in an inflammatory state.

4.3. Transcription factor Nf-κB

The transcription factor Nf-κB was initially described in activated B lymphocytes and there‐
after characterised in almost every cell. It controls the activity of ~ 150 genes and the biological
answers to various external stimuli. Nf-κB is a heterodimeric protein sequestered in the
cytoplasm by IκB protein. In response to different stimuli (including those of inflammatory
origin), IκB is phosphorylated and then degraded. The IκB proteolysis permits the release of
Nf-κB and translocation to the nucleus where it binds to specific promoter regions and initiates
gene transcription. Several studies indicate that Nf-κB is constitutively expressed in PDA cell
lines, in humans and animal models of pancreatic cancer with functions in proliferation,
resistance to apoptosis and inflammation-induced cancer development [40, 41]. Importantly,
active Nf-κB was determined in experimental models of pancreatitis and was asserted as an
early response to inflammation [42]. Other experiments sustain a model in which Nf-κB
positively links the oncogenic Ras signalling and the inflammatory process [43]. Augmented
values of Nf-κB mRNA favour pro-apoptotic pathways in acinar cells, whereas the islets are
not affected. From these results, the authors concluded that in CP only the endocrine cells may
be subjected to cell reprogramming by evading immune attack, whereas exocrine cells exibit
an altered state resulting from Nf-κB transcriptional activity [44].

In a caerulein-induced pancreatitis mouse model NF-κB activation was described [45]. NF-κB
activation promotes inflammation and the milieu that favours cancer development [46].

Other transcription factors with oncogenic potential activated by inflammation and described
in pancreatic cancer are: i) Nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFATc1) that belongs to the
same family as NF-κB and regulates genes participating in cell growth and differentiation, and
ii) the GLI1 family important for tumour microenvironment modulation, cell apoptosis,
autophagy and proliferation.
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increased expression of the protein has been associated with poor prognosis in various human
cancer types [47]. The metastasis-promoting protein S100A4 belongs to the S100 family of
calcium-binding proteins, but its function has not yet been well described. The protein seems
to exert dual, intracellular and extracellular functions that may contribute to its pro-metastatic
effects [48, 49]. S100A4 is expressed in many cancer cells [50, 51] and in several types of stromal
cells, e.g., fibroblasts, lymphocytes, macrophages [52-54]. Previous studies showed that in PDA
patients, S100A4 together with S100A2 are associated with more aggressive tumours and
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predict worse survival after surgery. These two markers are proposed to stratify resectable
pancreatic cancer into different phenotypes of prognosis and response to therapy. S100A4 is
also secreted by PDA cell lines in vitro [51, 55] and can be detected in the tumour interstitial
fluid [52], suggesting a role for S100A4 in the tumour-stroma interplay.

5.2. Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-α

Transforming growth factor (TGF)-α is a polypeptide that induces mitogenic and cell differ‐
entiation responses. The specific receptor is the tyrosine kinase EGF receptor (EGFR) common
for (TGF)-α and epidermal growth factor. The overexpression of both TGF-α and EGFR were
upregulated in CP and in pancreatic cancer. Apparently,TGF-α excessively stimulates EGFR
contributing in this way to the pathology of these diseases [56].

6. Prophylactic and therapeutic use of the anti-inflammatory agents in CP
and PC

Chronic inflammation connected to CP triggers the progression to cancer through the occur‐
rence of the following precancerous lesions: pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PanINs),
intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (IPMN), and mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCN).
The progression of these lesions into pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDA) involves many
diverse molecular pathways.

Many studies published so far have shown increased incidence of pancreatic cancer in CP
patients [57]. The cumulative risk of PC in subjects with CP is 1.8% after 10 years and 4% after
20 years, with an incidence ratio of 1.8% [58]. Over the last few years a major breakthrough
towards understanding PDA patho-biology was made by deciphering the molecular events
responsible for the development of PDA [59, 60].

New chemo-therapeutic drugs are needed in PC. Targeting inflammatory pathways with anti-
inflammatory drugs may be of benefit for a combined, multi-target approach to PDA therapy.
Anti-inflammatory agents may potentiate the tumoural growth’s inhibitory effect of chemo‐
therapeutic agents, such as Gemcitabine.

6.1. Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors (specific and non-specific)

The selective inhibition of the Cox-2 gene expression and of its enzymatic activity may have
chemoprotective potential in high-risk patients for PC. Similar to familial adenomatous
polyposis (FAP) treated with sulindac, COX-2 inhibitor therapy may delay pancreatic cancer
precursor lesion progression and reduce the incidence of pancreatic cancers.

Experimental studies using a genetically modified mouse model of pancreatic cancer devel‐
opment (K-RasG12D; PDX-1-Cre mice, BOP treated hamster) and cell lines have shown efficacy
in reducing the development of high-grade pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasias (PanIN) and
ductal adenocarcinoma [61]. Cox-2 inhibitors such as etodolac, sulindac, celocoxib and
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nimesulide inhibited the proliferation of pancreatic cancer cells [62, 63]. The antitumoural
activity of aspirin, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID), involves numerous
molecular targets, including Cox-2. Sclabas et al. showed that aspirin inhibits the activation of
the NF-kB pathway in cultured cells and decreased the expression of the COX-2 gene [42, 64].
Moreover, aspirin may activate adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK),
and may affect Notch, Wnt/β-catenin, and other signalling pathways [65]. Nimesulide (4-
nitro-2 phenoxymethanesulfonanilide), another NSAID, significantly decreases PDA in mice
treated during the postinitiation phase of pancreatic carcinogenesis [66]. Moreover, the
progression of later stage PanIN was lowered by this drug [62]. While experimental data are
highly available, only a few clinical trials of pancreatic cancer using COX-2 inhibitors as
chemopreventive agents have shown a possible clinical benefit. A randomized phase II study
(Apricot-P) evaluated Apricoxib in combination with Gemcitabine and Erlotinib (Modiano M.
et al., personal communication). Similarly, celocoxib was also evaluated in combination with
Gemcitabine and Cisplatin in patients with metastatic PC or combined with Gemcitabin [67].
In both studies, the primary endpoint was a survival rate at six months, although no improve‐
ment in Gemcitabine activity has been observed.

6.2. TGF-β inhibitors

Traberdersen, a specific inhibitor of TGF-b2, was used as a 2nd line treatment in a phase I/II
study of 37 patients with PDA. The median survival was 13.4 months and one patient showed
a complete response [68]. Although the study is in an incipient phase, TGF-β shows to be a
promising clinical target.

6.3. Aspirin

In vitro findings suggest that aspirin might inhibit pancreatic carcinogenesis, but epidemio‐
logical data are inconsistent. There are studies indicating that nonsteroidal anti-inflammato‐
ry drugs (NSAIDs) reduce the risk of gastrointestinal (GI) cancers and pancreatic cancer,
but other results indicate that there is no significant association between aspirin use and
pancreatic  cancer  risk.  A  limited  number  of  populational-based  studies  are  available.
According  to  Streicher  SA  et  al.,  significant  relationships  between  aspirin  use  and  de‐
creased pancreas-cancer incidence and mortality have been shown in four out of 13 studies
[69].  In some studies the benefit  was positively correlated with the frequency of aspirin
intake [70].  In a systematic review and meta-analysis,  Cui X et  al.  analysed the associa‐
tion between aspirin intake and its  effect  for  the chemoprevention of  pancreatic  cancer.
They carried out  a  total  of  10  studies  (four case-control  studies,  five  prospective cohort
studies, and one randomized controlled trial) published between 2002 to 2011 with 7,252
cases of pancreatic cancer and more than 120,0000 healthy control subjects enrolled in the
studies. The conclusion of the study was that high-dose, rather than low-dose, aspirin intake
was associated with an 0.88-fold decreased risk for pancreatic cancer compared with non-
use [71]. Table 1 overviews the information from studies that analysed the association of
the aspirin or NSAID intake with pancreatic cancer.
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Study design No of patients Period Drug type Dose and

duration of

NSAID use

Conclusions

Prospective

cohort study

[72]

28,283 postmenopausal

women- 80 incident cases of

pancreatic cancer

1992 to

1999

Aspirin and other

NSAIDs

Not collected Aspirin might be

chemopreventive for

pancreatic cancer

Case-control

Surveillance

Study [73]

149 patients with pancreatic

cancer (n = 504), stomach (n =

254), oesophagus (n = 215),

gallbladder (n = 125), or liver

(n = 51) and Controls were

5,952 ( non tumoral diseases)

1977 to

1998

Salicylates (e.g.,

aspirin), indoles

(e.g.,

indomethacin),

propionic acids

(e.g., ibuprofen),

fenamates (e.g.,

mefenamic acid),

and/or oxicams

(e.g., piroxicam).

At least four

days/week for at

least three

months, initiated

at least one year

before admission.

No effect of NSAID use

Case-control

study [74]

12,174 incident cancer cases

(396 pancreatic cancer) and

34,934 controls

1993 to

1995

13–36 months

before cancer

diagnosis

13-36 months

before cancer

diagnosis

The increased risks of

pancreatic cancer could

be due to chance or to

undetected biases

Clinic-based

case-control

study [75]

904 cases and 1,224 controls April 2004

to

September

2010

Aspirin, NSAID

and acetaminophen

Aspirin use ≥ 1

day/month

Aspirin use, but not non-

aspirin NSAID use, is

associated with a

lowered risk of

developing pancreatic

cancer

Hospital-based

case-control

study ( Roswell

Park Cancer

Institute) [76]

194 patients with pancreatic

cancer were compared to 582

age and sex-matched patients

with non-neoplastic condition

1982 to

1998

Aspirin At least one tablet

per week for at

least six months

was classified as

regular aspirin

use.

Regular aspirin use may

not be associated with a

lower risk of pancreatic

cancer

Multicentric

hospital-based

case-control

study in Italy

[77]

308 patients with incident

pancreatic cancer and

controls were 477 with acute

conditions

1991 and

2008

22 cases (7%) and

37 controls (8%) -

regular aspirin

Nonregular use No association between

regular aspirin use and

pancreatic cancer risk,

although our results

suggested a possible

protective effect for long-

term current users
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Study design No of patients Period Drug type Dose and

duration of

NSAID use

Conclusions

Prospective

cohort study

[78]

161 cases with pancreatic

cancer ( 88,378 women

without cancer at the

baseline)

1980 to

1998

Aspirin Two or more

standard tablets

per week

Extended periods of

regular aspirin use

appear to be associated

with a statistically

significantly increased

risk of pancreatic cancer

among women

Population-

based cohort

study [79]

11,683 patients with

rheumathoid arthritis, 840

patients with cancer, 32 with

pancreatic cancer

1965 to

1983

NSAID No information

regarding doses

Slightly reduced risk for

pancreatic cancer

Population-

based

Connecticut

study [69]

362 pancreas-cancer cases

frequency matched to 690

randomly sampled controls.

2005 to

2009

Aspirin ( low dose,

regular dose)

Daily Daily aspirin regimen

may reduce risk of

developing pancreatic

cancer

Prospective

cohort study

[80]

Cancer Prevention Study II

(CPS-II) cohort- 98,7590

4,577 deaths from pancreatic

cancer

1982 to

2000

Aspirin Frequent aspirin

use (> or =30

times per month)

Aspirin use was not

associated with

pancreatic cancer

mortality

7. The “therapeutic” role of surgical treatment in the progression of chronic
pancreatitis to PDA

Pancreas resection is indicated in CP patients who have small-duct disease or those in whom
endoscopic drainage fails.

There are experimental and clinical studies that take into consideration the fact that the surgical
treatment of chronic pancreatitis may reduce the risk of the development of PDA. Even though
the mechanism of the protective role of surgery remains unknown, possible explanations could
be linked to the fact that through the endoscopic drainage procedures or resection procedures
of the CP, pancreatic tissue and the inflamed tissue are removed or diminished. Ueda J et al.
have found that patients who underwent surgical treatment for chronic pancreatitis had a
significantly lower incidence of pancreatic cancer. According to this study, 5.1% of patients
who had not received surgical treatment for CP developed pancreatic cancer, whereas PDA
was observed in 0.7% of patients who had undergone surgery for chronic pancreatitis [81].
G.H. Sakorafas et al. reviewed the experience of 484 consecutive patients who underwent
surgery for chronic pancreatitis; pancreatic cancer was diagnosed after a mean of 3.4 years
after the initial operation for chronic pancreatitis in 2.9% of the 484 patients [82]. Even though
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the percentage of patients who underwent pancreatic resection for CP and subsequently
developed PDA is higher than in the study by Ueda J et al., it is smaller than in the studies that
analyse patients with CP without surgical treatment.

8. Conclusions

The  tumour  microenvironment  is  a  critical  determinant  of  PDA  progression  and  treat‐
ment outcome. From the above presented studies, it is clear that CP may be considered as
a  prerequisite  of  the  PDA condition.  The major  evidence supporting this  assumption is
based on  studies  revealing  that  the  tumour  microenvironment  of  the  ductal  epithelium
increases  the  risk  of  neoplastic  transformation.  In  the  onset  of  CP,  the  pathways  and
molecules  described  so  far  are  activated  and  promote  the  transformation  from  normal
epithelium to metaplasmic, early neoplasmic lesions (PanIN) and finally pancreatic cancer.
Despite the fact that many studies determined that inflammatory components and down‐
stream effectors are present in both CP and pancreatic cancers, there is not a clear common
pathway for pancreatic cancer development which includes chronic inflammatory process‐
es  and finally  stroma formation.  When revealed,  these  findings  may guide  us  to  novel
strategies for pancreatic cancer therapy.
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